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.FUTURE VETS—Patti L Irby, Route 2, Murray, arid Steve Berry, Elkton, pre-
veterinary medicine students at Murray State University, are given in-
struction in canine examination procedures by Dr. Elwood Brown, D.V.M.,




A series of informational and
educational workshops geared toward
sensitizing the church to the presence,
and needs of the retarded is slated at
the Firs( United Methodist Church in
Murray Nov. 4 and 5.
Sponsored by the Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial Association, the
Murray-Calloway County Association
for Retarded Citizens, the Committee
on a Ministry to Retarded Persons, and
the Murray-Calloway County
Comprehensive Care Center, the two
day workshops will feature specialists
in both mental retardation and the
Workshop times on Nov. 4 are 3 p.m.
to 6 p.m., and Nov. 5, 8 a.m. to 12:30
9-111.
Speakers for the two day affair are
-eipected to be Billie Downing,
assistant head, Kentucky Department
of Education, Bureau of Education for
Exceptional Children; Dr. Sam
Anderson, director, Department of
Religious Life, Portlaw State School
and Hospital, Tuscaloosa, Ala.; Ms.
Doris Monroe, consultant on working
with exceptional children, Southern
Baptist Convention; and Dr. Ralph
Hausman, associate professor, Murray
State University, Department of
Special Education.
Objectives of the workshops,
according to a spokesman, are "to -
sensitize the church to the presence and
needs of retarded citizens in the
community; to provide the church with
information and education about
retarded citizens; to indicate practical
'ways in which a local congregation or
inside today
groups of congregations may become
involved in a-meaningful ministry to
retarded persons and their families;,,,to
explore the needs of local churches in
their efforts to develop or help develop
- religion services for retarded citizens
and their families; 16 reveal the results
of a community survey and to compile
further information in order to develop
an action plan; and to create an
awareness of community resources
available to local churches concerned




Callowaik 'County School Board
members- are expected to hear a report
on the need of additional land near
Calloway County High and hear a
. report on the status of a high school self
study, when the board meets Thursday.
The county school board meets at
7:30 p.m. in the county school
administrative offices on College Farm
Road.
Also on the tentative agenda for the
meeting is a lengthy superintendent's
report. The superintendent, Dr. Jack D.
Rose, in addition to reporting on the self
study, is slated to talk about school
transportation, sheriff's collection fees,
upcoming meetings and construction.
—School board members are also
expected to make.two final payments
on school relate work, elect
personal and hear -a fire marshal's
report.
Two Sections —28 Pages
U
Trond Sandvik believes that planning and timing is the
essence to preparing a delicious meal. Read about
Sandvik in today's Cooking Corner, Page 1B.
Carter's tax package may be an assault on the
American middle class, say columnists Evans and Novak.
Read their observations in today's opinion section, Page •
4A.
frost warning-
Frost or freeze warning
tonight. Generally partly cloudy
today and unseasonably cold with
high in the mid to upper 50s.
(lear and cold tonight with frost
and near freezing temperatures,
low in the low to mid 30s. Sunny-
- and a littte wanner Thursday,
high 60,to.
Increasing dàd1ness Fnday
with chance of showers beginning.,
' Friday nfght and eliding -Sunday:
today's index
Clasgifieds  10-B. 11-B
Crossword. • 9-B
CattliCS . . . . . . 9-B
_ Dear Abby   9-B
Deaths & Funerals 16-A
• —Horoscope  — - - - - 9-B
Inside Report 4-A
Let's §_tay Well -.0  9-B
... . .. 2-A, 3-A
• Opinion Page • 4-A
5portsVA,77/S,S.A,9-A
DOT To Pick Lip Tab,
Overtime Work
_
Construction workers will be working
six daysa week, every daylight hour,
on the -pedestrian overpass and
rerouting of Chestnut Street on the
Murray State University campus in no
attempt to open Chestnut Street to
traffic as soon as possible according to
Robert Hodges, district highway
engineer with the Reidland office. of the
state Bureau of Highways, Department
of Transportation.
Hodges said that DOT officials have
met with the contractor, Harper and
project.
Many of the business owners have
said that the closing of the street has
drastically cut traffic to their stores
and the effects are seriously hurting
their daily sales figures.
Hodges said Tuesday afternoon that
if weather pertnits and "progress is
fast enough" the pavement on the new
Chestnut Street section could be poured
prior to Thanksgiving.
Hodges explained that DOT would
prefer to go ahead and pour the
• Arterburn,,Inc., qt.Paducah, to-work_PP .....ccincretepavement.dn the street section -
the procedure for the overtime work Oft=;- -before reopening the road because "if
we r raffie all winter (on a graveled
surface) we will have to redo the road-
baseit inthe sprig before we could paveth n,
Other advantages to paving the street
before reopening it later this ,'ear.
Hodges _pointed out,_ would be 'the
people would not have the dust and
potholing problems on maintaining the
of the street have been voiced, 
temporary surface throughout the
primarily from business owners along Hodges also said that if the
Chestnut, since the contractor closed permanent, urface is not pit _down
Iiie_.atreet to begin .construction on the':
Co u flclIMOOtTfl g
To Be Televited.
the project.
"Our first goal," Hodges said, "is to
get the road (Chestnut) in condition for
traffic. I feel sure we can make that
before Thanksgiving."
Hodges said that the state will be
paying the additional wages required
for the contractor to work his crew
overtime on the project.
Several complaints about the closing
The regular meeting of the Murray
Complus Couneil-will be televised on
MSIJ-TV Thursday Whining .at 7:30
.p.m. The meeting can be viewed by
cable tv subscribers on channellL_L_.
veral items are included on-thr-:
agetçida for the meeting. Among those
itenis are:
report on the city budget through
the third quarter from finance
committeechariman Melvin Henley;
—The second reading of an ordinance
extend the- hours billiard 'MUST 1.04-•
remain operron weekends; -
—A resolution concerning federal
surplus property; - - - -
—A report on..tbg 'Murray -Transit
AuthorityjrbirfltheVe Zee:
... —A review of bids on construction of
a new well for the Murray Water di
Sewer System; • .
—The employment of a fireman to fill
a vacancy created by a resignation,
and; --
-Review and discuSaitilL_Of _a .city
personnel ordinance.
SEA Oh:Chestnut-
pro wintertinte, the road wittlid
again_ have to be closed for
approximately two weeks next spring
while the pavement is poured-.
"We ( the contractor and DOT) are
working as fast as possible on the
project," the highway engineer said.
"Even after the street Is opened on
the gravel base," Hodges said, "the
contractoy:will still be working and
there will be times that there will be
only one line of traffic with flagmen
stationed at each end of the,
construction area."-
Hodgei Said thal there would be one
other time period, after the street is
reopened, when' It would have to be
closed again for a short period. He said
that when the beams that will support
the pedestriae overpass are erected,
the street will have to be closed for
eight to 24 hours.
Hodges concluded by saying that he
feels with the contractor's crews
working 10 to 11 hours per day, six days
a wefk, he feels sure the street can be
reopened by Thanksgiving.
The closing of the street to through
traffic during the construction project
has been the subject of considerable
'discus-lion locally since Harper and
Arterburn first erected barricades on
Sept. 12.
A public meeting on the closing of the
street vies held here on •Sept; 28 at
which business owners in the area,
students, city officials and other
interested townspeople -questioned
representatives of DOT _and the
contractor as to the necessity of closing
the street during construction of the
overpass.
At that time, Hodges and the
contractor agreed that the street could
be reopened by Dec. 1 of this year, at
least on a temporary basis, if weather
remained favorable for construction.
State Transportation Secretary
Calvin G. Grayson announced on
October 6 that DOT has directed the
contractor to make every effort to open
the Chestnut Street section of the
project before Thanksgiving in
response to the concern of -local
merchants and other citizens about
lack of direct access to the businesses.
Brandon Convicted On Reduced
Charge By Circuit _Coyrt Jury
-Forty-seven-year-old-Jae Brandoa-Tis
'eijiééted to undergo preseritenehig
interviews within , the next week,
igllowing his conviction on a reduced
second degree mansliughter charge in
'Calloway County Circuit Court late,
Tuesday. •
A Calloway County Circuit Court jury
found tEirencien, who
guilty on marislaughter:ChargeS about
4:25 p. m. Tuesday. The 12 member
-panel recommended 10 years.
is convicted in connection
with the June 10 shotgun shooting of
Wayne Duncan, 31, during an incident.
at the home of Brian Hill. Duncan died
on a Tuesday following the Friday
shooting. .
A Calloway County Grand Jury in
September indicated Brandon,
----eharging him with-murder.
. Circuit Judge James Lassiter told the
FANTASTICS TO OPEN—Henrs Bannon (far right), whose operatic voice
has been heard by audiences around the world, will be the highlight of the
up-coming musical comedy "The Fantastics." The show will be staged this
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday .efling at 8:00, and Sunday at 3:00p.m. in-
side the Old Freight Depot. Due to limited seating capacity, it is requested
that you call your reservations in to759-1752_ Admission is 1,50. Others pic-
tured are standing, left to right, Mark VVils'On and Bill Phillips. Seated; left to
right, Mike Pitts, Kathy Mar, and Dan Stallings. Photo by Jennie B. Gordon
'Fantasticks' Tickets
Said To Be Going Fast
"Tickets are going fast." said Mickey
Phillips about the Coriununity
Theatre's upcoming ,eduction -The
taFansticks." Mrs. illips, wha is the
treasurer of the theatre group, added,
"Since the tickets went on sale at. the
first of October, we have had an
overhwelming response; so I urge
everyone to make their reservations -
soon."
Reservations may be made by callieg
the Community Theatre box orrice at
759-1752. Admission will be 2.50 for
adults.
The show will run this Thursday,
Friday and Saturday evening at 8:00
and Sunday afternoon at 3:00.
Dr. Clegg Austin, vice-president of
the theatre group, commented. -Since •
this is. our first production inside the
Old Freight Depot our-seating capacity
tS limited for eigh performance_ Sad
will be very helpful to us if everYone•
who is planning to attend will let us_
know by calling our reservation
service," He continued, "This show,
which incidentally is the longest
running Musical comedy in the history
'of Broadway, has-.a very special appeal
to theatre goers everywhere."
Continuing, Dr. Austin said, am sure
that everyone in our community Will
enjoy this innocent 'love story' .which
has a twist Of sarcastic humor."
The Old L.& N Freight Depot has been
donated to the city and county
government by the Louisville and
Nashville Railroad Company, and will
hopefully serve as the site for many of
the theatre's- upcoming productions.
Therefore, the theatre group has spent
over a month and a half working to get
the depot ready for 'this premier
-performaece. . • NEW BOARD MEMBER — Holmes Ellis, left, chairman of the Calloway
Mrs. Phillips concluded, ."For an Comity Red Cross board Of cisrectors. congratulates Max Hurt on his being
evening a( fun and , minket_ _ Oct:led to thekoar(L,AISO co_  at Tuesday aftemin:s Fleeting_
entertainmint, join us at the depot for a -were LesterNinney and Rex A eltapder who have both beeri reelected to.
'Fantastick' time." di* beerft-7: 4pwk
Murray-----Ledger
priiiiitinCing inter-Vie-via-should-take
place next week, as a preliminary to -
final sentencing.
The Murray attorney representing
Brandon, William Phillips, said today,
There is always the posAbility of an
appeal in the case," Phillips said,
..'AVelie Still convinced-000.10,s
but one was neverYound."77.-.7-
A point of contention in the case was a
supposed knifiw-----arhich -Brandon
testified Duncan wielded before
Brandon shot, him. Mrs. Duncan
testified, .however, that *ter .husband
told her before he died he didn't have a
knife.
Phillips said the verdict was the,
"lowest" conviction option the jury ,
had.
Lassiter today entered a directed
verdict of acquittal in a second degree .;
arson case involving Jerry Eldridge.
The Commonwealth was trying
Eldridge in connection with Aug. 5,
1976, fire that destroyed the home of
Ronnie Gardner, on Ky. 121 outside
Murray.
Lassiter told the jury hearing the
case that although arson was
suspected, the' prosecution could show.-
_Witidence directly ' connecting
Eldridge with the fire. "The only jaroof
was that the man was simply in the




- Besides meeting with teachers at
Carter Elementary fpr a "dialogue"
session Thursday evening, Murray
Independent Beard of Edircataim Is &leo d
silted to hear a state fire marshal's
report and talk about current school
renovation.
The independent school board will
hold its regular session Thursday
evening at Carter .Elementary
following a 7 p. m. meeting with
elementary teachers. The "regular"
board meeting is slated for 8 p. m. at
the school.
School board members are slated to
hear a report on the basic adult
education program from Willie
Jackson, one on a recent human




Murray Police_ Department is
currently investigating a burglary at
Scott Drugs on Chestnut that netted
burglars with a 'quantity of drugs and
some money, according to- a- police
department spokesman,. -
Personnel with Scott Drugs
discovered the break in about 10 a.m.
Tuesday.
Police, theorize that possibly three
persons entered the building by sawing
through a resTraining bar on a
door.
The police spokesman said a
preliminary inventory indicates a
"quantity of drugs, narcotics and some
money" missing fro& the business.
Murray Police _today is also
investigating a reported theft at
National Lumber Company on
Industrial Road about 1 p.m. Tuesday.
According to the police spokesman,
-.4
company personnel say. two white
males and two white females entered
the company Tuesday afternoon and
asked to see some paneling, which is
housed in another building.
Lumber company personnel told
police that while some of the group was
being shown the paneling, another in
the group broke into the company's
cash register. Company owners
-reported "less than $100" missing in the
inCideTti
Murray Police today recovered a 1973
car belonging to James B. Willis, 1602
Olive, Murray, which Willis reported to
police 'as stolen. Willis told police that
he had a wallet with $168 in cash in the
car when it was taken. The wallet was
missing when police recovered the
auto. The incident is still under
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Mr. and Mrs. 'Edward McCIW* of Murray announce the not been 
repotted in several
engagement airenpproaching marriage of their dairghtei--, -4"r• -will need frem s'il.Make a good mixture of
Rhonda, to Mike Lafser, son of Mr. and Mrs. ilaimond Lafser, - -garden soil, sand, icompost or
also of Murray. , peat moss and have itjeady,
- The -bride;etect is the granddaughter of 'Mr. and Mrs. then the task won't be so
Crawford McClure of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Hopkins tiring.. - • ,
of Almo. The groom-elect is the grandson of Mable Brown and Clip back any broken or
Earl Stom, both of. Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lafser of withered breeches. Water the
St. Louis; Mo. plant thoroughly and be sure
, Miss McClure is a graduate of Calloway County High School to have some sort of saucer, or
and is presently employed at the Houston-McDevitt Clinicilnc. pan under the pot to catch the
Mr. Lafser is a graduate of Murray High School and is presen- excess water. Most plants do
tly employed at Freed Cotham Company. - , well if placed by a well-lighted
The wedding vowell be iiiid Oil gaturday, NovemWer 5, at wilitkiw; ' Mr-neetsarlIrlfr"
eleven a.m. at & Leo's Catholic Cburchr-A reception I-11tthillaisullowever durtnIithel
follow at the Holiday bur, Mtirray. winter months, it is a good'-
Only out of town invitations will be sent and all relatives and idea to move plants around so
friends are invited to attend the wedding and the reception. that you may ̀find the best
. place foy a certain plant.
October is a wonderful
its movies































These mornings when' the
temperature is. in -the __low
forties, let us -know that it is
time to bring in our potted
plants, or at least get rpady to.
If conditions are just right; it
could frost at forty. -lain
bringing mine in one at a time
and if the house is not too
warm, they won't- gTh It is time to get-the 
change. I would like to get
them all placed before I have
to turn on the heat. The
transition won't be so hard on
them. Some plants that have
•
, Dr. Laverne Ryan, an




Murray State University, par-
ticipated in the inauguration
Oct. 6 in Nashville, Tn., of Dr.
Walter J. 'Leonard as
presiderir Of Fisk University.
Dr. Ryan represented Pi
Omega Pi, a national honor
business society. She is a
member of the society's
National Council.
CS!
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First 50 persons in the
Wild Raspberry Saturday and
Sunday will receive a Free Gift!
Ail day weaving workshop. Learn to weave a wall hanging and'curse
Workshop leader is Karen White Boyd, Associate Professor of .-Art, MurraN
State-University. workshop hours 900-1-00: Limit-et 20,1C.alittow for
your reservation.
Demonstrations on the following
FALL ARRANGEMENTS




Create your own iron.on. Decorate anything from shirts to towels.
,
SPOOL DOLLS -
Have great potential-in-creative play. Home and floral decor as weft as gift
giving. Easy way to macrame and work with spools.
Sill( POINSETTIA •
This Christmas make and take your holiday and table decorations of pretty
petals sility poinsettia, a lasting decoration.
PENIX)
Mr. Nimock will be here again showing all the fun things you can do with
Pt.ndo and ytu can try it yoursc4f.
WE GUARANTEE A FUN FILLED WEEK END TORE MOST PRORTABLE, IDEA
FILLED EVENT EVER. rt.
Plus we have a few surprises that we are keppinisecre( that ssilljnake our 
festival one yoti-Wonilit-ki
Special Prices on some merchandise
Cash end carry discount to dealers_ _ -








month, the brightest flowers
bloom then and we appreciate
every blossom. Chyr-
santhemtuns will be pretty for
several weeks — that is until a
heavy Trost. So many of the
summer flowers will be with
us for a while and seem to take
on a deeper coloring.
settias indoors. They have
developed and grown during
the summer and now will need
to come inside. They are
fragile whatit comes to being
"frost-shy''. They may drop
some of their leaves but will
continue in xprout new ones
I don't know what I will do
with my' hanging Imekets. I
have ioin: if beautiful Iles and
haven't as much room indoors.
and I would like to have. But I
will make room somehow. We
always are sorry to part with
the blossoms of summer. But
we know they will be there
again in-the spring. Flowers
give us an eternal an-
ticipation, always 'something
-TrYlooA forward-UK-We might
try some of the little sweet
narcissus in bowls of water
this winter. Their fragrance
fills the whole house and
reminds us of their larger
cousins who will -greet us in




_ The home of Mrs, hiaudena
Butterworth was the scene of
the_September meeting of the
Penny Homemakers Club with
the president, Mrs. Ernest
-Reastrey, 'presiding and .Mrs.
Johnny Walker, secretary-
treasurer, giving her reports,
orth presented
-thensajor4esson on "The Look
of Fell Fashion." ,
-The devotion was gtven by
Mrs. Walker who read from
Proverbs 31:10-31. Plans for
the ttip fo Naritville,l'n., were
discussed along with- The
Purchase Area meeting if
Hickman on October 19 and
the Calloway annual day at
Murray State University.
Two visitors were Mrs.
Brooks Moody and Mrs.
- Vernon Moody with the latter
becoming a new member and
presenting a special lesson.
The next meeting will be
held October 17 at the home of
Mrs. Helen Cole.
"ar-40.WW44.
have all gotten some of the
lovely spring bulbs ready to
plant. Any time now is right
for all except the-- Wipe. Wait
until November to set those
out. But plant several dif-
ferent kinds. They are all so
delightful. But do it now.
,
Luncheon For
The lovely home of Mrs.
James Thurmond was the
scene of a bridal luncheonteld
in honor of Miss Jill Falwell,
bride-elect of Glen Mathis.
The gracious hostesses for
the special occasion were Mrs.
Thurmond and Mrs. Tom
Rowlett.
The luncheon table- was
covered with a white linen
cloth with china and silver
appointments complimenting
the setting. Roses were used
at vantage points throughout
Miss Falwell
the home. _ .
At each place setting a
nosegay of baby's breath and
roses was used.
Miss Falwell was presented
a miniature bridal bouquet
and a Schefferinplant by the
hostesses.
Covers were laid for Mrs.
Cal Luther, Mrs. William
Cornell, Mrs. Jack Benton,
Dr. Brinda 3_mith, Mrs.
Margaret Simmons, Mrs.




Charles Vinson of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital; Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Charles Hoover of
Murray has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
1PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Coy Boggess of Hardin'
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
THE TRI-STATES LARGEST DIAMOND MERCHANT
DOORB
Diamond Earrings







Et WARTY CHMSDIAS SHOPPER
- LAYAWAY NOW
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son, 1517 Canterbug .Drive_,_
hti—irmy.are thd parents of a
baby girl, Rachel Anne,
weighing eight pounds twelve
ounces, measuring 20-1,4 in.
dies,. born on Saturday, Oc-
tober-dr-at -1:14 -p.m. at -the
MUcray7callowayl. County- -
Hospital.
They . have one son, Clint,
age five. The father is em-
ployed at the General Tire and
Rubber Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Orvin Hutson and Mr.
and Mrs. John B. Watsoll all of
Murray. Great grandparentir'
are Mrs. Lillian Hutson. of
Murray.
KING GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky 'King,
Hazel, announce the birth of a
daughter, Julie Marie, born
Saturday, October 1, at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed 3 pounds
and three ounces.
Grandparents are Mr. and ,
Mrs. William Barnett, Hazel,
and Ross King, Lavonia,




Mr: and Mrs. Ray Boren of
Gilbertsville are the parents
of a baby boy, Christopher
Robin, weighing six. pounds
71/2 ounces, measuring 181/2
inches, born on Wednesday,
September 15, at 11:59 am, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is employed -at
Union Caalride, Paducah
Grandparents are 'Mr and
Mrs. Clarence _Boren of.,
f‘firsfay and -11eTr -Ancr Mrs.































 _ Never Again Priced_
These Are Limited Quantities rs--



























- 1'*. 2 MONTH BUDGET PLAN
- *BANK CARDS
NO EXTRA.COST LAYAWAY PLAN
LAYAWAY NOVI
WHILE SELECTION 5 •
GREATEST
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Thursday,' October 13
T%vin Lakers FOur Wheelers
will meet at Jackson Purchase
Gun Club at seven p.m.
Wednesday, October 12
)44itayRaimi Club will meet
1..._ at the Triangle Restaurant at
6:30 p.m.
Murray Shrine Club
business meeting will be held
in Guy Spann Realty office at




Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7:30 p.m. as follows.
Hannah at home ol Mrs.
James Stahler for a craft'
auction; Ruth Wilson at home
of Mrs. Haien Wei t; Wesleyan
at _Me .clini•..ck parler.
YES! THERE ARE GOOD FATS
Fats ore 'the:most concentrated sources of energy-, hav-
ing-more than- twice the energy value of carbohydrates.
thekare_compoied of fatty cicicis onciolycerol.. .
Dietary fats are valuable because they carry .the fat
soluble vitamins A, 6,-,E and K and aid in their obsorp-
hon.-Rift-are the 19-0-thiag tciteovfhe slornoch on41-con-
trittute .toitunger satisfaction; as . well as the palatability
of foods.
-Body-fats serve as energy reserves, body regulators,
3nd insulation, protecting the body from shock and
chorigesinenvironmentol temperature.
Some fat is essential in the diet to pcovide linoleic acid,
which is necessary for proper growth and healthy skirt and
connote manufactured by the body.- Safflower oil, corn
oil, and soybean oil ore especially rich sources of linoleic
acid.
Lecithin is a phospholipid compound also called
6hos.phatidyl choline, because_ it's composed of • un-
saturated fatty acids, phosphoric acid, glycerol and .the
nitioggious base chorine:-
for good nutritioel,4111. essentio] nutrients- must work
together as a team. Therefore, well-balanced nutrition
calls for a well-chosen diet, including fats.
. ••• •
-HOME & HEARTH HEALTH FOOD ;TORE, Lone Oak
PfcrrirShooping Center, Hwy. 45 So. Lone Oak Rd., 554-
5222 is your. headquaitters`. _for. „wawa] , foods and
supplements We welcome you trIcome by onrishop at-
the largest health toad store within150mileS..10p-an 10 AM
6 days a week. Mn-Thurs. 10-6, Fri. IQ-7, Sittt4.5.'
HEAJ.TI4Y HINT:
Cold pressed oils'are p good source of polyunsaturated
fats
Murray Chapter No. 92
Wednesday, October. 12 Royal Arth Masons will Meet
at lodge hall at 7:30 p.tn. Work
- will be in the Mark Master
degree.
-Weicotne Wagon
Newcotners Club will meet at




Scouts will hold two -training
meetings - for new leaders
"New Worlds To -Ex-
Pion" at the Scout Cabin,
Sharpe Street, at 9:30 a.m.
-Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet with
Linda Fain at 7:30 p. m.
Grove 126 Woodmen of the
World will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at six p.
Ellis Center will be open
• kam-taii a,mJ three p. ra-
-for activities by the Senior
Citizens including devotion at
10:05 a. m., quilting or visiting
• at 1030 a. m., seek lunch at
noon, band practice at one p.
m., and Celeste Sikula,
assistant professor in the
social work department, MSU,
will speak on "Rape" at two p.
m.
Homemakers Club will meet
as follows: Racers with Linda
. Begley at nine-a.m.; Dexter at
- Dexter Center at 9:30 a.m.;.
South Murray -with' Modelle
Miller at one p.m., Town.ant
Country with- Mrs. "John
Mechler at 7:30 p.m.;
Progressive with Mrs. Jimmy
D. Herndon at siven pm. -
, Jack Rose v_rill_perfarm. ig
concert at the Student Center
Auditorium, 1U, at „ow*
p.m.
"Fantasticks" by
Community Theatre will be at
the Old Freight Depot at eight
WEDNESDAY: 3-4 P.M. Ribbon Cutting Ceremony WNBS Live
Coverage
FRIDAY: 6-8 P.M. WHISKEY RIDGE BOYS - In Person; Clowns for
kids of all ages, coke & hot dog 15c










10-30% Off On All Vacuum Cleaners
'SALE THIS WEEK ONLY
FRENCH
Gourmet Enameled Cast Iron
Knives Cookware







y Hoover v- Eureka y Royal v- Regina y Premier y Kirby
y Rainbow v- Sunbeam
Filter Queen Home Sanitation System
Reg L5543 NOW $275
Litton Microwave Ovens
$50-900 OFF






Sat. 9:30-5 Murray, Ky. 155-1630
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Anniversary Eve . Mrs Oakley Is Hostess, horothy Group Meeting. .
- 
 nt Is •.• _ ...• Mrs. Hugh Oakley opened Durward Beatty. - -w-h° - Keith Morris, Theron RileY. -
and Brent Outland. A social
hour was held with7-refreah-
ments being sereat tir-Mrs.
Oakley. '
The group will meet
Tuesday, November 1, at10: 30
a.m. at the home of Mrs. Keith




MR. AND MRS. sAy CALHOUN cut the cake at the golden
wedding anniversary celebration held in their honor on Satur-.
day afternoon, October 1, at their home.
The coffee was planned by. her daughter, Mrs. Charles .
(Sara) Brooks and Mr. Brooks of St. Louis, Mo.-, who were
present for the occasion along with their two children and the •
grandchildren of Mr. and Mrs. Calhoia_- Cathy Bipoics,',a
student at the University of Missouri Lay School in Columbia,
and-Doug Brooks; ätreshman at-Miirray -ftte-UtilVers)tp..
----Prie_ndsand.relatives wereserved-by Mrs. Alice Smithat the--
- table overlaid with a gold covered Cloth end-adorned with an '
arrangement of yelkow sweethesrt.roses,afid fkinkedmitiitem_
_white.lighted tapers. The two tiered white cake was de(prated -
with yellow roses and topped with a gold 50 emblem. •
Mrs. Calhoun wore a rifoss green floor lercgth dress with a
cerpegeOf yellow roses ; !itigMr. Calhoun had a yellow bouten-
iiiere.
- --114n--and Mrs. Calltinui were married-October 2, 1027, near
Puryear, Tn.,. and moved to 'Murray where they have made
their home for fifty years. Mr. Calhoun was with the Beale
. Hardware Company for twenty-one years, before going into.
his own plumbing, electrical, and heating business, now on
North Fourth Street, Murray.
-Icajhojuçjs thefermer Manue Their-a efWeStpc4A-, Th
- and Mr. Calhoun is formerly from -Piuyear, 'Ps. They-attend -
the Seventhand PoplarThurch of Christ.,
her home for the meeting of-- eitallengedesch member to go
thrflorothy Group of the Fir.forth in the new church year
Baptist Church Women held with boldness in missions.
on Tuesday, October 4i:4f-
AnnquncerneM was made of10:30 a.m. with Mrs. Itugh
. the "World Missions C. on-Noffsinger presiding in the
ference at the churchabsent-% of the chairman, Mrs.
November 6 to 9.Lloyd JACks.
The program on "Christ In
'You" wai presented by Mrs.
-CV"ii Scout Pack 76 of North Janke Dunn, Bob Baker,
Calloway Elementary School Rosemary .and Richard'
met Sept 27 'for its first pack_ Halley, served refreshments.
with Cubmaster Dan
Harrison In charge. -
Den , 3 Rider_ leaders_
Dunn and Kaye
Colson opened the meeting
with a flag ceremony. Den 1
under leaders Jane _ Barton
and Jackie Morris presented a
skit. .
Awards were presented by
Co•Cubmaster R.B. Barton,-
Jr.
Den T: -Brooks Barton, one -
Gold and one Silver Arrow;
•-411thnnY-.X.1032....
arrow; Scotty Morris, wolf
-badge; Mark-Thorn, one Gold -
.and one Silver arrow. Den 2:
All members received the
- Bobcat Badge, Jimmy Baker,
•Todd Bohannon, Larry
-keen, Ray-
Russell Dunn, Richie Johnson,
Norman Landers and Jody
Lassiter.
Den 3: Charlie Dunn, both
the Bobcat and the Wolf
- "Badges.
Den 4: All • members
received the Bobcat Badge:
Garry Bailey, Chad -Harrier,
Roy Henley, Allan Leslie,
Mike Maness, Steven Shep-
pard, and Ronnie Wilson. -
Cubrnaster Dan Harrison
presented a schedule of events
for the year.
Dens 2 and 4, under leaders
The WATU f Salem Baptist
Church—me Wednesday,
October 5, at. .:30 the
church with Williams
in charge of the Progreln on
"Baptists in Secular Eurcipe."
Lottie Sheridan read the
scripture, Estelle Blankenship
read the names of the
missionaries having lilr=
thdays, and Anna Bell acme-
also had a part on the
program. •
• The president; Eleanor
Miller, presided, and the
secretary, Pauline Elkins,
read the mirititimi-&po
wete Sue Foster, Even Burt,
Ruth- Clilhoun, gene Arrn.
strong, Hilda WhieTister. -ant-
Martha Windsor. ,
. t1t.. Charles-Waist*. Ifrx4r:v kirkligtil (mil 11,41 ihasitiut- ljclnI 1.11, r
• *4tgristx rurifWap-iitr-rit'thr-thrfitfttr len;.-t4-iitrix—.-ffer. --- • -- — -
Don't Miss The Style S-Itoics










By William 6. Mullen
Executive Vice President
National Newspaper Association
National Newspaper Week is
a good time to remember that
our ten- -or fifteen-cent
newspaper is one of the best
buys in town these days. .
A little spare change buys a
paper with news from America
to Zaire, with advertising from
the neighborhooa grocery and
national manufacturers, with
local pictures, and, stories as
well as - syndicated 'en-
tertainment-features: -
In short, themewspaper is an
inexpensive but tangible
the world in which we work and
play each day — a world with
_the good and bad news of our
-human condition.
But we should not forget that
the spare change we spend for a
newspaper also puts a
priceless, intangible com-
modity in our hands. It puts
freedom of the press in our
binds_ with the emphasis on
the word "our." For .it is our
freedom of the press the .First
Amendment' guarantees and
-our freedom of the press which.
Loolung Back
- •is threatened by government
intrusion.
Consequently, National'
Newspaper Week is a good time
to ask how tight our grasp is on
thiS '!freedom ,in our hands."
Our grip is certainly stronger
than that of citizens in three-
fourths of the world's nations
where press _censorship, in)
prisonment, fines and other
'forrns.--;of- harassment are
business as usual.
In fact, the comparative
degree- of. freedom our press
ertiOys is a sonrce- " of
amazement to journalists in
other countries. They marvel
that our Constitutional man-
date which says "Congress
shall make no law...abridging
the freedom of speech or of the
presg..,'" is not mere rhetoric:
but a serious working principle.
However, we cannot forget
that here in America a free
press is not only our right, but
also a responsibility — our
responsibility. We -must strive
to make sure newspapers
always represent freedom in
our hands., not in the hands of




The' Murray-Calloway County _
'Hospital ha-- received notification that
a grant of $500,000 has been earmarked
for tht hospital far a planned fifty bed
UtèflSIOL 
>
Mrs. J. B: Dover Te ltzel was
neelelted asAiiathriair Of the -Kentucky •
Association of ChiropractOrs *for the
coming year. r
James IL Shelton has joined the staff
, 20 :Years Ago
of the Max Churchill Funeral Home as
a- licensed fade-tar Mrector and
embalmer, both in Kentucky 'ahd
Tennessee.
Mr. and Virg: Avery Madrey Of Hazel-
ou e) Two 'W celebrate their. 56th.
wedding anniversary on October 15. ,
GegebeltleY, sen of Dr-. and Ms.-
Hugh Oakley, is in his fourth year in the
College of Dentisty at-the University of
Kentucky, 1=icington.
Residents of Calloway County drew a Louis Hawks when they opposed the
total of $26,745 in public assistance
payment; fOr Septerribet- cOveringold
age assistance, aid to dependent
children, aid to needy blind, and aid to
permanently and totally disabled.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Martha
Wheatley, age 81.
Mason Cope of Brewers, former
-, Murray and Kentucky Wesleyan .
College star, was one  of thesagestars_
who were selected to play with the St.
 30-Years Ago._ -
Syracuse Nationals at Benton gym last
Jtight. • - - •
Births reported include a girl,
Cynthia Jane, to Mr. and Mrs. Ira Rudy
Tripp on September 30, and a girl,
Allison Danette, to Mr. and Mrs.
Bernice Wilferd on October 8.
Holiday House, sponsored- by the
Murray. Rose and Garden Club and the
Little Rose and Garden Club, will be
Nerd if- the home cif Mt. and-Mrs. Wells
Purdom on December 3.
•
- -
The Mason heirs have proposed that
the sale of the Murray Hospital at
public- auction on October 27 be stopped
as it is their with that the institution
shall continue to serve the people of
Murray and Calloway pounty as a
hospital. They propose to deed the
$400,000 hospital to a Board of
Constituency for permanent use here.
The Murray State College
ThoroughbredS beat the Eastern
Kentucky State College Maroons 21 to
13 in football.
Miss Patricia Anne Franklin,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Henry
Franklin of _Jonesboro,- -•
married to Hirold -Glenn Doran, son of
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Doran of Murray, on
October 5 at the First Baptist Church,
Jonesboro.
Mrs. Alice-Manning was honored with
a dinner at,her home in celebration of
her 87th birthday on October 5. .
"The Spanish Main" starring Paul_
__
Henreid and Maureen O'Hara is




delayed arrival on Capitol Hill,
President Carter's massive tax reform
is Viewell there by both • friends and
enemies as. an assault on, the middle
class—a- perception with ominous
overtones for the Carter administration -
and the economy. -
The President would be hard put
today to find 10 votes for his tax
package on the 37-member House Ways
and Means Committee., Rep. Abner
Mikva of Illinois, a keY- administration
supporter on the . committee, has
waroed the White House he cannot
support-. what.* is ,.. being drafted. If
loyalists such.asidikva are bailing
What Can he expected from the likes.of
Sen." Russell Long, the independent-
minded chairman of the Senate -





, Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. til letters must be
-signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
Interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject an letter 'land
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.



















'Don't involve me in your petty bickering!'




In his announcement as a candidate
for mayor, HI Ed Chrisman made great
to-do about how Kentucky law prevents
his filing as a Democrat in the general
election. Sure it doer-now.
We had a primary election- in May .to
choose _ a Democratic._ nominee, for
mayor. It *was open to Mr. Chrisman
and-or anyone else with the desire to
wave the Derpocr_a_tie,Party_ baan_gr_m_
the erection for matir in 1„lovember.. --
The real question now- is:- If Mr.
Chci•Inian--• is • such trur:bruP 
Democrat, "why did he avoid the
primary election process that seems to
- be good enough for most other
DeMacrats? •
Oh, he has every right to file as
independent. But he is a little late to try
to huddle under the Democratic caricpy
now. -
He is simply and strictly and
independent, - _ - -
We Democrats made our Choice for a
candidate from among those who had
enough intestinal fortitude to make the
race in the May primary. Dr. Melvin
Henley is our Democratic candidate




824 South 9th Street
Murray, Kentucky





Murray Ledger & Times- Editor
...This week is being celebrated across
the nation as National Newspaper
Week. Today's column is devoted to
some qiiotes from famous individuals
about the' connection between
newspapers,our.system_ cif goverrunent
and freedom of the press.
--The -authors -of the-- F-irst
Amendment knew that novel and
unconventional ideas might disturb the
complacent, but they chose to
encourage a freedom which they
believed, essential' if vigorotts.








"The vital measure of a newspaper is
not its size but its spirit — that is its
responsibility to report the news fully,
accurately and fairly."
-Arthur Hays Sulzberger0+0 .._
".4Acceptance by government of a




- "Newspapers ind their readers are
partners in freedom, and if we fail to




"Tile theory of a free press is that the
truth will emerge-from free reporting
and free discussion, not that it will be




-The free press n the mother of all




- "Our liberty depends on the freedom




"The entire and absolute freedom of
By The Associated Press
Today is Wed., October 12, the 285th
- day of 1977. There are 80 days left in the
year. This is Columbus Day.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1492, Christopher
Columbus discovered America.
On this date:
In 1822, brazil attained formal
independence from Portugak
In 1870, the American Confderate
military eorrunander, Ge.aeral !lotted
E. Lee, died in Lexington, Va.
In 1934, Peter II, became King of
Yugoslavia.
In 1942, the Pacific War, American _.
forces defeated the Japanese in the
Battle of Chpe Esperance in
Guadalcanal.
In 1947, the American flag was
lowered in Corregidor as the fortress --
rock was transferred to the Philippines.
-
the press is--essential to the
preservation of government on the
basis of a free constitution."
-Daniel Webster
0+0
, "The freedom of :the press is one of.,,
-the great Iiiiwayks of-libertY and-Carr,
• never be- &strained but by' de•oofic
oover_nriment&I,   _ _
-George Meson
0+0
"The liberty of the press is indeed
essential to the nature of a free slate,
but this consists of laying -no previous
restraints upon publication, and not in a
freedom from censure  for  criminal
matter when published." •
-Sir William Blackstone
0+0„ _
"Freedom of the press is not an end in




"A people without reliable news is
sooner or tater a people' without-the-
basis of freedom.
- -Harold J. Laski -
0+0
"The United States is a land of free
speeidlidlowhere is_ gruu.eth freer- not
even here where we sedulously Security Administration.
cutlivate it even in its most repulsive REARTLINE: Tam 58 years -old and I
form." plan to retire in four years. My husband
-Winston Churchill recently died and I have been very
lonely. I was hoping to join a pen pal
club. Do you know of any for people in
my age group?-B.T.
A. Heartline has developed a pen pal
club exclusively for people over the age
of 50. "'Headline's American 60 Club"
has existed for over three years and has
thousands of members throughout:the
country. For complete information and
an enrollment card, write "Heartline's
American 60 Club,", 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio, 45381. Please
enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
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Taxes And The Middle Class
that the bitter reforms will, be
sweetened by such generous tax cuts
that opposition will fade. As of now,
liOwever, the FOtlasident is threatened
with demoralizing legislative defeat
next year and a jolt to economic
confidence now.
Delay in getting the program to
Congress is partly caused by trying to
meet these objections (though ,the
White House anti-wan(s to get the
energy taxes through Congress before
sending up the reforms). Now wading
through over 200 pages - of reading
material, Mr. Carter informed his aides
he would make no key decisions before
the.weekendef OcL &S.
, Those decisions may w ,,often the
program's impact on taxpayers in pie
420,000-- •• to 43180,000, • betvettilt-.
Nevertheless, revenae-prOdacing
ref, irrilc iriTo
the rich but _into these upper-middle
income taxpayers—numerically small
but economically and politically vital.
When more, middle-class sensitivity,
• is heightened by - the- Carter-backed
Social Security bill nearing House
passage. To insure the fiscal integrity
'of the-Social Security system, the
would sharply increase pay rill taxes on
persons earning over $16,000 a year.
Democratic Congressmen consider this
a necessary evil but do not want to
compound the injury through tax
reforms. „
This attitude is typified by
Congressman Mtk.va. As chairman of
Iheliberal Demacratic.Study Groupohe
• might he expected to be an ardent tax
reformer. But any such ardor is.coeled
-not" only -by his- opper-middle -income
constituency in Chicago's note
Siibur6S tinny -prietieiliii-prieriCe as
a congressional tax-writer. _
Mikva has come to learnhard lessons
that were foreign to Jinwiy Carter as a
presidential campaigner: taitseform
cannot be a vehicle for helping fife poor,.
who do not pay taxes anyway; the tax
structure is not a suitable arena for
data warfare; the Internal Revenue
code is not "a disgrace to the human
race" ( candidate Carter's description)
but grossly overcomplicated and
confusing m
ikva has be. en trying to
persuade the administration to lower
its sights tin tax reforrn.., lie has
accomplished nothing with Mr.
Carter'S tax reform drafters—White
House chief domestic policy aideStuarit
Ei7PrIstaL and Assistant Treasury -
Secretary Laurence Woodworth. But :
still hopes Mr. Garter will soften the
Intpacr on=loale-clasa-
taxpayers before it reache.kCongress.
No matter how little or hbw much the
President softens the bite, revenue-
- producing reforms wilt still be aimedat
the $25,000-plus business executive or
self-employed entrepreneur. They, not
. coupon-clipping millionaires, will be
affected _ by limitations t-n---expense
account. lunches, home mortgage
deductions and—by, far the-, most
important—treating capital gains as
ordinary income.
Consequently, Republicans on the
Ways and Means Committee view the
combined Sbciat Secitrity-tax refqrm
assault -'on the middle calss is a
political windfall. "I guess Carter
marber Conable of NOW York, the
comMittee's senicir Republicaraold us.
HEARTLINE is a service for aeolor
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems--fast.
you have a question or a problem not
'answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will _
receive a prompt reply, bta you-mud
include- a stamped, self-addressed -
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printettinthls column.
HEARTLINE: I am a 61-year-old
veteran of World War H. I have a min-
service-connected - condition that
requires me to he hospitalized. Can I be
treated in a Veterans Administration
hospital for this ailment?..D.R.,
A. Any veteran is eligible for hospital
care if he or she was discharged or
from active military service
under conditions other than
dishonorable.
There is a priority basis ot which `
veterans are admitted to a VA hospital,
however. It is:
.,yeterans_ needtkiZ_
because of injuries or disease -incurred
Or aggravated in line of duty in active
service have top priority for admission.
-Veterans who were discharged or
retired for incurred or- --
aggravated in line of duty or who are
receiving compensation, or would be •
eligible to receive coMpensation,
except for receipt of retirement say,
who need -treatment for some ailment -
not connected with their service will be
admitted as beds are available.
2-Veteran's who iv-ere not
discharged or retired for disability may
be admitted to a VA hospital if
hospitalization is deemed necessary, if
they swear they are unable to defray
the cost of hospital charges elsewhere
and if beds are available. . _
NOTE: The ability -To pay
viluirement does not apply tb- -any---
veteran who is 65 or older, or who is in
receipt of a VA pension.
HEARTLINE: I am 57 years old and
have been working under Social
Security for the last 30 yell's. Last
month, I was iaan automobile accident ...
and I will be Jayed up for quite some -
time. My doctor advised me to apply for
Social Security disability. Can you tell
me if Tam eligible for benefits?-J.C.T.
A. Heartline cannot tell if you will be
accepted for disability by the Social
Security Administration, but it can tell
you the requirements:
-You must be "fully insured"
under Social Security. This means .you
magi:aye worked.aziouglroarters to
-Fe eligible for Social Security
retirement.
innst-----itave-- at readt 20
quarters of covered earnings under
Social- Security in the 40 quarters •
immediately preceding your disability.
_In other words, you must have worked
five years out of the 10-year period
immediately preceding your disafiility.
-Yon  _ moo have supporting 
--objeetive-medieal-evidence-showing
that your disability will prevent you
from doing any substantial, gainful
work.
-Your disability must be expected
to last (or has lasted) for at least one
full year or expected to result in death.
The third requirement is the hardest
to meet because of the clause "prevent
-yotrfrom-darfig any SURlantial,
work." For a person to -be
liffer The soeiar Security-I law, they
must be so disabled that they cannot do -
any work at all. This is decided by
people -contracted by the Social-
Give us day by day our daily
bread. Luke 11:3.
The unit of measurement for
Jesus was always the day. In this
day all me is renewed.
By Rowland Evans
And Robert-- Novak
Eizerrttat calls this-. nonsense, -
contending that proposed tax cuts are
so substantial that practically anybody
making under $100,000 a year wil.i pay
less taxes. "1 call that unadulterated'
horse-bleep," a Republican committee
member shot back. That -points to a
tedious argument over the program's
income impact.
Nevertheless, the perception of the
program, fairly or not, as anti-middle
class will furthr undercut consumer
and invest& confidence. ' That
perception is enhaneed by such
forecasts--as the Sept. 28 newsletter of
economist Etiot Janeway: "The
package about to he unveiled,, though
meant what The - said during the- advertised titmed against 'the big
catripaign about raising taxes , for _boo,' will deal the little people a-body.
•everVbodY -making over $17.500."-ReP• „1.sio.." That is what Ab Mikva, without
success, has.tded to warp the PresIdent',
and his men against.
.4ins•
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FREE $100.00 BILL
Gillett Assay Each Week
Register each time you




;Nothing to Buy •Ho Cords To Punch *All You Do Is
Register Each rime You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00, p, irn New Contest, itoOtalliermitayFr
abhployaaa of Farbers and their Families not eligible to ivin..Adults







































- With Sour Cream_
Wieners9c
12 oz. pkg 
5 
Wings 
Backs & Necks 
Prisms Good Thurs., Oct. 13 -----
•thra %%Cast. 19, 1971
Heinz
Frosty Acres Shoestring
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There is no other one thing in football more valuable than thought Jeff Norsworthy had several nice rims offeisnively perience played a big thing in this game. We hadn't spent as up a first down before punting, the Indians then got a big
17 wOuldn't-haTfeallY Ifeen upset if they had scored a lit- *8(10*k-horses* when we scored, they didn't let tut luisoe it.
tie more. They did quite well I think. The game started off on I was quite happy to score a touchdown off Grove. .
- a bad notsrior ffe---ni with the-find:de On the kickoff and they "Offensively, Sale-MartM tfid aline job. He had four of six
had three or four touchdowns scored on them that were more for a total of 50 yards and of course, he threw a touchdown
Merrill Brick said. . or less a result of our experience. pass. I thought if we would have had better protection, we;, , , _. 
"Not only thaf, butafter the insuing kiekoff, we hada chan- _ _ "I thoughLwe played pretty well as i squad. ALUdsage,a could hive been able to throw-some more against them. But
ce to sedre apd get it even on our second play We had adeep -_-game-should bean educational'experience-," West added. - .f- --_ we just couldn't size up with them.
pass down the 'right sideline -and our man was wide open bat • ' " The 7u/ere-Will. definitely get an educational experienCe "Defensively, they kept our ends /ogle* and we only let
- 
one of the Murray players penetrated our line and rushed the when they begin their rivalry With Mayfield Jo a 6:30-s,' -&-____ them _g_e_f outside a couple times. David Hollnitd, our, left
--quarterbact-The pass stayed in the air too leng and it gave - -gamenent Tuesday-in-liollawSStadium. , - - . • --- • . arid had seven " Miller added. _ _ ... .
them a chance to knock it down," Wick said GROTE 24 FAST CALLOWAT II - - - ' - East falla to 3-2 on the semi& andivIllPay al:f-ritie Oat_ in a.... . , .. _... _ . _ ...__... _ , . ... , .
_.. . - -
After Southwest gale up the ball,,the Tigers again went to As did Southwest against 'Murray Middle, East Calloway 5:30 p.m. game next Tuesday. - _
work with Santagado and Rutherford moving it downfield.. made Whig mistake early In the game and beast them field . BENTON 22 MORN CALLOWAY •
.......,...11DollsoT, ith LW left in the opening Per-iod- Alttiglidtk.,•- .110 43.11ar•theAgOlsooloter --- - - -- - --_•_. - -- -----, - --A•tOrMiniCu..tt span in the_second quarter provedto be the,. .
- scored anti six-yard run. Quarterback David -McMillearan in- . .:.` ; East won-the Coin bus and sigma-ere +xi offense. The-bar -:-...downfall for North as Beuton scored two tithes in thaPeriod
the conversion fora 16-tlead, ' - - - - - - -- . -, - - - was fumbled on thelmmt attenipttnd Grove recovered-Mill* --- in route to their victory.'
The final Tiger TD of the half came when Walter Payne -- East 17. But the Laker defense held and again, East got the - ' "We won the coin toss and I decided to do something dif-
fumbled and-the--bill-bounced back -up in his--hand& -Payne - ball. . - ,.- ferent," North coach Steve_Payne said, 
_ 
then scooted on unmolested for 15 yards to pick up the 24-yard - Then came another mistake. On the first offensive play of "I thought I'd give our defense a chance to play first and
TD. Quarterback Darren Hooper kept on the conversion for a their second series, East had a pass picked off and Grove maybe give us an uplift. In previous games, we had elected to
24-0 Murray' Middle lead took over first aod telt the Laker 17. go with our offense and then we'd turn it over en the first •
Southwest's biggest ttri-at, other than the would-be touch--_ After converting on a third down play, Grove moved fhe serlaand get in the hole," Payne said.
• -down pass that was dropped, came just before the end of the - ball inside the five and finally scored when quarterback Doug It worked. - •
half when quarterback Dan Key connected for a 21-yard pass Gale scored from a yard out on the drive. Will Price added The first time Benton had the ball, the North defense stop-
to David Tlpton who took the ball to the Tiger 21 but the -the conversion and East trailed 8-0. ped the Indiana cold. And they did it the second time too. In
Lakers could penetrate no deeper. . _ East got a break in the middle of theseconit.petindstitin _fact, at_the end OfthetirstnerietLthere_WASJIOICarrs___ _ _
On the first play from scrimmage of the second half, the Nick Willoughby recovered a fumble on the Laker 34. But the The thing that played a big part in the game Was eon-
Lakers got on the board as Key hit Brad Miller on a 52 yard Lakers, who had the ball the rest of-the half, could never , versions While Benton was able to convert Several times on
pass play down the right sideline. The conversion failed, penetrate the Grove 35. .   , fourth down situations, the North Lakers were not. A
making it 2A-6_ - We prepared all week to stonthem from scoring outside," _ _North had-a-fourth and five from the 50 early in the-Second 
Murrayldiddle_then.uent on to add three more It's in _ testi:oath hfiller said. ••____ peTiodAtertidters_optecl for the first down and failed to con._
period. Santagacto scored on a one-yard plunge with the con- And we did a good job of stopping them outside during the - vert. Benton took over and a few plays later, used a 35-yard
versiOnfailing Santa4ado scored his fourtlilD of the gaine - first half. Then in the second half, they beat us"withOff-ticIde rim to the-ontside left and added the two-point conversion to -
on a 27-yard run with David Schmaltz getting the conversion, stuff Miller added. - • go up 8-0. '
and Paul Austin returned an intereeption12 yards -for a 'TD For almost the entire third period, East played defense. - After North took the following Idckoff andmanaged to pick
with Walter Payne scoring the converdian,-making ih48-6-st-• • Fipally, near the end of the quarter, Grove scored on a17- -  
Neither team Caine near scoring the fourth period but drive- Low ran-off:left the conversion — •
Southwest did-have a punt returirof 35 yards hYDrii-od-lipton- andGrove led 16-0. • - - - -
that carried the ball M the Tiger 31 with less thaii a minute - "They really -Ccinti011ed the bill Tailiahird quarter-arid--
they wore us down inside. So we tried to stop them inside the
next time they had the, ball and they went back outside on
us," Miller said.
The final Grove Ti) came late in the fourth period when
-Lon' Went- 17 yards-on a sweep to theleft. David-Galloway
scored the conversion.
With quarterback Dale Martin leafing the Charge, East
 -T1_-"irgett-011,0f hatinf/161111fitIVArter-Intaibli -wilfbn-thelMaLli-VWWW ininute.-And-witaiw=
matter of getting pushed.ar_ourld or physically:dominated.— We seconds—remaining tbe game ,-the Lakers scored on a 17-yard
  lust hada nimiber of -areas-fatlingin on Wilke a couple-of pasa_play from Martin to Lester Wbods- • 
img punt returns and the Interception for toxic-IT-down plus We More or less gave them that first touchdown," ?filler
  tOthintercéptions sel-iip-toliadowris. ,
- "Defensively, Tad Dowdy gave us a good game-at left/out- - _ _"That's exactly-T.-at:hit. happened to us against-Southwest
'aide linebacker. He had his best game of the year: TAW) -last week when Weliive Meth around the -three: rx-
left in the game.
"I thought we played well in spots," Laker coach Merrill
Brick said. We were just too inconsistent and had too many
breakdowns. We had another TD pass dropped on about the
' 20 in the second quarter. So if we would have hada few
_ breaks, it might have been a lot closer than anyone would
  -tauethought it would have.bear.
Hargrove or, murray Middle reeoVered on the Laker one-yard • •
- line and one play later, Charlie Santagado went in and Todd
Rutherford added the 6onversion Of ao8-0 lead. • • .
"That put us in -the hole in a hairy," Southweit coach
TOO MANY HANDS — Nick Willoughby (82) of the takers
and teammate Lester Wood, who is blocked by Grove defen-
sive back Tony Owens (37), weren't able to find the handle on
this long pass play.
GOT IT - Nick Willoughby of East Calloway heals in a pass
for a first down play against Grove Junior Nigh. The East
Lakers dropped a 24-8 game to Grove.
(Staff Pttetos by Mike Blandon)
Sparky Lyle Spentis Most Of His
Time Beside Bullpen Telephone
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Sports Writer
Albert Walter Lyle is a man
whose baseball- life is spent
sitting beside the telephone.
The telephone rang late
Tuesday night. Left-hander
Don Gullet had throttled the
,Itts Angelis Doclgers for 8 1-3
Innings. The Yankees were
sitting on. a precarious 32
lead, needing two mits to win-
-the opening game of the World
.Series.
- •
"Get the Count out there,"
came the urgent call from the
New York dugout to the little
blue-roofed shed just over the
400-foot sign that serves as the
bullpen. ,
The bullpen ' -- once the
-haven of tired arms, the "has-
teens" and "never-wases."
No more. In modern baseball,
it_ has become the castle of the
_ rearm kings. -
Now the house was on fire. Lyle steps from the shuttle concentration.- I-just like the
Yankee Stadium's Concrete car with an air of arrogance. taste of it when I pitch."
facade was threatening to There is a swaggefabout his Sparky quickly assesses the
crumble. Water was pouring Walk, a confident tilt to his situation. One out, Dusty
Through the dikes. The head. Baker on second. A fleet
Russians- were piling over the lie tips his blue cap to the.' pine h-ru an er , Rafael
reefs at Montauk Point. huge Stadium crovid of 56,668. Landestoy, on first, pinch-
The pin-striped Toyota roILS There -is a thundering roar. hitter Lee Lacy at bat.
out of teftWITEfi field with ifit----Milliaiis-Vatch an television. -- '
distinguished passenger„ the
man they call "Sparky," and
makes the 330-foot drive to the
edge of the infield.
-There is a tremendous roar.
'A wave of relief envelopes
Yankee fans everywhere.
It was a -short ride that
Sparky has made more than
any other man: in 72 of the 162
regular. season games this
year, in four of the five
American League playoff
tests, now in the brat game of
the World Series.
It is like a scene out of a
movie thriller. Sparky, called
"The Count". by his
teammates because of his
rakish mustache and hair that
falls deep onto his neck - it
once wits much longer - gives
a gesture to second baseman
Willie Randolph.
It's as if to say, "Relax,
everything's in hand." .
His left jaw bulges with a
half-pack of Red Man chewing
tobacco. Sparky rubs-the ball
and spits on the mound.
ie-a-oeene with-whielsOtes---A
baseball fan has _bec?me as it can hold," says Sparky;
• --- if doesn't help my
•
Trouble. Sparkly. twitches
his mustache, shifts his chew,
spits again. Strike.. Lacy
lashes a single to left, scoring
Baker with the run that sends
the game into overtithe. No
sweat. .
Then . .clip-fl -clip. Five
pitches. The inning is over.
Lyle retires 'It Dodger batters
in a ,row, waiting for Willie
Randolph and little Paul Blair
to strike the blows that give
the Yankees a 12th-inning, 4-3 '
Just another evening's work
for "The COunt." -
OTASCO
Slide controls for volume, balance,
bass and treble. Pushbutton power
switch. Full-size BSR turntable,
cue- pause control, diamond needle
and stylus pressure adjuster. Jacks
for stereo headphones, input and
-autput Vicks..Racord-storage cam-
-partment. 2 removable speokers.
,
experience. And such was the vise in all three junior high . .andhad a goodnight asan inside linebacker. , much time working on our punting game because we had so break. The punt was blocked and Benton recovered on the -4„.
games plaYed in the area Monday. . ' _pan Key did a good job at quarterback except for a couple many Other things tolearn. , Laker 15 in the %raping seconds of the half.
Murray Middle took advantage of its experience with a 46-6 of ill-adviced passes. David Tipton also had several nice rims . "If it had bioen a scoreless first half, it would have given us Seconds .behire the half edded, Benton scored from eight
 '—win--ever--Southwest Calloway while .traditionally-talented - .- and ahnostobrokosthat one punt return late in the game and a big moral uplift. But we just didn't do much offensively in yards out on the right side for a 16-0 halftime lead. 
-
- Giffe Jailor High claimed a 24-8 win over East Cal] Brad Miller did a good job as stifety and on a couple oftiiri--t. -the first half. We had a defensive lapse for about three minutes in - -
sning plays. And of course, he caught Our touchdown pass," "We did move the ball pretty well in the second half. Jeff second quarter and that's what beat us," Payne said. -
Brickadded. -. - -.• - . - .. -. --. ' . Garrison had a big run that helped set up Martin!8 t"Chd°Wn - - -"I'Weirtadeatene-adjustments on defense and stopped their-
Southwest is winless in five starts and will play a i p. in. pass.. We didn't want to use him too much because he had outside altack the wholesecand hajt", payuesdded _ .
game next Tuesday at Grove Junior High. some bruised ribs. He only carried the, ball three times and---,---riceii- Ilie ''rid 'cif the third- Period - North had a fourth and --
and Benton managed a 22-0 win over North Calloway. .
• . - . . .4 . IIVIRAY litl.SPITNWial - .
' Southwest did something nobody else has managed M do
this season: „they scored off the Tigers. But it was the ex-
perience of Murray Middle that played the key role as they Murray Middle  sillsO.Aftertpicking-stp-shutont-wins-over ---he'S-1-3ayed ibig part in our offense in the games where he's _four from their Own 45. Again, they failed to convert.
took advantage of mistakes by Southwest-in rolling to their - Ben( and Reidland.' been fu/I Strength: ------ - - - • --- - - - • - ----- - _ 
_ _ _
Then Benton, unable to go outside, went to work in the air
tliird won. • ' - • • "We weren't disappointed in the fact they scored on us," "Really, 24-8 sounds bad but if you look at it this way, theY and passed on almost every dovm.
On the • g kickoff, Southwitid ruffitilid 'and' Don kurray coach Hiron West slid. theet.bmeildnwns- and we setn'ed line- And theY still `They had two first downs on fourth_ down conversions,"
Payne Skid. _-
_The--serieS ended successfully for the Indians sdnin_they
Scored on a 22-yard TD pass. The convirsfon- -
North began moving the ball late in the game and aided by
a couple of penalties, moved deep into Benton territory.
On the final play of the game, Steve Young of the Laws
carried the ball from the five-yard line and was „stopped a
foot short of-the endzone as the time expired. , -
"Most of the game, our defense looked very goal. Rut on of-
fense, it's thesame old problem. .. we're just toaineonsistent
in our offensive line play. And our ball carriers aren't run-
ning with authority," Payne added.
North Calloway, now winless in five starts, will host North




AM/FM & FM STEREO
RADIO PLUSA-TRACK  TAPE
PLAYER & PHONOGRAPH.
Reg. 169.95 Ploys AM FM, FM-Stereo 8-track tapes
SAVE
31.08
and phonograph recor4s. clirfo entIt1p4,
BSR turntable, -righted sliderule dial
with FM-Stereo light-and tape program
indicator light. Au* jac'ks. r. •
Menktaii-SS-100 Cornpo'nent System *lift -
8-Trock Ploy & Record Feature $169
DIAGONAL Tv
100% Solid State chassis. Auto
channel tuning / Auto-tint. 1O-line
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Built-in condenser microphone. A'uto.
motic shut-off at end of topes:!!9,29_
ey controls. AC adapter. 7
PRICES GOOD AT OVER 650 STORES THROUGHOUT THE SOUTH & SOUTHWEST
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LOOKING AHEAD — Randy Dawson of the East Calloway takers looks ahead for some room to
run against a tough Grove team. The Blue Devils keyed on Dawson and held the Laker run-
ningbock to his lowest yardage total of the year as he had just over 40 yards on 10 carries, which
is still a good average per carry.
(Staff Photos by Mike Imaged)
UP THE MIDDtE — Walter Payne (32) of th• Tigers goes up the middle fore big gain against
Southwest. Players who are identifiable by number for Murray include Mark Whiteford (871,
John Frye (34), Paul Austin (45) and Southwest's Phillip Orr (14).
ALMOST GONE — David Tipton of Southwest would have probably scored on this long pass play
down the right sideline but couldn't quite come up with the boll. Defending for Murray are David
McMillen (15) and Craig Crawford (34).
A (Staff Photos by Mike Breadea)
FRTE FLIES — John Frye (34) of the Tigers flies down the field after getting a handoff from
quarterback David McMillen (15) Defending for Southwest are Jeff Butterworth (44) and laff
Norsworthy (42).
(Staff Photos by MAe Brandon)
By FRED ROTHENBERG beginnings last Wednesday in
- AP Sports Writer the American League playoffs
YORK 4AP) - Asegatersifiraure shoulder. At
left-handers, one who can the time, Martin said Gallen
pitch ever day and one whose was finished for the season.
season was • supposed to be , But that was no mirage on
over, provided' 'ffIriturling liar:Mound Tuesday night. It
heroics, while a defensive was Don Gullett, who
specialist and a Punch 'n Judy combined with ironman
hitter provided the important Sparky lole to finish off the
offense as the New York Dodgers, allowing the
Yankees finally won their National League champions
100th World Series gam_. lest six hits all night.
, "The difference between the
Playoffs and tonight was that I
was throwing the ball 10 or 15
miles an hour falter," said
Gullett, who was given a pain-
killing cortisone shot after his
poor performance a week ago.
"Even though I had trouble in
the first inning, I had enough
confidence in my stuff to know
LwinikL corral . it sobliet,cir
later."
Lyle, who always has
confidence in his stuff,
checked the Dodgers on one
hit for the last 3 2-3 innings to
gain his third straight
postseason Victory. His
winning relief stints Saturday
and Sunday carried the
Yankees into the World Series.
"My arm feels _ good right
now," said Lyle, whO has
It took 13 years and 12
actionpacked innings Tuesday
night before the Yankees
reached the century mark,




Billy Mrtin, who managed his
first World Series winner after
four losing ' games against
Cincinnati last year.
Last year, Cincinnati had
left-hander Don Gulled, while
this year the Yankees have
him. The hard-throwing
Gullett, an offseason free
agent acquisition by the
Yankees, was yanked after
Dodgers Not
Blair, a beanball victim
_ear,tier in his career,
carries the psychological
scars and ducks away from
right-handed pitchers. But his
clutch single in the 12th came
off right-handed reliever Rick
Rhoden, the fifth Los Angeles
pitcher. He also singled off
Kansas City right-hander:-
Dennis Leonard Sunday,
launching the Yardiees' ninth=:
inning, pennant-winning rally.
Blair's game-winner came
after he had failed to lay down
successful sacrifice bunts in
the 10th and, 12th innings. "I
was disappointed that I didn't.
get the bat down really good.
when I was trying to bunt,"
Blair said.
Randolph, the Yankees' 23-
year.old All-Star .second
baseman, was the New York
power hitter Tuesday night,
stealing the thunder from
sluggers Jackson, Graig
Nettles and Chris Chambliss,
who remain in dismal slumps.
None of them has an extra-
base hit in postseason play.
Randolph already has two
extra base blasts in the series,
the homer to left in the sixth
and the .double to right leading
.Down After Pitched 13 24 innings in relief °ff the 12th innbig•-
Losing-Gaing WedstadaY: definitlY can. . great," said the quiet'
-to tomorrow --I mean if he ilandplph,"who had only four
needs me."' Immerwin the regular season:By KEN WAPPOPORT Lyle didn't have to pitch all "But I'm not really a home
AP Sports Writer *The _night because Paul Blair; . a eua.. imd don't..leok to
NEW YORK (Al') — brilliant outfielder inserted hit the long ball. I just go upNew_Yorryankees got in the_
• but Mike Garman thinkilhe, 
stroked two ' aggressive." * •••
first blow of the WorldRiwisiv.--,E1,11-POS Jackson, .*--
thst:Alleriu. and .-try:—,-TtOtos-
• irre_uItirthik!seering.single Pligt.theSt's;si-WInthellie-,. —Continue-his bet hitting w
Randolph has a chance to
ciZt4nerg-peutschp:odm%irs.
disorder; may be well rested. dike game," Munson related.
AtiuLphrew twire in thabidlpaa.-.486.----euttettit-11- 'great
during the .playoffs and I feel competitor," —
fine," said tiunter. "I'm too So is Munson, whose RBI
dumb to be scared, but I did single in the first was his sixth
cell thy son and told him be straight World Series hit
sure and watch the first inning
so he won't miss anything."
The Yankee Stadium „crowd
of 56,668 — largest of the
season — and a national
television audience sure saw
.something..Tuesday night in a
match of historic rivalry
between Dodger Blue and
Yankee Pinstripes.
- 8ilI Russell's run-scoring
triple and Ron Cey's sacrifice
fly sent the Dodgers out to a 2-
0 lead in the first inning, but
Gullett, calmed down by
Martin and catcher Thurman
Munson, then snuffed out the
"I knew he was throwingthe
ball real hard," said Martin.
"I just went out there to calm
him down. His throwing as
sensational. I'm very proud of
him."
Munson was also in on the
mound meeting. He told me
if we get this guy out,
someone's in trouble the rest
"There's no reason to be 
itanclolpfl with me winnmg
down," the Dodger relief ace nin'In the sixth inning,
said Tuesday night after Los Randolph had turned from
Angeles was beaten by the speedster to. -power hitter,
Yankees 4-3 In a: 12-inning
socking his first home run
World Series opener.
since July 12 (274 at bats) to
"Ws lost the first game ali-i-Aktbegame et.2-2.' • -
:the National League play
the Philadelphia Millers;
but' bounced back and beat
- -them three straight. Ws blew
than out, a9d we're the type
'of Mutt that can blosi out the
Yankees, or any other club,
feel there'll- be noproblem
coming back.'
In charge of the .hopeful
Dodger comeback tonight will
be Burt Hooton, a 12-game
winner with world, of
confidence.
"We're a great comeback
team," said Hooton. "We go
out and play good baseball all
the time and don't give away
runs. You have to earn them
against uff." -
--HdritOn, though, shows great
respect for the American
-7Leagne champions, especially
e hittingtalents of Thu
Munson.
"Munson looks"- like the--
toughest hitter in -their
'its the halicia°11h to Innotfitt, 
"He
end
consistAtly gets a piece of the
_hall. He'll...._SkettltelY the
toughest out."
One of the things that
Hooton will try not to do is
pitch Willie Randolph high
and tight. The slender Yankee
second baseman adjusted to
that pitch from. Don Sutton
Tuesday night and belted the
ball into the left field seats for
New York's second run.
"It was a fastball right up
here," said Sutton, indicating
a high pitch with his right
hand. "It was in a perfect
ideatiOn but I didn't have a tot
GOING OUTSIDE — Je Norsworthy (42) of Southwest trisUcips:inesirsidikammitmi
manage to pick up good yardage on the ploy. Defending for litertorati Chrts, rizi (el) end
Charlie Santogado (26)
If Sutton would like to have
that pitch back, Steve Garvey
would appreciate the same on
a slide he made in the sixth
inning. Attempting to score
from first on a single to right
by Glenn Burke, Garvey was'
called out at home on a close
play.
"There's no doubt in my
mind I was safe on that play,"
Garvey said. "Thurman
Munson tagged me high on the
thigh and that meant that my
foot was into the base."
The play turned out to be the
most crucial 61 the game for
the Dodgers, because it would
have been their eventual
winning run in regulation
time.
"He was safe," said Los
Angeles Manager Tommy
Lasorda. "But we can't worry
about that now'.' That's all
behind us. There's nothing we
can slo, about tt. We'll bounce
gack IornOri•Ow. I've got great









rumi—fe-ar I've been in the
background, so this feels
the real Yankee home run
threats hope to wake up their
bats tonight in Game 2, when
New York's Catfish Hunter
pitchos against Burt Hooton
a battle of right-handers.
Hunter, skdelined since Sept.
10 because of & _uralPgigal
OVID! 10,000 biting
edges grip In. road,




Its grip in wet or dry,
hot or cold
dating backto the 1976 Series.
The Yankee captain also
stroked an RBI double down
the left-field line in the eighth,
giving the Yankees a 3-2 lead,
which didn't last long. Lek-,
-.Lacy's one-out pinch-hit singla . —
off Lyle in the ninth chased
home Dusty Baker and sent
the game into extra innings.
Atoasoolwas.aLso involved in
the game's most controversial
play, a sixth-inning tag ,play,
with center fielder Mickey
Rivers' throw beating Steve
--Garvey to the plate.
"The ball beat said
M'finStin:
The Dodgers didn'tagree.
"It looked like the umpire
(Nestor Chylak) was on the
wrong side of the plate when
he made the call," said
Dodger Manager Tom
Lasorda. "Steve thought he
was safe and so did!. But that
doesn't matter. We have to
think about tomorrow."
Exercise program for men and women. Murray's




New steel-belted radial handles
heat, mud, rain...and even snow!
P1115:75R13 (13P711:111,whitewsd
•
At last. Now you can buy riru. ill  smooth quiet ride of regular radials on dry
radial tire that can take on arrrkInd-df voribther, pavement,- Yet 'give you positive' handlingany kind of road, any time 01 the year. The rain, plot real pull plkieer in mud and evenreason is Tiempo's combination trf steel-belted snow: Tiempo', a new kind of tirefor-gyery -kind
construction, special rubber Cdingiciubd, And Of -weather, bitty from Goodyear.
tread assign. Tiempo radials give you the
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PPICE F./ .T. sad
aid tire
P205/70115 . F11714-15 140.00 $268
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see, Fit Peaier For His Price and Grath, Terms Prices As Showrr At GoodyearSeryiee Stores in All Consdidnitift Wider* Ti,,, Newspaper Services Not Avellabie At Starred LOcatSwhe
• Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
Lube 84011Change
tip to 5 cits
Of major brand
10030 rode sit. '
• Complete Mitoses lu—
brication and oil change







Ask tor our Free Battery Power Check
Front-End Alignment
S, made cars -
parts extra
AI-needed . .• -






equipment, used by ex-
perienced mechanics,
helps ensure a pre-
cision alignment
Add $2.00 for air conditioning. Price in• tea
parts and labor.
-.0 Our mechanics electroni-
cally fine-tune your engine *
• New points, plilgs and -
condenser • Test charging/
starting systems, time en- .
gate, adjust carburetor
• Harps maintain a smbotti
running engine • Includes
Datsun. Toyota, VW and
light trucks Cars with elec-
tronic ignition $4 less
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Store Nov's: 7:30 A.111. eel 4:00 P.M. 





Mr. T. Timmelit Mgr .i. Witte
315 W. Broadway 600 Jefferson
-. Mayfield, Ky. „ ..„„ PadlicalL.Ky.
247-3711 442-54M
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. By ALEX SACHARE while chopping wood,
AP Sports Writer however, and has Suffered
Can thg Portland Trail _4a. ..spasms ihroughout-
do it again? Can they exhibition season. He spent
become the first team in nine four days in a hospital in
years to repeat as National traction, but Blazers trainer
Basketball Association lion .Culp said he hopes the
champions? red-haired eenter will bein the
The hardest thing to do, in lineup opening day. "We're a
• any professional sport, . is long way from panics" said
'winning a championship two alp.
years in a row," said Portland Walton's history of injuries
. __Cock Jack Ramsay, who is the Blazers' biggest
• guided the Blazers to thetop of problem- The bk_ckup c-enter is
the heap in his first season journeyman Tom Owens, with
, • with Portiapd... The forwardcenter Lloyd Neal also
motivational factors. pre_ available. Neither can control
different. There is a.tendency a lame like Walton. • .
to be less hungry._ . Maurice Lucas and Lionel
And we are -no longer a Hollins provide Portland's
teart that people will take points, Dave Twardzik and
lightly.. Everyone else' is Johnny Davis do the
gunning. for _you. Wherever playmaking and Bob Gross'
• you go, the 'oiler team want's keeps things moving. It's not
to knock off the-champion." the bestknown lineup, but it
Portland rose to the top with was good enough to win if all
.12lend •. of, • talent- and last seascin. _ • .
--teamwork, fine coaching and Lars Angeles compiled 
a 53-
enthusiastit local support that 29 record last season with
will not be easy to duplicate. Abdul-Jabbar and a
As Ramsay says, it's always supporting cast of one-
harder the second time. The dimensional players. This
last team fo win two in a row season, Abdul-Jabbar should
was Boston in 1968 and 1969. have more help, if only
In fact, the Blazers will have because of the signing of free
_their hands full within their agent Jamaal Wilkes, one .of
own Pacific • Division. Los the better two-way forwards
Angeles, which beat the in-the game.
Blazers for the division title
-- during the regular season a The 
Lakers'., other pickups
year .ago, has assembled a included 
playmaker Ernie-
. much stronger supporting DiGrego.ri
o, veteran
cast for super-center Kareem swingman 
Lou Hudson and
Abdul-Jabbar, the league's three No. 1 d
raft choices
- • —..fdast-:.: • -Valuable Player. r. forward _Kenny Carr an
d
siso, -is; much guards Brad_Davis and Norm
improved, while Golden'State Nixon. Much 
also is expected
Seattle are rebuilding. from se
cond-year On Earl
The Midwest Division also Tatum. ••
appears To be -strengthened. Phoenix; 
decimated- by
Chicago was-the hottest team injuries "len km/eked 
out
, in the league the second half of st
arting.frontcourtMen
— last—season; —Denver • - has ,...Adams,.. 
Curtis perry. and Gar
.• moved to build its backcourt, I-fear-it for much of last season,
Detroit remains loaded with should bounce 
back strong.
talent and Milwaukee is Rookie 
forward Walter Davis
coming off one of the finest of North Car
olina is highly
college itrafts in 'history, touted, and 
versatile Don
Kansas City and in
dieRa.den,t Buse, formerly Of Indiana,
, figure to compete for the title, joins Paul 
Westphal and Ron
put_at icast both mad, some_ ' Lee in a fine backcourt.
moves th tbe-Oft4eagrlin.-
• - eseifieN.Asion• . defensive 
star E.C. Coleman
Portland's to 
reptare Wilkes  at_forwarsl..—.- future-depends-
on the health and well-being of
center Bill% Walton, the
Tjprecision passer and
- inspirational leader of the
--- Blazers. He is the key to their
• fast break, their pattern
- offense, their pressure
defense — everything.
Walton injured his back
Two is of tf re -local
running club, the Murray
Marathoners, competed in the
annual Old Hickory Run in
_Nashville this past weekend.
----- Marshall *Crawley, a
sophomore student at Murray
State, ran in the Open division
of the 11.2 mile event. Of more
than 100 starters, Crawley
finished fifth overall in the
time of 68:32. This is con-
sidered especially good in that
the run took place on one of the
toughest running courses in
the South, the hills of Percy
Warner Park. For his effort he
received a silver plate. •
Also in the 11.2 mile run, Di.
• Adam Lanning, -of the
Department of Sociology and
Anthropology at Murray
• State-.placed 49th overall, His
time was 1:24:27.
A former geologist at
„Murray State ( now of The
University 'of the South of
Sewannee, Tenn. 1, Dr. Mark
Hoy.er, running for the
Chattanooga Track Club,
completed The 5.8 mile run in
the time of 44:48.
On October 29, at 9:00a. m.,
the TVA and the Murray
Marathoners are co-
sponsoring two road races: a
10,000 meter run (6.2 miles)
and a Half-Marathon (13.1
miles)., Medallions will be.
awarded to the first five
finishers in each age-group
division, and to women. T.-
shirts will be given to the first
25 finishers in each race, and
certificates to all finishers.
There will be aid stations
• every five miles in the longer
race. A freepost race meal




IJ3L, Golden Pond, KY, 42/31
or call (502) 924-5602. Entry
forms may be. obtained also
from Fr..Martiu.Atikttingly of.
.St. Leo's church. or Dr.-Adam
mmg -' . -
but- the Warriors' biggest
addition is rookie -.Ricky
Green, •the lightning quick
playmaker from Michigan
who should start opposite Phil
Smith in an explosive
backcourt.
Seattle's new coach, Bob
Hopkins, hopes to field a
scrappy; running Wan which
will make up for other
shortcomings with extra
hustle. Marvin Webster, after
two years on Denver's bench,
will get a NU shot at the center
job.
, Midwest Divisten
Denver, with all-stars David
-Bobby Jones And 
Dan Issel up front, obtained
Brian- Taylor from Kansas
City and- Bobby -Wilkerson
from Seattle to bolster its
backcourt. Both are solid
defensive performers, Tayletr
having ranked second in the
NBA in steals4 last season.
Tuesday's acquisition of
rookie forward Bo Ellis helps
the bench.
Chicago stumbled out of the
blocks last season, but
finished 'strong as newcomers
Artis Gilmore, Scott May and
Wilbur Holland blended in
with veterans Norm Van Lier
and Mickey 'Johnson. Coach
Ed Badger is hoping the Bulls
will pick up where they left off
last season. -
Bob Lanier remains the
Pistons' bulwark, but there
are no signs that the rest of the
talent has been sorted out, and
until that happens the team
will not play up to its potential.
Milwaukee hai:perhaps the
youngest team in the league,
with a bumper rookie crop of
center Kent Benson, forward
Marques Johnson and
swingman Ernie Grunfeld
joining young veterans like
guards Brian 'Winter' and
Quinn Buckner, forward Dave
Meyers and swingman Junior
Bridgeman. This team will be
_a contender — the question is,
how soon?
Kansas City _ is hopkpg
towering Tom Burleson will
blossom after three
forgettable seasons in Seattle.
Second-year pro Richard
Washington, - a 6-foot-10
forward, is on the verge of
stardom.
Indiana is happy just to
have 'a franchise after last
spring's 'financial crisis,
Newcomers •Adrian Dantley,
Mike Bantom and. Ricky
Salters will be iwrdpressed to
replace departed All-Stars
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Dole Crushed 20 oz
'llo, 67
Campbell's Chicken Noodle




















































Limit 1 Per Cust. with 7.50 Add. Pur.












Baby-f °a- 4 oz. '11'
13 oz
























LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Franklin-Simpson, which
_Can Henderson County battered Portland, Tenn., 47-
- accomplish what three other 12, collected 14 of 15 first-place
.teams have failed to do? Can votes to araintain a
- the Colonels win with a No. I comfortable margin over
. -ranking on the line? Montgomery County in State
Henderson County, 6-1, is AAA.
the latest No. I team in this BarcLstowri, whic1-10011 a
week's Associated Press State surprisingly easy 2/-0 win
AAAA high school football from Elizabethtown, was
poll, but that's no guarantee of again tops in State AA, white
invincibility. Nicholas County remained the
Henderson County, which leader in State fqllqwing a
rattled Ow,prisboro 25-0 last 21-7 decision over Paris.
asweemakt,wiseeksthe fourthteamy,_,th
and jiellevue joined Greenup
Louisville Iriquois, Danville
- $170-t mu County aieoll newcomers this
none of- the previous' week. - -
leader - Lexington Tates
Creek, Owensboro and ennis
'Lexington Lafayette - has  
-
been able to stay there.
The other four AP polls Tourne'Pet--litiotftittreW changes, with ther
• leaders in each list Next- Weekendmaintaining a solid hold on
. e&111 Place- .. • -Tenn is _
AsIciciatiOn's Mixed Doubles
 
_taker -flosh - Scrambles has been changed-from October 15-16 to October
Game To Be
Held At 6:30
The Calloway County fresh-
man game at South Marshall
Thursday evening wilt be
played at 6:30 p.m..
On the original Laker
schedule, the game had been
set for 5 p.m. but difficulty in
officials caused the
22-23.
All entries should be made
at Dennison-Hunt Sporting
Goods by Monday, the 17th.
Players should meet at the
high school courts at 9 a.m. on
Saturday, the rind, for draw
and play. -- _
EDITOR'S NOTE - Duets
a mechanical malfunction in
transmission, we are unable to
have the second part of the
three-part series _Auk .4),J..
to be changed. Simpson. The first -part-fan
Laker frosh act,...114 Tuesday. We 1W resume the
PAK into die motes!. , series Thursdoy. M.B.
estion In_VILL„Can
Anyone Beat Canadiens?
By FRANK BROWN more games than the Detroit
AP Sports Writer , Red Wings would manage tq
' The National Hockey take all season.
League - boasting a new The Canadiens kick off their
president, a new playoff drive for 'a third-itaisticativi
format, a new rule and nine title tonight by hosting the- -
. new coace.a---__kighe__1177- Minnesota- North tars. ,
78 season tonight facing-lhe- -Elaltiyhera, -
same old probletn: who's Canucks visit the New York
to beat the- Montreal-_,Rangers„ tho 
_Canada:ma_ . Penguins, hask:ShiL St. Louis
cogn--.0000 staponyi.almost Barns meet-the Kipgs at I.Lls
- For- their last two Blues and the Cleveland
no one has .Montreift's Angeles. •
logipOsite recorj aver that The contests will ma -the
an is 118 victories, 19_losses debuts of four of the -ARC ' •
and 23 ties. By Thanksgiving cpaches beginning their first
of last
finished 60412, they had won Jean-Guy Talbot, who
, - " - -coached six gamea_lor
Women Netters Rangers last year, begins hisfirst complete campaign with
Drop Match To 
the club; Leo Boivin has
returned to the helliCat St.
Louis; Johnny Wilson will lead
,• 
the Penguins and Rod Stewart
Salukis a..,) will guide the Kings tonight.• -• - Other debuts will be made- --
--firsrlitne-irrir-TherstaT,' -
years, the Murray State Pronovost leads the Buffalo
women's tennis team has lolt-7- Sabres against the New York__
-Scifithorn -Univer-... Islanders. Bob_hilfsmd_Senda_,-
sity. • the Chicago. Black. Hawks
• - The Racer women
--the Salukis in i-match played'
Tuesday at Carbondale.
Karen- Weis copped the
• number one singles from Sue
Briggt of the Salukis: Weis
won 6-2 and4;37- On Friday-, Tat Kelly-will- -
"It was really a big.win for guide the Colorado Rockies
Karen," MSU coach Nita against the -Vancouver
Head said. Canucks. '
"Sue has been the state Today also marked the first
champion in Illinois for the _major decision to be made by
at two years. The la-two new league president John
es y've played. Karen Ziegler, who was expected to
. has lost to her," Coach Head decide punishment for those
Flyers and &skiff • Betuins •added.
. Weis has alsoa winner in the involved in an ugly figlIt at the
doubles as she teamed with SPeefrum in Philadelphia last .
YVonnii Utley to win 6-4, 6-4 at Thursday night. In all, It
number 
nd 
hetawoBroveeitre..Caol players were ejected and 311Murray'sFins 
penalty minutes assessed in
only other win came in the the brawl. '
number four singles spot The fortunes of the new
where Kathy Lindstrom won coaches =" 'and the old ones,
7-5 and 61 over Debbie Martin too - be in the number of
of mi. points their teams can
In the rest of the matches, compile by the end of the
SIU -won. Marsha Bladel won season. tinder the new playoff
7-6 and 6-2 at number two over format, the top two teams in
Lynn Makin, Mauri Kohler each of the four NHL divisions
won 34, 6.4 and 74 ($.4 qualify for post-season -play,
tiebreaker) over Anne Hess at with "wild card" berths to be 4
three, Thea Breite .won two, awarded the four teams which"
and three over Leanne Owen compile the next-highest
'at fiVe-anditt Six, Carol -Foss ma*" Of Pail"- Thus a last-
defeated Yvonne Utley 6-1, 6- place teaqi couldoqualify. for -
the playoffs by collecting
mote points than a third-place
team in another division..
So the more points, the -
better. And apparently, the
more goals the better, for a '
rule change now -permits
offensive-players to accept a
pass over two ot even three..„
zone lipes if the player was
behind the center red line
when the Pass crossed it.
In doubles play, Briggs-
- Blade! .of the Salukis won two
and two at number one over
Martin-Hess while at three,
Breite-Foss won 4-6, 6-2 and 6-
1 over Owen-Lindstrom.
- The Racers are now 1-4 on
the seapon and are hosting
Kentucky'Wesleyan in a dual
match today.
Flyers and Toronto's Roger
Neilson comes up against
another NHL rookie.: Detroit
Coach Bobby Kromm.
entertain Northern_Kenturliy
-then, Saturday, will host
Austin 'Peay to a 1:30 P.M..
match at the MSU Tennis
Previously'," such passes
were ruled offside. Yhe new
rule should- lead to ,more
breakaways and more ,
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Kentucky.'s workmen's
compensation law is "too
llherar' and should be
"thoroughly restritten" to
encoutage economic
detehmthent, a state* -task
force has suggested.
The ,Workmen's
_ Compensation Board is too
Liberal, perhaps as a
consequence of laws which are
too liberal," an industrial
development task force said.
"But, et any rate, benefit
criteria need to be tightened
and typical -aetard" AMOUrfts
reviewed." -
The proposal was one of 51
recommendations presented
to Gov. Julian -Carroll








is to transmit the
recommendations Into
legislation and get the
legislation passed by the
GeneralAssembly."
Carroll said he. wasn't
necessarity- indarsing all of
the suggestions, but added
that "those areas we feel we
can -give our personal
endorsement to we will do st)."
Discussing workmen's
compensation, the industrial
development task force said
that Kentucky is at a
disadvantage in competing
With other states-1 pr industry




divelopment, made by a
frnance-task love; was that
the state create an authority
to issue bonds and coordinate
economic development
OPEN HOUSE
OCTOBER 15 & 16.
1st 54 Persons in store both Saturday and Sun
day will receive a five dollar gift
-Browse crnd look for surprise gift tags (hot w,,,
be on merchandise thru out the-store
CHILbliE -N'S ROOM - A new feature at the Kappa Kamival and-Haunted House by
the Kappa Department of the Murray Wornan'sCtub to be held October 18, 19, and zo,
at the Carmen tiyestocE 'Pavilion, College Farm Road, Will be The Children's Room.
Specifically designed for preschoolers, this area wilt have a circus theme, special en-
tertainniehl: an1d 5 visit With 'story/iodic' and television -eh-knitters. favors wilt- be -
presented to each child and only preschoolers will be admitted to this-special, but not
too scary, room, *spokesman said. The room will be open from six to eight p.m. each
evening and*the- entrance fee is 25 cents per child. Showing.seme of the character .
costumes are, left to right, standing, Mary Taylor, Frances Galloway, Ann Carr, fonda
West holding cookie monster, Linda Stockton, Ellen Spencer in lion costume, all Kappa
members, Amy Spencer, kneeling, Chuck .Baker, Malcolm Taylor, Andrea Galloway,
lohn Galloway, Kathy Stockton, and Leigh Baker.
The Wentuc1i State Con- ammad-conferenee in padueah - president.
ferenee of Branches of _the_ Octobey,l1:23. Theme .of the Mrs. Althea T. L. Sirrurimst
Nattonal'ssoeiatioü for the conference is "We've Oily NAACP 
na_ti:p71_e_d_u:lition
• Advancement of =lelopelt--. Jag. accitirdiAg directer, will srak -a
t j.be
People NAACP). will hold it,' Eagar Wallace, . state Saturday night Fr
eedom Fund
  Banquet. Buddy Blakey,
-111i ."3----deputy- tant secretary for
Let the Friendly Folks Help YAtu— of Health, Education, And
legislation of the Department --
Welfare, will *all at a
luncheon honoring Kentucky
Blacks.who have made out-
standing contributions in the
field of education.
Headquarters for the
conference will be the
OTASCO
  Lajk Selections are Complete_ . ---ftlivitles will be held-at
•-ito'Extriilhatte.• Small Deposit-Holds Western'Kentucky Vocettionar-. School. -
Additional infordialloo can
be secured from Leen P.
-Miller, Route 1, Almo,
• -Prelideht of the Murray
NAACP Branch.
OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER
• 13-11•1 A TV GAMEP
A compact video game featuring four
exciting sports: Hockey, Tennis, Hand-
ball and Jai 'Alai. Connects easily to
any TV set and operates on 6 "C''
batteries (not included). 63 517 8
Coleco "Ranger" TV Goine--
HANDBALL - • • - •—(63-518-51, - - - - , -- • $59.99.
JAI-ALAI TENNIS .
Lever operated front wheels with .5-

















'Protection against Freeze-Ups, Boil-Over and
Gownsion. 'iourself_ar let us install it,




large 181/2" Trencher will
dig, haul, dump or level'
dirt. Deep tread wheels.
72-746
SALE PRICES GOOD THRU









Dr. Patricia Walker of the
Early and Middle Childhood
Department faculty at the
University of Louisville will
.present- a language arts,
workshop at Murray State
University Friday at a see-
ficifllititretIng of the First
District Education
Association conference. 
Hertopic for the session
from 9:30 to 41 a. m. in the
Ruby Simpson Child
Development Center just Off
14th Street will be "Language
Arts for Preschool and Kin-
dergarten Children."
It will highlight the fall
Program of the Western
Kentucky Association for
Children - Under Six, an
organization serving people
interested, in preschool and
kindergarten children. June
W. Smith, association
president, said anyone who
works with young-, cTilldren Is
welcome to attend the
meeting.
Dr. Walker. an assistant
professor of U of L, has
teaching' experience that
Includes preschool and high
school, as well as college. She
earned the Ed. D. degree at




▪ - A mobile crime laboratory
froin.,the Owensboro Police
-Department will be on the
Murray. State University
campus Monday, Oct. 17, for
public viewing while its staff
participates in classroom
criminalistic lectures and
deinThenstuisiitti, °nswhich is used by
the Owenaboro police in the
collection of evidence, will be
parked across from Wells Hall
on North 16th Street and will
be open In the m-iblk After 4:30
p.m., according to Dr. Chip
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SPecifically-designed for microwave oven use but is suit- able for conventional ovens. Safe to use from freezer tooven to dishwasher. For even donenessAnainedrain well:'- 34:471 469ITI- - - • • - -





SOLIDDRCUT   *Motor DJ Sale







• Glass lining resists rust & corrosion
• Autainatic thermostat ctiltras
• Fiber- glais insulation -
Modell-64B
CAULKING GUN 990
• Accepts all standard car-






will not rust, or dent. Lid
- fits tight. - 2894C
Vinyl insert flexes
flush with even irregular
-doors. 3%"Wide:•1210020
. Limit 12
Aluminum strip with 3 vinyl
sweeps-exceptional barrier
to drafts, moisture. 905_
Easy to handle, strong &
durable. Indoor-outdoor
rake. 24" wide. FS24
17' FLEXIBLE
WEATHER 198
STRIP . • -
A rn. inum artd vinyl for
windows„ doors. Cu ts.eali Iv
with a scissors,- , 217V
FIBERGLAS
Change - monthly to im-
prove efficiency, save fuel
(and Money!). Choice.of 7
popular sizes, all 1" thick
V".""thit




Pliable rubber strip flexef
to any sharrtriltrof, no mat-
ter /Tow irregular. 9-Ft. G9
Stella Parton was a spec-
tator at the 11th annual .
Country Music Association
Awards ceremony at the Old
-.Hyman in Nashville Monday
night.
Next year, she may be on
the stage.
With her hit single "The
Danger of a Stranger"
hovering at the top of country
charts and making a huge
succeis of crossing over into•
the rock charts, Stella Parton
is gradually coming into her
own as an outstanding singer.
Until just a little over two
years ago, Stella Parton was
best known because she was
Dolly's sister, But in the
summer of 1975, she shot into
the top of the country-music
field with "Ode to Olivai," a
song she wrote herself: -..
The,n came her biggest
i
- - -aucC-ess of all, a song entitled
, "I Want To Hold You In ML
,...41reluns Tonight." •
Turn on almost. any .radio
station at any time and you
won't ha lte a long wait to her
"'The Danger of a ,Stranger."
Stella was one of 12 children
in the Parton family from the
mountain town of Sevierville,
Tennessee. From her early
years, she was Influenced.
greatly by gospel music.
L. she, ,gol—ber_ 
-'—profandonal start-fir_fielpef- -
-Music ;hen she toured the
--United-- Stater-with-a-groarr--
known as the "Stella Parton
Singers."
Her latest album is entitled
"Stella Parton, Country--
When Stella visits Murray in
an a p.m. concert Thursday,
she will be the second member
of the Parton family to come
- to *fumy. Dolly and her
"Traveling Family Band"
--appeared at the Stan Hit-
chcock Bluegrass Barn in Jul;
of 1975.
Stella's concert will be held
at . _the spacious and
acoustically-balanced West
Kentucky  Li.vestock and
Exposition Cerit&on College
Farm Road. Tickets will be
2,50 in advance, three dollars
  at the door. Children-WW1-
under will be admitted for one
dollar.
Mrs. Jean Hamra; Hamlin,
risk dahlia specialist and
buyer 'O. the Purchasing
Department at Murray State
University; has been elected
tucky educational Buyers
Associationrcluring the grotigge,
annual meeting recently 31"111̀
Florence.
MrsAiamra has been with
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_ .
. . . Murray
introduces the
"Moor bike that brings,-
beck the 50's . . .
,r0/1.0.0
. . . Snuggle into the
bulkies . . . warm, easy-
fitting sweaters of split
hide suede and acrylic
that works comfortably
as coats . . .












Sturdy plagtic garbage bags in
4 sizes. Choose Tall Kitchen,
Trash and Grass, Lg Trash ard
Lawn, or Leaf Bags
All purpose cleaner in 64 fluid
or bottle Cleans most surfaces
quickly and you don:t have to
rinse
Styled With the look and the feel
that wil make any young rider
feel really cool. Boys' 20"
custom bike with extended
chrome front fork. Red and
yellow flame decorated saddle
and chainguard with flamboyant
wild pu • and fender.
Features digital clock with illum-
inated leaf-type numerals. AM-
FM radio with full radar-type did
and log scale. Cabinet has a
metallic finish front and simulat-







:Nylon with 100% CottO
lining. Features elasticiz
sleeves and snap front "
drawstring bottom, Soh











or, 416-1111, '414.4111/ 
Mb OR of
itifilelaj%. 4116 11 kinPi
- • • • tlik- ,411011110' 441; 10-4
ito 4111111PNtap 
Allio
0:111,' • 4.—III. • 4111111%.
_
FURNACE FILTERS
Keep you home fitters changed
for a cleaner and better operat-
ing furnace Four popular sizes -
20"x20"xl ", 20"x25 xl",
16-x20"xl" cg 16 .x25-x1
Reg 63¢ Ea
Soft, all purpose paper towels
They're firrghly absorbent and
. strong Jumbo roll with 2-ply sheets
ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY
The polocv of Rose s s to h..e even,'
echerhsed ewe In elm* trio' somata- -
ayoyzlalat reason the whams/to
crwrodiee a not In stock Roses
iSSUID a ran check on request Met can
userapo Mecham* the nwecnanclere
lee us when the1,ell7hank1rsk
os invitees. Or comariet•
thendis. we be offered al a corn
matey reduced once its the nonest
intenhon 04 Rose s to back up our
mile), or -Saterfachon Guerweeed
Always-
• ar-- ROSE S STORES INC
Sabrina
stands tall
and has Jointed legs
Dressed in jumpsuit
& boots Ages




Waxes beauty instantly as
you dust Johnson's Fur-
niture Wax in a retreshiN
 -bernort-fragrafrcif
(net wt.) cans
Gets your entire wash cleaner
more economically. Heavy-
duty Cold-Power Getergent in
Jorge 84-oz. (net wt.) boxed.
physical-mathematical insurance and even a rented
'-'--=.. - - -- sciences- Valentin Tiirchin' is ' " tuxedo,- according; tq„tbe first, .._
' -NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) -A emigrating with his wife and nubile eeeatulthIR Of a $2,000-
three-man' military eettneil tWO Sons to teach at -Now a-year expense account. The--
has taken :control of the 'York's Columbia University. expenditures were in the first
- governmentaf-NoctILYerneiL, _ _ - , wan-annual renorf__9f the, -,, 
after the -assassination of ' 
____ 
Manse -clerk since the7
- - -President-Lbrahini_al7Bamdi_____ WASHINGTON chamber passed a series of
and- ins-brother, the- Yemeni 7 . *-- -Tvf.. in.- in --January. - The" --
government radio announced. WASHINGTON ( AP) - report covers the first six
Radio San'a reported that al- Carter administration monthsof 1977.
- EBANKFORT Ky -Pub11eS;fitiOfficei'SBenef4 cO4i46ited 110 half gmts ot
_ jAeL--Dr„James B. Graham, Act of 1976. , „whiskey-Ta- or
Kentucky Superintendent of The law applies to deaths vodka, 72-pints °twine and 125
Public Instruction, will visit resulting  from injuries cans of beer. Three persons
---11-PainDaTig tran-Nov---ir received afterpt. 20:10767-: wren
ivith a team of U.S. school
qftifinis to discuss educatiOn- TiRANYEtifiT. Ky._ (AP):- FRANKFURT, 'KT
problems common to both Agents of the State Gov. Julian CarrollaskedIT.S. -
Agriculture Secretary Bob
Bergland Tuesday to declare
Daviess County a - diSirder
area because of $2.1 million in
crop 'damage caused by
storms late last summer.
In a telegram to Bergland,
the governor said the
damage- caused by rains,
hail and high winds Aug. 21-24,
recently came to his attention.
Detignation of The comity as,
a disaster area would make
.affected farmers eligible for
federal assistant from the
Par mer-s- e
Administration.
is tentatively set for the spring persons were arrested. - County officials said the full
of 1973.' in 13-iiieSS County, ABC--
agents and sheriff's officers






representing the Council of
Chief State School Officers,
the National Association of
State Boards of Education and
the National Congress of
Parents and_ Teachers- will
Department of -Alcoholic
Beverage Control joined
sheriff's officers in two
weekend raids on bootlegging
operations.
The raids in Letcher and
Diviess counties netted a
large quantity of whiskey,
conduct a fact-finding study beer, wine, and vodka,
under S joint program with the __according to an ABC official.
Japanese Ministry Of State agents ancl the Leteher
Education, County Sheriff's Department
Graham is one of four chief confiscated 5,063 cans of beer,
state school officials 352 half-pints of whiskey, 36
participating in the program. fifths of wine and a police
return visit:* -Japanese - radio scanner1nraids-onttr
educators to the United States separate operations. Elev
Total days idle from Work
stoppages doubled 1,339,400
compared to 666,000 - the
largest number of days idle-
since 1952, he Said.
The Bureau .of Labor
Stàtiitics edinita 7iday
idle" for each worker idled for




Kentucky bad - fine or more
work sages.
involving a total of 52,200
workers and a total of 448,900
days idle, Cruse said. •
He said Lexington had 12
strikes infolving a total of
2,500 workers and 103,500 days
idle.
Paducah totaled 7 strikes
Involving a total-of-800
workers and 174,000 days idle,
he arid. - -
In 1975, LoutsVille had 26
Strikes,- and._121.i4tgt9a and
Paducah each had seven that
year.
C.i4e reported that more -
than 70 per cent of Kentucky's
strikes. in 1976 were in the
nonmanufacturini -sector,
which ipsludes mining.
The mining industry had 118
strikes, more than any other
•
_ n , •
Hanidi - and- 
" 
Col: Abdullah -officials say a - new treaty
Mohammed- -al-liamdi-- were .being worked out with th
killed Tueaday. It gave o 
e
details of how they died ait-Rugslalisr- --would reduce
did not identify the assassins, nuclear weapons stockpiles,
_. slow the development of new
GUADALAJARA, _ Mexico arnis and set separate ceilings
(AP) - The warden of Jalisco on major missile systems. The
state prison says he will grant - officials told The Associated
the demands of rebefronvicti-P-reas--tilat--while- -the 
reported to have executed-IS negotiations now centered in
trusties. Informed sdurces Geneva are far from over, the
said the violence which began emerging pact represents
Monday had subsided but the major achievements toward
. prisoners remained_ in control the goal of arms reduction.
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More Workers-On Strike In 1976
ATLANTA. (AP) - The
number of Kentuckians
in in strikes in 1976 was
nearly- double the 1925 figure,
. according to the  U.S.
Department of Labor._
Donald M. Cruse, southeast
regional commissioner for the
• department's Bureau of Laboi
-Statistics, Said - -111,300
workers were_ involved -. in
strikes laSt .yeal.LcDmPared
with 57,300 in1975.
' The "number of strikes in
Kentucky. rose 234 per cent,
increasing to 211 in 1976 from
171 in 1975, according to
EINATON,. Md. 4AP)___ -
'The. flags at Southgate
Elementary School are flying
• at .half staff. "If they can fly
them for generals, they can fly
them for kids, too,'!' said
custodian Jim Winters. Three
young schoolmates werg
found stabbed to death
-Monday- Police said Tuesday
Mid the- hunt for the-killer is----
, concentrating in ` the
neighbbrhood. Slain were
Deborah Anne Hogan, 10; her
sister Theresa, 8, and Anne
- Mine Brzeszklewicz, 6. of .t.fil-ceitalocks today. -111e-
-ffuSsell Said fi'vo of the victims iiateswhI official? said
--had-been stabbed more than 40 - intirdereci- 45 trusties • in
times each. . revenge killings demanded
better food, better medical
Service, improved living
conditions, more jobs and an










MOSCOW (AP) - The
leader of the  Mnscow chapter
of Amnesty International says
the award of the 1977 Nobel
Peace Prize to the parent
organization has heartened
his small group of, human-
decision ninth/ -war-i.a.
'Wired, but he 'Cautioned that-- (I:aft-dig. the czeaaiii-on Frhicay. W.S1IINaTOW or) -
the-Arab states may demand because he says life as a House members spent tax
elianges-ill-the-atill-semt-----'4ovtet-chssitient-Ims-tiet.teae-•ineneY--en-eeneeet
"working paper" the Israelis unbearable. A doctor of association • ear-- -
accepted.
industry andviere than half
the state's total.
Mining work stoppages
accounted for about one-third
- -411e----tetel • of all workers
involved in strikes and IS per
-cent of daya.. idle -hiring- the
year.
The nittlargest number of •
strikes; 11, occurred in the non
electrieal machinery
industry, Stoppages in that
industry involved 10;900
workers and caused 104,200




the industry with USe Most idle
days due to strikes. The
industry had six strikes in
Kentucky involving a total of
15,000 workers and 345,500 idle
days. •
Cruse said that nationil ,
all measures of strike anty
In 1976 were above the levels
for .the povious year. The.
number of workers involved in
strikes nationally increased.
from 1,745,600 to 2,420,000,
WASHINGTON (AP) _ -
_Labor Department employes
are being-told to think about
going on welfare, buy cheaper
food and remember the
Salvation Army if Congress
fails to dislodge money _far'
6ext-- week's PaYehecks. The
departments of Labor and
.Health, Education and
Welfare have run out of
operating money because of a
congressional dispute_thaLhas_ 
stalled their appropriations.
- has awarded $50,000 in
benefits to survivors of
Kentucky State Police U.
. Willis D. .Martin of
Elizabethtown.
•
Martin died 'in tlie line of
duty April 26.
According-to a news release,
from the Kentucky
trepartment of Justice, the
LEAA determined Martin's
eligible survivors were












SOMERSET, Ky. (AP.) - when Somerset, which has
What's a molehill to Uncle some 10,400 residents and an
Sam is a mountain to this annual operating budget of
southeastern Xentueley city about fl milliOn, received a
and that, in esaenee, is why $350,000 grant for construction
Mayor Dearl-Whitaker's feels of an addition to City Hospital.
.the federal government should The Hill-Burton grant was-
call bff its efforts to retrieve made on the eondition that the
- , A • - medical facility had to remain
. "It's a matter of taking tax in use for 20 years. -
money from here to satisfy a In 1976, however, Somerset
bookkeeping problem for sold the hospital to a local -
them," said Whitaker of the nursing home after a new,
,Department :of ;Health, private hospital was opened.
,w•Educatron and Welfare's nearby.
demands -that the money ne At that point, HEW began
"The-2-4dity-Lat-__demanding the rebind. It-also -
Somerset needs the money." -threatened to sue. -
1iF4V could and should A spokesman,. for HEW said
"write that off," Whitaker the department preparing ••,
said. briefs to be forwarded to the
The origin of the -dispute Justice Department . in
















WHERE ARE THE VOTERS? - Only 8,356 of the 16,088 registered voters in Calloway County went to the-polls in
the last election as depicted in the poster display at the open meeting of the Sigma Department of. the Murray
Woman's Club. Sid Easley, Callowiy-County Attorney, second right, was the moderator for the panel discussion
between the two Candidateriategeneral election, vielyin Henley and 11. Ed Chrisman. Others pictuyed,
left to right, are Julie Smith, Sigma chairman, Lois Kellef, Sigma member and legislative chairman of the general





• 'Fake Fur', Piping and Stitch Trims
• Belted, Multi Pockets Quilt Lined




• 'Zipper, Snap And Button Front Clasu-es
• 'Fake Fur' Trims, Belts And Forty Pockets
• Brown, Beige, Rust Navy Colorings
Men's Stretch ,
Dress Socks
FIrst intality 100% Banlon















lade of Polypropylene Ole-
in Pile in 24" x 60" size, with
non-skid rubber back. Asst. Al—
colors.
Stall Photo by Gene NicCutebeost.
Complete with but-
ton front gruireisite.'









LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - itheir burley and they report
Afterá gUd gröllhg seáöii, Considerable hotisebunt, said
the weather decided not to .Charles ,Shouse, .the county
cooperate with many extension agent. .
Kentucky burley farmers. The 'Montgomery County'
Warm temperatures and high crop, will weigh about15 tritee
humidity combined to make pound less per acre than last
many curing barns virtual Yar,= hane estimated in a
steam b#LK- causing telephone Tinteiview,
widespread housernarn. -farmers shauld he able to
Houseburn - a type of rot meet their- - Orindage
ft1TobriberTOTeaves.of their ZiottmenesThecause extra
stems and weight and makes 'acreage. • • '
the stripping process more Like other agriculture
cumbersome than usual -- is officials, Shouie blames the
widespread in Kentucky this "rainy, damn weather with
fall, especially in the northern high humidity" for the
and central bluegrass areas conditions,
- -where- mest-ef-the-statels---Tobacco- housed-during-the
burley is produced. first half of the cutting season
"At this point I'd say we've in Bracken County is suffering
got a lot of tobacco that was the most, agent Howard Baker
cut at the right time and place _ 
• and is -excellent," Agriculture_ The burley isdarkerin-CSOC
raimniagioner Trim T-ilarrb  _iindia--"- a-iness to takadown
said,Tuesday.- . and strip," Baker. said in- a
"But some wai put in atihe telephone-interview. And.this-
wrong time and -is badly year's crop was large, leaving.,
houseburned." less space in--the barns.-for:
Jim Koepper, a statistician adequate air circulation-.
with -the Kentucky Crop and But some people' belleie
LifigAtock, Reporting-. Service, ' "Drie- stict hung Ili a barn. by.;
estimates half of Kentucky's. itself will hOuseburn if it's too
430 million pound burley crop humid... .It's been a terrible
has some housebUrn damage. curing season," he added.
Harris and Koepper don't Hurley needs cool, dry
think tobacco buyers will conditions to cure properly,
penalize farmers for Biker said. This year's heat
' houseburned tobacco by and humidity,. has beef "just
the toblitko.' -
KOepper said, a- houlieburned
crop weighs less, which gives September Rainfall
frarCrlielifili
Altajtrigh thereporting Sets Record...service has found  most 
housebuni damage to be light
or moderate,. Koepper said,
thesonditionararemuch worse
-if thelaurley was a-little green
or Twist when taken to the
curing barns.
- Wveral yeart Igo, farmers
—11Sedlinifidgi Curing devices;
Such as coke ovens or gas
Ittif ..3114411* -111 Pc_
barns. But coke is more
expensive and less available
than it used to be, and "gas is
so high that farmers can't
afford it," Koepper said.
That leaves farmers al the
mercy of the weather.
About Ste le per cent of the
farmers--: in Montgomery
County have started stripping
Raliffill'aci-oss the
nessee Valley region in
September aviaraged 7.9 in-
-the highest September__
rainfall op TVA records dating=
back to 1890. '
The rainfall was nearly 4.5
inches-higher than normerfor-
September, and exceeded the
previousrlcordforthementir,
set iii 1957, by nearly1 Ina: -
The rain was generally
heavier in the western half of
the Valley and lighter in the
east. The high spot reported to
TVA was 17.7 inches at
Chittenauga Dant near
__Chattanooga, Tennessee, and
_the low spot _was1.7 inches ,at.
Clinchport, Virginia.
)3ring a big appetite.
Butdon't bring
a lot of money.
Conte enjoy the fish that
made us famous. It's three.:
tender...a ishucy f fillets cooked.
in our own secref goiden
batter —.served with a heapin-
helpin' of fryes
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House Expense Accobnt Shows Spending For Tickets, Insurance, A Tuxedo
• -
WASHINGTON AP - The insurance ineeen a rented
first pithiir accounting 44-a-tuirdo•
$2,900-a-year expense account
given members of tbe House
shows that tax money paid for
concert tickets, bar
association dues, car
The expenditures were in
the first semi-annual report of
the House clerk since the
chamber passed a series. of
reforms in January. The
report, covers' the first- sii -
monthsa
The fund 'has existed for
years to cover -Reuse
members' official expenses
outside Washington. But there
was no public accounting until




head of the task force, said
Tuesday there are no rules for
spending the money, but the
panel's latest proposals could
lead to such provisions.
The new recommendations,
EIEVENTIFGAEtON - D but. avid Walker _, chief medicat
technedcrgift-at 1711irrayfra-1W-way County Hospital,
presents a certificate of appreciation to Rembn Wilson,
the eleventhgalh3n donor- talloway'Couritys AR
Volunteer Blood Batik-Wilson; Route 3, Murray, donated
his eight units of blood as a representative of the local
Civitans organization and began giving his voluntary
blood gifts n1974. If yortwish inftinuation on how you
can become a volunteer blood donor, call the Blood
Bank at 753-5131, extension 3711-.
GE PORTA COLOR II
10" DIAGONAL TV
• 100% sold state
-- Cs-osmoses less
energy
• ----111-GE s in-Line Picture
_
—41 Automat caw Conttot
Molded-in handle-$o, - --
easy carrying •
T077F010 ft259
GE 25" DIAGONAL COLOR TV
with Mediterranean styling -
• Broadcrisresiatiotted
colors—no knobs or
 buttons to fiddle with
iii-Modular100%
-astlidikkafts-Lbassts



















TAPPAN 'gRQ WAVE OVEN
with g element
• 7. different cooking
speods. irc. luding.d.fro t








• AM/FM Stereo FM
tuner/ ampl Hier
• Stereo Prectetter



















due to be considered lofty1
cat far appouitment_af_an
administrator to manage
House operations -and an
auditor- -to oversee the
members' accounts. These
officials codld "help work out
some appropriate guidelines,"
Obey said in a telephone
interview.
Members disclosed in the
clerk's report that their
accounts bought newspaper
and magazine subscriptions,
financed home officss and 
their -for •travel in l -
districts. Dozens, however,
used the non-WashOgton
.account topay formealsin the
Hbuse teritauripit and ethe'r
restaurants hi-Washington.
Rep. Joseph McDade, R-
PA., used $10 on tickets to a
Harry JaAs concert in
March and spent $96 for a
blind artists' concert in May.
Rep.- Charles Wiggins; --R.A
Calif., spent MO for his Orange
County Bar Association dues,
$1W.for his American -Bar
Association dues, 
Yorba- -Linda - eountry-club
assessment and $5 on dues to a
Republican women's Chili.- -
- Wiggins also Was
reimbursed $200 for his staff
Christmas party, while Rep.
Jerome Ambro, D-N.Y. paid
nearly $95 to a Washington
liquor store for- -inaugural
- -
reception supplies.
A $251 payment by Rep_
Donald Pease, D-Ohio, 'lent
for auto .insurance coverage
on "district cars," and Rep.
Henry Reuss, D-Wis., spent
$950 to decorate a recreational
vehicle that served as a
mobile summer off ice.
Rep. Richard Ottinger, D-
N. Y., rented the-tuxedo.
Obey said he has not read
the clerk's report but added,
"I can think of cases where
drinks would be proper au)
occasions where they.woulq't
be. You have to de-Uri:nine
what's proper by how it was
used, not by what the title is."
The fund will increase to
$7,e00 next.year.
NEW OFFICERS AT MURRAY STATE -.A- new student chapter of the -Music
Educators National Conference at Murray State University has 34inembers awl its first
slate of officers. The officers are (from left Ricky 'Turner, taCenter senior,-president'
Itven Himnier, Cahokia, NI., junior, vice-president and Charlotte Barnett, Eminence
senior, secretary-treasurer. They are shown with Irma Collins, faculty adviser, and Dr.
Roger Reich muth, chairman of the Department of Music. The organization will sponsor
workshops and programs for music students. -
NATION'S LARGEST GE RETAILER -
ends—
GEIS-it-Diagonal Color TV zgaic-t
.mocliiitouelar100% solid state • Custom Picture Ct,con,troliosevpistg

















• Greet 101 thawing
and defrosting










•-• Illet•esocr, .pe,mrer c•sere•-•
for easy cleaning
IFTM:fair mafacs' units
Kriorriy oven with rernoira4—
door for fumy cbsaiUng.
• Shymige ds•wor
• Infinite heat surface unit
_ contra.
—6-E 11.5 Cu. Ft:
REFRIGERATOR
• Frozen food storage
compartment




• Huge vegetable bin"
• 28- wide 81,filgh
Model 0011
Mode 'F4 GE AUTOMATIC WASHER
GE Clothes
Washer
• Two speeds (in timer)
• rited-Waterlivel
• Two cycleri--normai-and-gentle - -
• Warm wash and rinse temperatures





• Flexible Pay Schedule. .
• Monthly Statement
• Customer Identification CAR CARD for
cpnvenience at effyGooclyear Store,
countrywide
GOODYEAR INSTALLMENT PAY PLAN
• Longer terms than avallable on our
Revolving Statement
• Monthly Statement
• LOW Monthly Payments
• 2L410116971i11147—
• 3 water i•Ixo mpit000ns.
- • 7 cyClitt Minsk *Ad
gonna)
























• torngr witWITOnal bell
• Convenient recipe
guide with cooking .
times _
• Smart sculptured
styling fits any decor
• No special wiring
nioquir4n3
It must be right or we make it right
We deliver what we sell e) •
Approved factory service
Free parking ,
Mgr. R. Cartwright Store Hours: 730 111.111. until 6:00 p.m. Daily - Open Friday until 800 p.m.
721 $o. 12th St.- - Murray, Ky.
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liVIsSHINGTON4APf —
Labor Department employes
are being told to think about
going on welfare, buy cheaper
food and remember the
Salvation Army if Congress
fails to diskxlge nisiney , lot;
next- week's paychecks.
looking for ways is
delay or temporarily yeiluce
Payments to creditors' ...
reduce expenses (and) make
essential purchases in ways
that delay the actual payment
date.". _ . - _
The departments of Labor
-their appropriations fnithe
fiscal year are stalled between
the House and Senate in a
dispute over when federal
money will be used for
abortions.
Last year, 300,000 abortions-
- most of them for poor.
Paychecks next week or the
7.40000 employes of the two
departments will cover only
one week instead of the usual
two. And, until Congress acts,
there won-'t be any more pay
envelopes, althouigh salaries
memo to employes on how and Health, Education and. women — were financed could be 
paid retroactively.
to tope With next week's Welfare have run out of through the Medicaid An HEW 
official...asked if a
looming, pay cut suggests_ operating money because program at a cost of about 00...similar memo was being sent _ to get their kid
s ufto free lunch_ HEW Secretary_ Joseph__ appropriations bill by _
-
to his department's employes,
said he didn't know of any but
suggested there might be
some good in the -financial
crunch.
this goes on long enough,
programs," he said.
The Labor Department
memo, prepared in on
assistant secretary's office for
distribution throughout the
department, was given to-The
Associated Press by an itipset
employe.
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HIGHWAY 641-.--MURRAY, KY' ome items not exactly as pictureCi
_ Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.




The Arrow Specially Made
•- 
$2495
Bow • Reg. S29.95
For A Compound




















• Soz of 6
Pepsodent
Toothpaste
























la Helps Stop The Greasies.
op -Regular, Oily, Extra Body.
_ 8 oz.
Odor destroying insoles. Destroys foot.
odor, absorbs perspiration.
A second Labor Department
memo, to supervisors, advises
people in this department that employes wanting time
might find out what it's like to off to get financial help should
fill out all those forms for generally be expected to work
welfare and do the paperwork full time. .
Threshold:.








Automatic Wtih Test Tabs.
















High potency vitamin formula with
minerals. 100 with 30 free.
Califano Jr. told congressional
'eaders, meanwhile, he feels it
is "grossly unfair to hold the
vulnerable people of our
nation and thousands of
federal and state employes
hostage" in the abortion
dispute.
In letters to Senate Majority
Leader Robert Byrd, House
Speaker Thomas O'Neill and
several committee chairmen,
Califano said if Congress
cannot approve _ the
Prices Good thru Sup.
Memos: fireplace grass ACM*, antique brass, energy
Ming temO. fairriigatermiffIliat.. •
$7095
Uncle Jeff's.Price I z
Reg.319r95ii, ' 
Also other fireplace screens and sets to choose from.
000_ Yliod9w Kits 
-3e3172'! Ph MIL Cardboard






Keeps out cool air, 3 sizes to choose
from, hook 8, fasters included. Grey
Soft, Mediuin or Hard Bristles












Ready to use. Pre-mixed disposable
douche. Regular or Herbal.
Twin pack 4L.2 oz. each
Doans Pills














Thursday, a resolution should
be passed to provide
temporary funds.
He, said if Congress does not
act by then, benefits will be
cut off for thousands of poor
people, children, the sick,
aged and disabled.
The secretary said New
York will be unable to pay its
welfare workers as of today,
Texas is laying off 612
emPloyes today and' Idaho is
out of money for its nutritional
.aid and tommunity sethees
for the aging.
Self Stick Foam -
3/8' wide x 1/4" thick, lift.






,50 and 25 Ft. Length
3" Wide With
 Plastic
Net Weight 14 oz.
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Owned & Operated By Charles Johnson





Bush Red Sour Pitted
CHERRIES 
Wishbone 8 oz.


















Limit 1 Per Customer
• .4' .
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I Deaths and Funerals I
--71M:1*it Dies Tuesday; Fajta] To la:Thursday
Mrs. A.A. Doherty, the
fanner Eula Mae Workman,
died Tuesday at 11:50 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her deathat the-age:
of 69 followed an extended
illness. She was &resident of
Murray Route otie, Penny-
*port Road,
The Murray woman retired
he 1972 as general superrisor
of teaching for the Murray
Cfty Schools. Fri& As that
V. L. Lancaster Is
Dead At Age 73;
Funeral Is Today
Virgil Larue Lancaster,
brother of Honer Lancaster of
Murray, died Monday about
7:15 p.m. at the Henry County
General flogpital, Faris, Tn.
He was 73 years of age arid a
ratire-d- áiipTojië -*2 -1211-
Aluminum Door Company,
Paris. - •
Born March 3; 1904,In
Stewart County, 'Tn., he was
the son Of the late Robert A.
Lancaster and Dora Wallace
Lancaster. He was a member
of the Church of Christ, and
was married May 7, 1922, to
the former Melissa Howell,
who survives. ---
--Mr. Lancaster is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Lancaster,
115 Garland Avenue, Parts,
Tn.; one daughter, Mrs.
Clorice (Anna)- Viimberly,
Paris, Th..; three sons, Larne,
Link --a -Goidon Lancaster,
allot Paris, Tn.; three 
sisters,,*8. Carrie. Weston and Mrs:
Lydia Tift, Dover, Tn., and-
Mrs. Lola Fitzhugh„Paria._
TIC; two blathers, Waymon Of
Paris Tn and Homer of
position, she had been an
elementary teacher for the
Murray Schools since 1950.
Mrs. Doherty began her
teaching career at MeCuiston
School, later going to Calver
City, and then to Lynn Groye
High School where. sfie tatight
home economics, later
Mrs. A. A. Doherty -
changing to the elementary '
field. -
Mrs.,Dolierty has her B.S.
and Master's degrees from
Murray State University, and
was also a graduate of the
Bowling Green School of
Beauty Culture. She was a
Member of the First Baptist
Church, Gamma Chapter of
Delta Kappa - Gamma,
Calloway County Retired.
Teachers itssociation, Murray-
StarChapter No. 433 Order qf




husband, A.A. (Red) Doherty.
MOrrity; twelve grand:- who-- aurviassk- were married
children; eleven great June 3, 1933.. She-was-born
grendchildred.' - September 9, 1908, in Calloway
The funeral is being held County and was the daughter
today at 1:30 p.m. at LeDon of the late Joseph Thomas
chapel Ridgeway mergeiaaw Workman. and Melissa Jones .grandehudrev.
Brooks Hays, Former Arkansas District Retired
Teachers Meet




Bill Sims, George Colson,
Harry Rousden, and Jim
Fyanldin. Burial was• in--the
Cernefill-
- Timm Calloway County. Western Unions.
Zenith Radio _ ••
— - Prices of stock of local infer/1st at noon
EDT. today, f trashed to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Cp., of
Misray-ara ea follows
Feeling State' Market Ne:ws Service 01-": ' • 4 22;4
7 "fir •-
tzber IL 1477 Inc 
Tait4ReDSe;°1172 2130-2301uPudiel:s ue. 639' .75-40:€0f.e7447.75 GfedseeCcrP.
Hog Market
• parte, Tn., with burial Workman. Three brothers:— The funeral was held this -hisI3v300°150:t.
follow in the await county Buron, John, and Otis Work- morning at the Reioaso us 1.3500.650n,,,.
-Memorial Gardens. -- man—Pfeeed-ed her in death: Chureh-ef-Cbrist with Randell roor,=70*
•
Survjxors include her
husband; one sister, Mrs.
Charles (Venela) Sexton, 120
North 14th Street, Murray;
•olhers, Earl E. Work-
man, Fontana, Cal., Raymond
Workman, Murray Route One,
and W.T. (Dub) Workman,
Holisistu..Obio; _Several nieces
an napheirs.
-The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker and the
_Rev. G.T. "officiating,
aus- li-oheffson, be
soloist with.fftchard Jones as
organist.
Pallbearers will be Ralph
Workman, James V. Ed-
wards, J. B. Burkeen, Mat--
Workman, Eddie Workman,
and Steve Sexton, all nephews.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends -may call at the
--fume-home_ afterfetrp.M. -
today (Wednesday).- -
The family -request- that -
expressions of symothy_ta_ke
the forth Of conttibUtions fo"'
the American Cancer Society
or the Calloway County
Cancer Fund.
Murray High Class To
Hold Slave Day Here
The Murray High School
Junior Class will hold a "slave
day" on Friday, October 14.
Volunteers from the class will
be available to do yard work,
jobs.
wash cars, and do ottier,
Persons desiring thee,-
services are asked to call 753-
5378, 753-8132, or 753-6648
between the hours of totii to
seven p.m. today and Thur-
sday: Telephone calls will alio
be accepted by calling/534132
on Friday until three p.m.
Free Lecture On TM
WW Be Held Tonight.
-me Students International
Meditation Society will have a
free lecture on Tran-
scendental Meditation (TM)
tonight (Wednesday) at seven
-15.ifft•trItoum 426 of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Building,
Murray State Univertity.
.The speaker will be a
teacher trained for tran-
scendental meditation, from
-ItemphICIV The will
include information on the
*benefits and research of TM, a
anctety Appokesman said. An
open discussion will follow the
lecture and all interested
persons are invited, the
spokesman added.
Mrs. Lola J. Hunt Rites Held Today
Mrs. Lala Jane Hunt, native
of Callb-Way County, died
Monday at 10:50 a.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. She was 89 years of
age and a --resident of 706
Milliken Raid, Paducah.
The deceastd _was born in
Dexter in Calloway and was
Attie wife Of W.F. tint who,died,
irr-1951. She was a member of
the itaidlin. d Churgb, of arid.
sutvivatt• by
two ,sons, Harold and Marvin
Hopi; fivo'dangtitefi, Mrs.
Dorothy Jones and Mrs.
Evelyn Hovekamp‘ all of
Former Arkansas
S..ongressnan Brooks Hays
Will spend the week of Oct. 17-
21 on--.the Murray State
Univerkiltycampux. as -a
visiting lectuietbi history and'
politiCal science, Robert
L. Burke, chairman of the
Department of History, has
announced.
Hays' visit has been made
possible by a grant from the
Ford Foundation and the
Campus Fellows :Program, a
program conducted by former
members of the United States
House of Representatives.
During his stay on the
Murray campus, he will ad-
dress classes in history and
political science, discuss the
foie of Congress in informal
gatherings with students,
faculty and .staff, and -will
make two public appearances.
The firit-4411--bir a tact-fire_
STOCKMARKET
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by 1. M. Simon Co. are as follows:





Arnencan Motors 3vs unc
Ashland Oil 30 unc
AT&T . .  . 61% 4k




Tuesday, Oct. 18, in the
Student Center, beginning at
7:30 p.m. The following day,
Oct. 19, he will be the guest
_ speaker at the weekly lun-
cheon meeting at the United
Campus Ministry.
A native of Pope OmultY,
Arkansas, Hays served 16
years in Congress, and in 1957-
59 was lay president of the
Southern Baptist Convention.
He also is founder and director
of the Ecumenical Institute at
Wake Forest University.
" His long political career
began with the post of
assistant attorney general of
Arkansas from 1925-27. His
early posts included
Democratic National Com-




• He was elected to Congram
in 1942, serving as
J:kzuocratic representative
for eight consecutive terms
'before being defeated in 1958
in a bid for re-election.
A Southern moderate, Hays
is best known for his role as
mediator duping the early
stages of integration in
Arkansas. In mid-1957, he
Paducah; eight grand- US 1-3 200-24011w 
$39 99.39 Ts Texaco 
children; several great 
us Li 240-260 lits 
soeo Paw-am GAF °lame 
Gen Dynamics 
G . Motors 
Gen. Tire 
20421 -3/44 — Seniors At -Hardin
?Mose
Goodrich 
255% -144 • The South Marshall Senior
34% 4a Iltitizenater a-fisb fry. '23111wir .
7% -% at the Hardin City Park on
1.111" Saturday,. October 15, witharti -vs
Buying Stations • roes 
 13%.,
Receipts: Act. 690 Est. 600 Barrows "Is Kimberly Clark" •'"" • :„::- 3494f1 6Union Carbtde
37.1k




 134 00-35 Re ,c-riIi ..... • • • • • • • • • • •
$33 00-34 00 Irn 
311% Me
134.5045.50 few 36.00 
Kirsch  17% talc
,....,... -talc=ssessesse—rbm
Fish Fry Planned By
_;:llarshall director, -target -the.
public to attend the fish fry. •
• Mrs. Hfinney. also all
nouncedihat -the third ihiliar
Old South Jubilee and Fid-
dlers contest will be held
Friday, October 21, starting at
5:30 p.m. at the South Mar-
shall Junior High' School.
Prizes and Othet events will be
announced-later—
brought President Dwight -
Eisenhower and Arkansas'
---governor, Orval Faubus,
together in an attempt to D 
Speaker for the First
forestall the Little Rock 
istrict meeting of the
National Retired Teachers
desegregation crisis.
His defeat in the election of 
Association will be Miss Mary
Mullen of Laguna Beach, cal.,
Ininediate past president of
the NRTA. The meeting will
be held Friday, October 14, at
10:00 a.m. at the University
School building, North 16th
Street, Murray State
University.
Miss Mullen, a teacher and
elementary shcool principal
for more than 30 years, has- -
also served as NRTA first
vice-president, associate vice-
president, and area vice.
president for Alaska, Arizona,
serving to start at four p.m.
1968 through a yrite-ie
campaign by a *Mite
supremacist was a direct
result of his moderate positinn
on the integration issue.
Following his 16 years in
Congress, Hays served as a
-director of the Tennessee
Valley Authority, special
assistant to the President,
Vanderbilt Professor of
political science at- Rutgers
Uatyersity, visiting professor
of government at the
University of Massachusetts—california, Hawaii, Nevada,
and co-chairman of Former Oregon, and Washington.
Members of Congress. She taught in the Buffalo
Dr. Sick. el To 
, public schools, as well as
Alhambra public schools 1p.
,
California, where she servetr----
as . principal until her
retireTent in 1956. She was
one of eleit persons-to receive -
Dr. James Sickel, an a 
National Recognition Award
assistant professor of biology from 
the Freedoms Foun-
at Murray State University, dation
 at Valley Forge, Pa.,
will present a scientific paper given 
in recognition of the
at the first International "Prid
e in America" program
Corbicula Symposium, to be which
 Miss Mullen is
held Oct. 13-15 at Texas promoting;
Christian University at Fort • Dr.
 J. Matt Sparkman,
W
president of the Calloway
withith. His 
paper 
 "C om  p 
will
a r   a dt i ev a la "Comparative. _County RTA, 
will give the
Population Dynamics of---welco
me, and Bro. Kenneth
Corblcula In the Easterir-iloove
r, -minister of the
United 'States." * * — --Univer
sity Church of Christ,
The cortkula is a - fresh- will giv
e the devotion. Special
water clam- which has 'music will b
e by Prof. Marie
The plates will be 0.50 bah.' presented- -major clogging' 
Taylor of. the Murray State
Thelma Nanney, South problems in condensers and 
music faculty.
cooling systems of nuclear Also taki
ng Part in the
povier plants. Originally program 
will be Miss Mable
imported on the west coast Martin, First Dist
rict RTA
-froth- cliria, they first - ap, -- president; . 4133 -. :Dolly
peared in mid-Ameircan Gillahan, 
assistant state
streams in 1960. director of 
NRTA; and Miss
A native of Savannah, Ga., Mary Conyer,
 past president
.Sickel came to Murray State of F
DRTA.
two years ago after receiving A 
smorgasbordluncheon *
his doctor's degree at Emory 
University, Atlanta. 










invites you to their
Biggest Dishwasher Sale Ever!
These KitchenAid dishwashers are priced so low...some prices are censored!
Come in...see...buy...and save...save...save on a beautiful KitchenAigi!
The Suprba. The Imperial. The Custom...
Feetwiag Soak's Scrub Cycle
Res sis ether cycles to suit

















Att Reg $456.00 I
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Planning Is Essence Of Delicious Meals
By ANN UDDBERG be deliCicaLs to look at'ah well
An invitation to Lynn Grove as eat, it should be filling, and
fpr dinner at Trond SanclVik's- It should not dominate the
Is always a treat. His well-2conversation. After all, the
:deserved reputation has been. „people are the main ingredient
earned over the past several - at any party. . *
Years in university' circles When he was about nine,
_ Where he is also known for his TrontrAmotber, a journalist
interest hi arciiiteCture and by profession who did not
art team to cook until she was
'frond takes the planning of,. .married, iniroduced her son to
-dinner parties very seriously.---f the Idtdien. She was a serious
He not only considers colors, cook who felt everyone should
flavors, textures, and -time of know how to cook, and cook
year when planning a menu, well in order to be in-
but also techniques. dependent. Her main focus
There should never, for the was teaching fundamental
very best results he's found, principles.
be more than one dish in need Trond learned the how-to's
of precise timing and last and the why-for's so that he
minute attention by the cook.. could look at a recipe as a
_ Also, there should be only one guide, not an absolute for-
pureed dish per nral, one Mule. All this, was done in
-44tWeeetted-,- and SO foMi. Ttan,sos, Norway-. Since that
In addition the cooking and time Trond has traveled all.
-servEg uhsts1hr should be over the world and settled in
- -4,-;eonsidered-at---the-time -the--the- United States, Hp-still.
Menu is planned. One carinSt loves to travel, especial& in




alleviates the possibility much for their architectural If it's wildflowers you like, Meadows in, ..the 
state
of a last minute crisis, when a interests, as well as their then clqn't wait. Start now at abound with blueand gold 
of
sauce has to be heated and all cuisines. In the States he is Ashland and travel to goldenrod and wild ageratum
four of the stove burners have drawn to New York and Paducah or start at Bowling or mistflower heralding Oe-
pots cooking on them. Chicago, as prime examples Green and head for Northern tober blue days ahead.
'.. Also, Trond takes into of 19th and 20th century ar- Kentucky. Travel the park- _ 
Naturehea a way of- putting
consideration the availability chitectural development. was, it tt ,two-lane' the show together just ftir your
\ of certain products at the local However nice those places highways, country roads and pleasure. A play of pink thistle
-\knarkets. Practicality in this are to _visit, be-rolishes the sideroads. 
against purple ironweed. Or, a
-ea is g must or a great deal . quiet and solitude of Lynn All over the Commoziwealth band of Joe-Pye weed 
(queen
. , ,of time can  be -spent driving:mime. . -_-_. . _ .... are great _patches of -color, si-- of the _meadow) against the
' from one store to another. " E ver yday -F r enc h Profusion of bloom, -fields of deeper hued Iron weed. 
Blue
Chicory together_ withIt is nice to take advantage Cooking" by Henri-Paul beauty lust for the looking.
od.-- -of the very special products Pellaprat .and the "Fanny Even vegetable gardens -ars goldenr _
..Indigenous to this area. Fresh Farmer Cookbook': are two ablooni,traorming bending Sometimes, if you leek
blaCkberries, elderberries, that Trond heartily recom- stems sod stalks into ihorning closely 'and drive slow. '3"
--wild game, country ham, and mends for anyone interested glory gard 
will find a field, meadow-or
ens, ' hillside where it seems rata,*-- fiie-freshest 'eggs are' all in- in creating tasty disher This- is 'the yea of the
. corporated 'in _his, Menu without a great deal of fusa for lrOinveed, that stately plant has decided to make one full
fandly-or guests-. " ' Tat- Wee iiiiefellY; Id:" 1.3weesti of color before calling 
Oncethe menu is planned This attitude exemplifies autumn winds. Imagine In it quits till next season. Here
the pinks, the blues, theand groceries supplied, Tr-ond another of Trond's principles, acre field nodding in purple,
relaxes and enjoys his party. that food should look like what touching a border of golden purples and mauves, the golds
Before dinner he likes 'to it is, not monkeyed with to daisies and sunflowers, 
and yellows mingle with just
. ',circulate a copy of the look like something else. Fencerows, weathered ' 
enough of the greens, and soft
evening's menu so that guests *- Tinted cream Cheese, turkeys barns and sheds and farm 
grays to create a wildflower
can pace themselves and decorated- 1Ik.nrsls,-_cottages all are touched-with InasnLer„.Pl...:.aece' 
Pik
 ...
, "know what will be served in carved oqoash - nue found_clusters of purple headed - -'''''''-`-'  -°"` trooweed like purple rafaman _ ,favorite lestivit,' ball owe., ._ -what ---sequence. Thks is ̀---en Trond's table.
_ _____tinentai style, 
by 
courses, with favorite recipes with us. ' -- --Kentucky's flowe -the - Eavelioeos" ouf t.'e"-Rel;e1-aufth-tilunulr,
esPeci411); important because Today he shares some &Ids new autumn trdeks• - - „nriconeett„
—
,,„4 4- sun" afteremil
j Trend serves in the con-
For dessert he recommends goldestrlid is at its peak, as are the season of brilliance whenthe salad coming many times . _a mountain thistles astersAndnice cheese with-the very
after the entree to clear. the 
, a imatitad-4,,af iiii;v1thif fhings - even .the,srnall creatures dig
test fruit he caff find. 
-- - - in"opiate for dessert. He also -- Pork Rolls Panweatier show g off. the 
live among the flowers areir autumn-
keeps a copy of the menu in -serves 4 
awed to quietness.
the kitchen so nothint.gett_e_large_tliin_alicat_pork__10-
,
forgotten or overlooked-during derloin, approx. 3 oz. eadt  
the serving of dinner.' Vs lb. pork sausage 
S ()dal Se-curity
For all the advanced I small onion, chopped fine
planning,- the dinner if-2T. ehoriped parsley
arvinggontinental f are Trond one-third-.e-dry-white informa ion Free.deceptively simple. When 2T. shortening 
t •
p 
feels that it is important that 2 c. hot diced poatoes cooked
guests not be . intimideed. in butter Some advertisers mislead Security, he or she should call
Food should be .fun," it should 1- T. tomato puree people-into thinking that only_ the local office and verify •
Flatten— the tenderloin  -eons on a warmed platter.
slices. Sprinkle with salt and With Potato,- Add
black pepper. Combine the
sausage, onion, and parsley.
Spread an equal amount of
this mixture over each ten-
derloin, using all of it. Roll the
tenderloins „jelly-roll. fashiop_
and tie each end with string.
Brown the rolls on all sides in
hot shortening. Add the wine.
cover, cook slowly 1 hoUr.
Remove the strings and place
the puree to the pan driPP-
sings. Bring to a boil, adjust
the seasonings and pour the
sauce over the ̀ mat Serve
immediately.
Cold Beef Nicolse .
-serves 4
1 lb. boneless sliced roasted
or braised beef
2 c. cold cooked green beans





their firm ,can provide ac- identification, the spokesman
curate,. and up to date in- concluded. * -
formaiTon about*Iecial Free information abopt all
Security fotra price, ifccorciing aspects of Social Security can
to a spokesman for the local be obtained by calling the
Sbcial Security office. _Paducah SocialSecurit.yroffice
This simply is not true, the at 443-7506 or the Mayfield
spokesman stated. peniiie.ean Social Security office-"at 247-
get, the most accurate and 11109t.
most up to date _information
about Social Security- free at Regional Traffic
any Social Security office.
These offices have a variety-of _
publications, describing. all - -adieu meets
aspects of the Social Security
programs of retirement, Slatedsurvivor, and disability in-
surance benefits, Medicare,
and the Supplemental
Security _ Income (SSI)
program., the spokesman
added.
Some advertisers will offer
to obtain a statement of a
worker's_ Social Security
earnings if ,that person will
buy a book or subscribe to a
magazine. A person can get a
post-card form to request a,
statement of earnings free at
any Social Security office and
at many bther locations.
There is no fee nor is there a.
need to buy anything to- get
this servicrlhe spokesman
added.
.TROND SANDVIK of. Lynn Grove has earned -quite a There is another trick un-
reputation for his cooking talents scrupulous people try to pull.
  They will tell an unsuspecting
person that, for a fee; they can
insure he or she will get Social
Security benefits. Or, if that
person already gets checks
that, for a fee, they will in-
crease his or her benefits.
A Social Security employee
will never ask for a fee for
performing any service, the
spokesman stressed. He
added that employees will
never promise that a person
can get benefits or that
benefits can be increased until
they have- all the facts
necessary to make sueli a_
decision.
A Social Security employee
will be glad to show iden-
tification' at all times.' If a
'person is ,still not ser*the
individual-Ns from Aoclal
This Litt!! Figgie Holds the
Cookies. And he loolo quite
• happy about his job, doesn't
he/ This handpainted
ceramic Mg Cookie Jar stan-
ds 10%- tail - big enough to
hold plenty of molded
For this and other terrific gift
bilfas stop by
FRANKFORT, Ky. -- A
series of regional traffic
safety conferences has been
scheduled for Kentucky high
school students, according to
_Transportation Secretary
Calvin G. Grayson.
Grayson said the one-day
conferences, to be held in
October and November, will
serve to acquaint the par-
ticipants with highway safety
-problems and to solicit
possible solutions to the
.problema.
A one day conference is set
at Kenlake State Park Nov. I.
"The conferences will serve
to alert young Kentuckians to
the magnitude of the problem
of highway safety. They will
also provide each participant
with information to be used In
supporting traffic safety In


















2 hard 'Cooked eggs, sliced
7 trips red sweet pepper
Saltkand fresh ground black
- Arrange the slices of beef in
the center 'of a platter. Toss
the beans slightly with the
Viriaige. Sauce and place
half of thewi'at each Wed of the
platter. Slice the tomatoes and
arrange them around the sides
of the beef. Place slices of Risotto
hard-cooked egg alternately -serves 6
with red pepper strips down Yx.e. sliced mushrooms
the center of the' beef. 114 e. butter
Refrigerate and serve 2 T. chopped onion
moderately chilled. 1 c. long grain rice
Vinaigrette Sauce
-makes % cup
2 T. wine vinegar
6 T. olive oil
reserve until just before
Freshly giant black per serving. To 'the same pan stir
ciak powdered tintitard in the onion, Trond prefers to
1 T. choppe&-feesh--parsiey -grate his for a more uniform
ie. 244i. chicken broth ,
44 c. grated Parmesan cheese
salt and pepper to taste
Saute the mushrooms and
and-or other fresh herbs such tailtW. COok until soft, but not
as chervil, chives, basil, brinii.-Add rice and cook for 2
tarragon, thyme, marjoram. nirre minutes. Add broth and
Place vinegar, oil, salt and- cover simmering for 15
Pepper * a1jmall mixing .,minutes, or until the liquid is
boVil. Add the Trnistard. Beat absorbed. RemoVe from heat;
-to mix well. Add fresh herbs -stir in cheese, slit, pepper and-
just before tossing the mushrooms. Mix well. Serve
dressing with the salad. Serve garnish with fresh parsley.
with asparagus, broccoli, Pots of Vanffia Cream
cauliflower, beans, boiled fish •-serves 6
.,or any salad, too. - 2 c. light cream*
3-inch piece vanilla bean
- --4 egg yolks
c. sugar
"salt
Chantilly Cream, recipe_ to.
follow
Heat 1% cups of the cream
with the vanilla bean. Beat the
egg yolks until light and
lemon-colored. Gradually add
the salt, sugart and remainieg
44 c. unheated creath.
Gradually beat in the hot
cream. Strain-the mixture into
creme pots or custard cups:
Place them in a baking pan.
. Pur hot water into the pan to a
depth of 1 inch. Cover the pots
__with creme-pot covers or with
foil Bake in a preheated 325. •
 deg. oven for 20-25 Minutes or
until a knife inserted in the
center comes out clean. Cool
and chill before serving.
Garnish with Chantilly Cream
before serving. - -----
Chantilly Cream
-makes 2 cups
1 c. heavy cream
2 T. sifted powdered sugar
% t. vanilla extract '






and vanilla. Beat until the
mixture stands in soft peaks.
Flavor to taste with the
liqueur if desired. Easily used
in pastry bag for a more
professional look.
Mitlierray Ledger 8r Times
Section B — Page One.
Here's all you do:
• Firat,saye 5,04 with the Coupon aftitthe&
• Nexti-rnail in the certifi-cateltelow;m1 twoofs-o_fitl,rehase from 
ran • s eca eina wr
A proof of purchase is either an
_imierseal from-4-oz. or-41-oz_ S ANKA.
Bran Instant or Freeze-Dried or
. _ a s4uare inelt_of-pla.stic-from the
lid of SANKA® Bfand-Ground.
• Then we will send you a
$1.00 coupon, good on your next
riicery sto-te purchase of
KA® Brand.
• You save $1.50 total on
SANKA® Brand Decaffeinated
Coffee.
Wednesday, October 12,1977 
Prove to yourself that you
don't need caffein to enjoy the full, fresh
taste of "real coffee. 'fry' SANKA® Brand 'and discover








Enclosed are two proofs of purchase from SANKA•
Brand Decaffeinated Coffee. A proof of purchase is
either an innerseal from 4-oz, or 8-oz SANKA•
Brand instant or Freeze-Dried or a square inch.of
plastic from the led of SANKA. Brand Ground.
Please send mermy 3100 coupon, good on my next
purchase of SANK*" Brand Decaffeinated Coffee at
my grocery store
SANAA* is a recpatered trademark of General Foods Corporatron
This fOrm must be used to Obtain thelt BO-Coupon -Refund






Offer empires Pobruere- 28, 1•78. One, good OnIy In
Li S A Void where prohibited, taxed oryestocted by law









,e,rnOuitdernr•er 16e re r yolur or•tlos "Ape, •
0105 14 for menden% I you f00roye.,1 0 114
UM, Or the specrted 0, 510,1.,',,' pen
retweV ykOri Stierrirt trro144-4r,
lar1Ory IO Conorre I ..,oets CO•Pn'ern^
50114 assignee or twenty, red Customer
must per aft, sales .a• ¶44 one,. troovt14.•,'
10051 '0110,1051 004* Good vor aUSA
Cad, r‘ue I 101 Coupon ran not te honored
.1 ;resented ftwour outs.de apences bro14r1
or Milers afro are not ,retalt 11.53' rxdors Or Our
NW( haorinA. r•P••,,f d•ry yothor • t.ul toy no
Wesent coupons to, rede.roi.on ...,lerrp
110.5 0! p•operly recewni Orwl 5.11111,1.-
Alga Is Genewr Foods C., Doraton Cot., -
ftedrnspfion °Role PO B6. 101 kanka,..
tamps 60901
Lena Onestou— pen Per PurT 50se
Thrs coot',/,' rod ,rtnr pu,ohast of -
Inthcallect Ar, other use -eAnt,tufes
NW MIMI Wein ii.111/2
504.1
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3 oz. REG. 2.19
MENTHOL-EUCALYPTUS DUAL ACTION
- • COUGH DROPS
PACKAGE
OF 10


























































FREE SERVICES 9F SAV-RITE'DISCOUNT PHARMACY
(Home of everyday low prices and a Specia1)
tiO. Discount to Senior Citizens 60 & OVier
— -
FREE: family Prescription Records
FREE: TarRecords
FREE: Itemized Insurance Receipts and Statements
FREE: Location of Misplaced Refill Prescriptions
FREE: Public Assistance Prescriptions
FREE: Prompt, courteous, personal service
COMPARE AND SAVE AT SAV-RITE
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
GROWING BIGGER TO SERVE YOU BETTER. .
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•
People Applying For S$1 Can Help Speed Up Claims
People who plan to apply-Tog-
Supplementsl Security In-
come (SSI) paythentsian help
speed the processing of their
claim, a local spokesman for
Social Security said today.
SSI payments are made to.
people who are age 65 and
over, or blind, or.disabled and.
who don-Vain intiat-Property
or have much income. SSI is
administered by Scil
Security.
They can • help, the
spokesman continua, by
getting together materlial to
support their claim before
they contact a Social security
office to apply. , •
spokesman suggested
that people get the following
kinds of information together
first:
-Proof of age, unless the
person already gets Socail
- Security benefits.
• -The person's latest tax bill
- Or assessment notice if the
person owns real property
other than his or her own
home.
-Names of any pin. .igia mho--
help support the applicant and
the amount of money
provided.
.-Bank books, stock cer-
tificates, and bonds.
-Motor vehicle registration.
Proof of pensions and an-
nuities. • '
-A copy of the person's most
recent tax return if self-
employed.
-If blind or disabled, a list of
the doctors, hospitals, or
clinics where treated.
A person can apply for SSI
payments at any Social
Security office. The basic.
Federal SS1 payment' is
$177.80 a month for an in-
dividual and $266.70 for an
eligible couple. Not everyone
gets this much, however,
because most other income
causes the SSI payment to be
reduced.
e value of a person's real
and personal property ma)?
have an effect on eligibility.
Not all property counts,
though. A person's home
doesn't count and neither does
a car of reasonable value, nor
small life insurance policies.
Property that does Count
includes savings accounts,
Socks... biandsa..- jewelry, and
other valuables. If the value of
this kind of property is more
than $1,500 for an individual or
more than $2,250 for a couple,
SSI payments cannot be
made.
Persons who want more
information about SSI can
L•ontact their nearest Social
Security office. The telephone
number for the Paducah
Social Security office is 443-
7506; the telephone number




'AP) - A tonal ground ow
3.600 yeats old *as discimred





slcovakia tr-Aus ,ia, bor-
der, 
CTK.
Among the objects dug up in
the area were earrings, awls
and other bronze-age relics, the
a enc said.
abb.
Kam limiter, 11, of Lansuig, gain, an sses a
Michigan State University. Hunter was -a high school
student by age seven. He scored in the top S percent




















COMPARE OUR EVERYDAY I
THEY'RE BETTER BUNET





















































POND'S DRY SKIN CREAM
































































-• -WHY TRADE AT SAV-RITE PHARMACY? -
BECAUSE WE CARE ENOUGH to fill your prescrip-
tion exactly as requested by you/ physician. To
not refill your prescription more times than your
physician wants. And to inform you. of any
possible side effects which you May experiente
from the medication.
BECAUSE WE _ CARE ' ENOUGH. to maintain a-
patient profile record of all medication taken by,
all members of your family, and to keep a record
of the amount _spent by your family' for prescripa
tions. - .
BECAUSE WE CARE ENOUGH to have our phai-
maCy open nights end tundai to serve yow:
needs.
WE AT SAV-RITE DO CARE. We consider c$4..'
prescription department of utmost importance in
our business and will continually strive to give to
our valued customers the most efficient and













































































12 Noon To 9 PM
PRICES GOOD THRU TUESDAY,
OCTOBER 18, 1977.
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED.











































MST Of THE FRYISHO CHOICE PIECES
2 BREAST HALVES
11 49 2 LEGS•2 THIGHS A.
2 JR. DRUMSTICKS
DEL MONTE -











: PurYear, Tn., Mrs. SlikleX-44.:-. 1,-ifes
- 
s .---=•=--- - if N C,Obb, AL 1-, thichanan,Vonschoech, Rt. 8, Murra y, -----.--:-- •
Adults urra ItayIri: Lyons, R 2t. ,
E. Wilson, Rt. 1, Murray, Nursery 7 Murray, John G. McCown,
•, Leander Kirkland -Bor. 5, NEWBORN ADMISSIONS _ Box 27,4431104oweemeord.
Hazel.
.; il: -Mrs. Cathy H. Abernathy, R 9-28-77t verne Crouse, Rt. 8,





.(P /NEW BORN ADMISSIONSBaby Boy Weatherfordhyllia), 1500 Johnston Blvd.,
-Murray, Baby Girl Workman
(Norma), 800 Sunny Lane,
Murray.
DLSMISSAM
. Mrs*. Myrtle E. Parrish, Rt.
2, Hazel, Mrs. Sandra K.
Weiher and Baby Girl, Rt 1,
:Cottage Grove, Tn., Mrs.
pebra J. 1Cimbro and Baby
Girl, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Donna M. Cunningham, 801
Waldrop, Murray, Homei
Outland, Jr., Box 88, Grand
Rivers, Mrs. Ynema R.
, Wright, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
5, Benton, Mrs. Barbara D.
Stewart, Rt. 4, Cadiz, Mrs.
Norma L Workman and baby
Girl, 800 Sunny Lane, Murray,
Curtis A. Beane, 1621 Car-
Mrs. GeOella
De4218SAIS H. Nesbitt, fit. 1, Raul, Mrs.Mrs. Brenda L Jones, Rt. I; Norma. J. Vella, 102 S. 14th.,Benton, Miss ViCki L. Kingins, Murray, Mrs. Debbie J.502 Elm Apt. 1, Murray, Miss Villaflor, 1207 Melrose,AffittoCia F. Jackson, 111- 1 Doi Murray,'Mrs. .Latricia B.-Wr,-Almo, Brad W. Lutz, 1505 Cavitt, Rt. 4„ Benton, Mrs.West Main, Murray, Mrs. -Georgia L. Smyth, 307 S. 15th.,-Sharon Ann Stokes, Eirts 48,- Mw-ray, mry, Patty S. Mit-' Hazel, R.C. Olive, Rt. 7, chusoo, Dexter, Mrs. WandaMurray, Mrs. Virginia M.
Calhoun, T.2, Cadiz, Harvey
Pritchett, Dexter, Mike H.
Phares, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Cathy S. Feagin, Benton Rd.,
Mayfield, MrS: Lori A. Ver
Wey, 2 Ridge Rd., Hamlin,
Mrs. Franceall Dailey, 105
Dees St., Hazel, Thage W.
Uddberg, 507 Blair St.
Murray, Mrs. Eva Ann Hazy,
Rt. 6 Box 223A14, Murray,
1
John Henry Elliot; Rt. 5, . Jessie Flora,Willene Duncan, Box 4.. ,marray. ehim pimple inea,_ Mayfield, Mrs Jpm magnoliape.. Murray,i
R. Butler, Rt. 2, Murray, Miss
Mary E. Allen, Woods Hall
Box 6033, MSU, Richard M.
Duke, Rt. 2, Hazel, Miss
Annette W. Gordon, 1306
Doran Rd., Murray, Miss
BetyL. Daniels„ 1,
Murray, Miss- Jocele
Earheart, 30§ -S. 12th.,
Murray, Mrs. Bettye L. Webb,
629 Boldin, Part% Mt, Mrs.





NEWBORN ADMISSIONS Mrs. Lynna I. Jones and
Baby Boy Burns ( Mary), Baby Girl, Rt. 1 Box 167, DISMISSALS ._
Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tn., Baby Benton, Mrs. Phyllis Mrs. Lortio E. liaison gad
Boy Seaford (Kathy), Rt. 2, Weatherford and Baby Boy, Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Springville,
Benton. 1500 Johnson Blvd., Murray, Tz. Mrs. maryBurnes and
DISMISSALS - - 12121x___ 
Murray, 
C-W___°°ds Linda' ". 8 Ashy Boy, Rt.4, Buchanan,
Donald Lynch, Rt. 1, Ben- 1361 nit ss marl.  Tn., Mrs. Pamela J. Mon.
ton, Mrs. Karen L. Smith and Faye Cooper, B1- 2 Big Band.T, tgomery and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
. Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs: Anna 144 Tun, RI 7 Benton, Mrs. Wanda Cashion,
Mrs. Annette Collie, Rt. 5, Box 40, Murray, Bobby S. Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mies Linda R. ,
Benton, L.C. McKinney, at. 1, Waddell, Rt. 6; Benton, Mrs. Knight, 31.8S_J_Kbp_tifMr.MY,_
Dexter, Mrs. Patricia C. Mlldred E. AlM11/1, -RV -I; mrs. seirley-I. Garland,- Rt-
Thompson, Rt. 2, Calvert City,_ _Cettage Grove, Ile, Flayll M. 8, Murray; Miss Tiffany -1%-- -
Mrs. Minta S. Tanner, Murray Perndergraas, 14.- -I, MurraY, Devine, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn.,
Manor Apt. 1_7, mafray;..- Clarence -I- --Horton, ---914 - siienaerrormean,_ Alm 
Mrs.:Robert a Myers, Hi 1, Henry, --Coldwater ftd.,lifurray, Horne Aarah Nell McNutt, 717 S. 4th-,
Tn., Mrs. Nevada Hodge, Fern A- Alderdies, Ht 8 Boi 330, m Ulla D
Veiraie Lodge, Murray, K-elly
B. Outland, 809 -Sycamore,
Murray, Miss. Mary Mc-
Cuiston, 316 N. 6th., Murray,
Mrs. Mary E. Cooper, 384 N.
10th., Murray, Mrs. Coily M.
Myers, 520 S. 7th., Murray,
Mrs. Pearl Jona- (eipired),





• Baby Boy Allison ( mother-
..Lorrie E.), Rt. 1, Springville,





No New Born Admissions
Murray, Earlie White, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Lela J. Littleton,
1113 Circarama Dr., Murray,
Rural R. Jones,107 Whitnell,
Murray, Robert Hoke (ex-
piradkLik 1, Murray, CI.Tde







Baby Girl Kung ( mother
liantiel, Rt. 1, Hazel. - •
- DISMISSALS._ .
Etra.- Mary Hillman, RC 1,4
Murray, Mrs. Carrie B.
'Sirlack and Bahl; BO, 1112
College Cts., Murray, Mrs.
Janice J. Pritchetk
Murray, Mrs. Sarah B. Ross,
Rt. 2, Murray, William J.
Shelton Jr., 2221 Edinborough,
Murray, James E. Smith, Box
292 New Concord, John T.
Irvan, 1307 Wells Blvd:,
Murcm_Robert R. Farmer,„_
106 S. 14th., Murray, Mrs:
Mary S. Vance, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Blanche V. Taylor, Rt. 5,
Cadiz, Miss Tina M. Locke,
Box 87, Kirksey, Thomas
• Kilgore, Rt. I, • Almo, Mrs.
_ Martha A. Dowdy, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Gwendolyn
Imes, 201 S. 15th., Murray,
Paul W. Manning, Rt.. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Tina M. Smock,
Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Vanessa
Carter, 333 W. Farthing,
- Mayfield, Mrs. Patricia L.
Jackson, 212 Oliver, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Dowdy, 305
Chestnut, Murray, Samuel J.
Starks, 525 W. 12th., Benton,
Mrs. W.B. Alexander, 1412
Dudley, Murray, Linus
__Spiceland, New Concord, Mrs.
Estelle Spiceland, New
:Concord, Mrs. Mary E.
Mathews, Rt. 8; MurraY,
7-;Tommy Blair,:Rt. 1, Far-
mington, Harry • S. Rowland;
• I
Id1LPTHr,-- 4 1L- Ia- ,ffyirea, Hui 221, ,
McIanneY, 124 °live St4, Tn., Miss Allce Jaineson, Ht. '10-2-77
-• •
Riviera Ct., Murray, Mrs.
Regina A. Phillips, Rt. 6,
Mayfield, Thomas A. Barnett,
Itt. 6, Murray, ki133 Hattie A 13-mile backpacking trail
Vaughn, 624 Ellis Dr., located in Grundy and Marion
Murray, ..: meg  A-01a -_-411._-Coinitiesi _in norm...gee aaa
Wheeler, Rt. 6, Murray, been added to it growing list of






Baby Boy Narmey (mother
- Margie) Rt. 3, Paris, Tn.,
_Baby -Girl Easley (mother-
Cheryl), 603 Ellis, Murray.
- DISMISSALS
Perry T. Johnson, 100
-Garden, Murray, Mrs. Martha
E. Wimberly, 309 Powell.
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Sandra J.
Tharp and Baby Girl, P.O.
Box 37, Buchanan, Th., Miss
Effie L. Craig, Ill S. 12th.,
tir y, Mrs. Marlene
Crouck--- 1, many, mriL
 
tails program in the early
Patricia C. Alleiv=-4-1C---11"--- -
a. involving constnietiam-___
-jail improvement of trans_Greenwood, Paris,-111-1-99m located primarily' on TVA.Debbie J. Canup, Rt. lauds. During the past two.Hardin, Jimmy Colon, 113 N.
14th. Murray Hart/Y M.
Mini Jr., RI. 4, Mturi,9;
Kathy M. McCallon, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. !Wends "--L
Smith, Rt. .1, Alma, Mrs,
Sandra G. Lyons, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Miss Kellie D. Gabel,
Rt. 2, Springville, Tn., Mrs.
Lanita S. Maltolm, Rt. -1,
Haiel, Mrs. Ladle L. Tharp,
212 Spruce, Murray, Mrs.
Billie G. Wyatt, 1708 Ryan,
Murray, Mrs. Ina D. Nesbitt,
Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Gladys 0.
Hale, 1307 Poplar, Murray,




_ BUENOS AIRES (AP) - Ar-
gentina expects fish production
to reach about one million tot*
over the next three years, wry
officials of the Secretariat for
Maritime Interests here. In
1976, production amounted to
256,000 tons, including $42 mil-
lion in exports.
_
The first modern circus was
held in London in 1768. It was
staged by Philip Astley, who
performed as a trick rider.
•T-------MurraY.Audrey V.  Y0111111,-.Rt• Bentok-liaroki W. Gay, - Adults 117 _
1 I Box-49, Farmhigton. Mr& General Del., Hazel, Earl L. Nursery 3
Mary F. Morgan, Waldrop Tr. Gordon, Rt. 1, Dexter, Miss NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Ct., Murray, Mrs. Lela M. Karen Hales, 8179 Woods Hall, DISMISSALS Training Assignment
Knight, 732 Nash Dr., Murray, N1SU, Perry E. Youngblood, Mrs. Muriel L Baar, 1806 from Ft. , Hood, Tex., toFt Hood, Tex. - Second' Europe to increase . Army
10th, Murray. •_ Randa-B. Ctmningham, 1100 Nirs. - Estefania cr combat capability while -
Mrs. Gladys L. Swann,-'109'N. _Rt. 1, Cypress, IL, Mrs. College Fm. Rd., Murray,, _ Lieutenant • Darrell" E. _
Mrs. Tina Marie Smock and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Carrie B. Spurlock and Baby
.7Boy.1112 College Cts. Murray.
DISMISSALS
Tennessee Valley states.
The new "Fiery Gizzard
Trail" begins in the Grundy
State Forest near Tracy City,
Tennessee, and ends at TVA's
Foster Falls public use area
about 10 miles east of the
forest boundary. Along its
route, the trail climbs out of.-
Big Fiery Gizzard Gorge, a
spectacular natural
landmark, and follows the
Cumberland Plateau
escarpment. the----trail was




INA began a Valley4ide
List OUNA_Hilting-Trails Grows Longer
years, TVA has been able to
use manpower provided by
other Federal programs to
accelerate the development of
the trails system.
Land Between the Lakes:
TVA's outdoor recreation and
environmental education
center in west Kentucky and
Tennessee contains more than
125 miles of trails catering to a
variety of interests, including
wildlife observation, off-road
vehicles, horseback riding,
and historical features. In
addition, there are more than
400 miles of back county roads
for motorists, including an 8-
mile Resource Motor Trail
containing descriptive signs.
ZentolrifsA , 3INTIZat. Eli Is: :UMW b:
BIG .4%
PHOTO BONUS
le -1,44./m^ irlIE 0 • es- 1„,,-•1
50c OFF-COLOROn Any 20 Exposure
LIMIT 0.4 ROLL PEA C'CWPOP.
DE VII10111 0 & PRINTED -
fl/Sel:1=3112143 0, 0 • e‘ al
,1( 1,• ••• • Is • * tAgr,ts . Atitss '
5x7 COLOR 
Edaiemcnt- G
MADE. ROM ANY SUDS oa c0101 rotGATIVII








Olive Blvd. Murray. ;
„.
• - INSMISSALS - -•
Mrs. Carolyn G. Dutton, Rt
awford son of Mr and Mrs
, Berkshire Ct., 1_,Turray,„ Mrs: ' yananterLngen Slid Baby Girl, 
,
Murray, :I. E. Crawford,. 503- S. 16th, -1.r.Lstaininge scheduled level
. .
Melba-1. Landiri,' New 13191/2 Olive Blvd.,
Concor4 Mrs. Verline o: Mrs. Bobbie J. Cellb3bk Rt2r-i-i.,,Marinveeeen---t"ePa -rt'eda.„. ft_.--- --v 
strength. 
Ezell, 515 Whitnell, Murray, Murray, James Poole: -04 "iss--14-ignedCraaswfoili.dplaistooaregularille der''
__Mrs. Kathy , G. Seaford anct_
spokes. s,eniii. Dixieland sk. temporary &ty, where he will
-train with Inner.--niembere nr-Adth the 2nd Armored Di
Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Benton, Mrs. Ctr.pkturray, Mrs. Cynthia B. his unit under the "Brigades at 
Ft. Hood.
• Betty J. Goheen, Rt. 2, Calvert Hart, 515 Whitnell, Murray. The lieutenant was'75" program. .
---City, Mrs.- Eloise Sykes; 1606-7-_- Mrs. Kathie S.- Martin, 825 - - • -1--- - --. graduated fretaitheir17.S.'
toe -Murray Mrs. Myrtle Wilson, Paris, Tn., Miss The "Brigade 7*615-rirgram Afffltiee Aeitlientr West-






•is EXPOSURE sums so 34 LUOSIJUL
---flererflerlitophriblevier- --
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TOMATO SOUP it%.c..  19'
MELF-EBBIG
FLOUR s I, 59'
saim,








24 oz. Pitt 77
LUNCHEON MEAT  79e
fiLl wiBEANS
BEEF STEW t4--  79'







































BanIcalliv our BUDGET CENTER Rams ors priced lower Own IGA
whore MA orRistharni Mreada Iso swim* lower banana of
- wo awlinoin thusons low prior all wook every wook.1
303
CAN























ORANGE SLICES-V. ...... 39`
GEAPE•PLEICINORASIGI











GENERAL RILLS • 
CHEERIOS is. . , 59'
WHEATIES 12 o 
BRAN PUKES  69'
CUT
GREEN BEANS Irs:;‘,..--19`
CORN MUFFIN MIX SP I
Or Nations. lirand nowahondlos, however, there row ba occasions. •





  1612t0 SALT m34447641̀




Lam • Red 71NEeaGAR
• OATH SIZE
  BAR SOAP 
-ntozor
POTATOES:: 49'
HANDARlid ORANGES g." 45'
ELBOW MACARONI:7 39`













YOU'LL FIND ALL THESE ITEMS


























Is the BUDGET CENTER for.riu?
... only you can decide. If wholesome foods'
at consiitendy low prices is yotir. concern- -
then the JIM ADAMS BIlDc.ET CENTER
is the answer!.




























f  - •
HUNDREDS of NEW items
to 'Wert from!
Irm:,111;40i1110 11K, . non • oo
ran Ana An Adams Ise Ow wwa-
ownsin• porker bbei: he.,. law
yoor sown, awn&
Theis* art mid finst gunk, n•no•
boarref larada' ••tand•rar
irstie• of taar44.11ork arr areerl.
•blr qa•ht for maw parpnara 444
compared in,,. f•nc•er greeter 11/e
Mill Aare three (entre, (radar, *wit
Del Mon ie. Hese
In sit. nek ••• Oa. he., of Iwo&
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pHR Money To Provide
!: FRANKFORT — Kentucky
:Department for Human
:Resources has announced two,
federal grants that are ex-
pected to help make it easier
for more than 98,000 Western
• kentuckians obtain two vital
'...4beds, food_ an .tran-
pertation.
According to Peter D. Conn,
!ipecretary for Human
Itesources, the grants,
totaling 159,402, will be used to
=shire 14 nutrition aides and 14
.escort aides. The new workers
will be DHR employes,
assigned to local agencies
which serve senior citizens.
In Western Kentucky, 98,400
--older residents may benefit
:from the-.• two grants, ac-
:cording to DHR. There will be
'.fix job openings in the area,
Iswee nutrition aides and three
escort aides. Counties whose
Sidents are eligible for the








Todd, Trigg, Union and
Webster.
- The nutrition aides will be
outreach workers for nutrition
programs which are funded
through Title VII of the Older
Low-income elderly and-or
. . .., •
MAYFIELD — Purchase
Area Development District
here has set a number of
nitetings„in upco.ming weeks,
according to a spokesman for
the organization.
Purchase Area Develop-
ment District Board of
Directors will meet Oct. 17rat
7 p.m. in the conference room.
• of the Purchase Area
handicapped people.
Americans Act. They will
contact older people who
would benefit either from
group meals or home-
delivered meals, telling them
about those services and
encouraging them to take
advantage of them.
The escort aides will act as




PADD's Crime Couticll will
hold itkmonthly meeting Oct.
10, at- in the PADD
Conference Room.'
This will be the initial
planning meeting on the
development process for the
Council's Annual Plan for




6 AM- 12 PM
Neal Invites Everyone To






Sacramento County deputies Dainese Taylor
anal sew", 411ppinget -shot down the street having lei* -
left the county clerk's office with a new marriage license








• KY. DAM — Eight hot-air
balloons are scheduled to
-_convene at Kentucky Dam
, Village State Resort Park
October 14-16 for the second
annual Kentucky, hot-Air
Balloon Fly-In.
The balloon —event., spon-
sored by Kentucky's Western
Waterland, a regional tourist
promotion organization, will
feature a balloon race each
day. Saturday's race, the
"Moonshiners and
Revenoors" race, will lift off
from Kentucky Dam airport
at approximately 9 a.m.
Sunday's event, also
scheduled for lift off at_9 a.m.
Is a repeat of last year's
`Vetter race:rwhichiltiquires
the balloonist to land in an
area where he can acquire
some type of local animal.
Last year's critters included a
menagerie of dogs, rabbits,
ducks, and even a baby pig. At
1:00 p.m. Sunday these cit:
PRICES GOOD WHILE QUANTITIES LAST OR
G000 THRU OCT. 17, 1977
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED




ters will be placed in a large
circle and, on a given signal,
will be released in a race to be
first outside the boundarys of
the circle—Thatalloonist who
has entered the winning
animal will receive a prize.
Another feature of this
year's balloon event will be a
flight line which will be set up
so that the public can have an
up-close view of the balloons-
and how they work. The flight
line will be set up from 1-3
p.m. Saturday, with an ad-
mission charge of fifty cents
The balloons will be tethered!".
in the flight line so that they-
may be viewed in actual:
operation, -
The publfe
-attend the liftoff ericl day-C.
they are also invited to visit
the flight line, and to take part.
in any of the scheduled ac-:-
tivities of the balloon
weekend. Further information,
can be obtained by contacting
-KWW, Route 7, Box 144,
Benton, or call 527-1303.
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE





atIkaf-vAr4b.lbs sof wo 11.1164.4
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BECAUSE OF THESE LOW SALE PRICES!
WE ARE NOT QUITTING BUSINESS.
IN FACT BUSINESS HAS BEEN GREAT...
1971 WILL BE OUR LARGEST UAL_ ,
HOWEVER ... WHILE SALES HAVEREEKEIG.-....,BUYING
HAS BEEN EVEN BIGGER! EVERYWHERE WE LOOK,
THERE'S BEEN "FACTORY SPECIALS" - "MANUFAC-
TURER DISCOUNTS" -44 "SPECIAL OFFERINGS" ALL
TOO 0000 TO PASSUP - WE JUST KEPT BUYING - AND
NOW IT'S ROLLING IN FASTER THAN WE CAN SELL AT A
NORMAL PACE OF BUSINESS. WE'RE OUT OF ROOM IN
OUR STORE AND WAREHOUSE - SHIPMENTS STILL
PALING _M.- •.SQ. WE'RE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC  
THURS. NITE, FRI. & SAT. WITH FANTASTIC VALUES
THAT Wit.L 'THRILL AND AMAZE YOU:
6111K4 nte Palma
FROMM', - SAVE Hum00.614 F4144mas.
1:4016 A 0$DOL.LMUIssotg$ Pail -- 4
t'LCH "HONEY MOON SPECIAL" tiow.es 1.1
P3 ROOMSamt.% 10essi ; 
q
tL 1 +4 Ct.tiOes 4* 4-Pc - LAVI•re Ro0 3:314
A P.m. VII,- • 3 TrieUfs d• (.49 nubs efuoit_
 5•Pc, Dishurrit • 14- PC t_ 81E/i _ retbm
so-nitt 4 AOOrn SOME • MATriatii nmealcas
ft.u) 410EFOUIJOATI FINSOST





359AS stssur +a** sizeisuitv sop rbtoirrisess‘
*Sox si•siviviserist*smee'rer-
aict-95- Stows sui.L. size oulL-ito •••iviicoss 414.99C
+801 soni Met - F1A14" Co NiMSACTicied - Se f ow-
i-ngc Tiorta SILO WI Lilt MA TrfteSS. SI I 935
SPRINGt - F IA*" CON STRuCTION -5f r -
1101.415 Fut.i.S2I gOil.r TO Fa*,M toodSOUPogiailn99f
aveuvrtilteSs t Pt iwkaltiir -ser StAgetio TO-
415 *0C 'Mt Pts, oReS5601 Su iTe tooil?cititg
'Tot et AO 0,0041
,109_45- MoP4.i0 Oissw--CHESTs-oiscitm oP., briOsc 0* MAINE FlAltittii- YOWL Cht044, 
300431 bieRVY BUNK 6605 COrMILATO 14•TA a it QIVIS.
I NA RASP*. im tir 6.JP.3te4 -SLAW.° TD *Amp-. I I 7_
5394)--a-Pc-mismc 0Atic4.1VINfr 900
fit/17-es - utiOrE0 -TWO ONLY -C1.4611 DOT
(.i9.43.1- 2 mIPC • SEALY C.01046. dAck 1.1V1/44 ROOM al
S V irE - 100e/e NYLON tiPti • - CLAM! ouT OT-
.3.3f•tls. ID-Puice LASi DoOR Gum C.1104947-4123so 10 R0444 mAgoce -sOve 'too - -A4ow - 
564? Air GRMIoritroegcs.ock. Wirt. wesr-
oil Antral! CestrweS - Ciszise-ovr IgiN
3294r pm Low isdico. 0C-00111A1124 SOPA 1 ig9si
PA iCSO $414-4.. p.m- lt pe 01•44.., - - 
44-94S 7..Pc-mooti‘4it veLver siscre•AowlicA9
PIT Gitoup-- sAve 242o ! ?<Ow oN - - - 
139 Alg-r-offisitii4s 41CA r N16-0081110 N64 CA.4s.04 AV 99
paitti.4N e -Colette OP 
i343•2 7-0c. 8010,42.& *warm - r19044 IWO
Clit!1111.$ - 5/.11101154:1 
gpio skg0C. ALL pj0o0"0111.P.IMOG2.***sistitstialsa
tilasa**-- (me ipai.f.--Cianir-ove 461.46-4t 
GREATER THAN AN OLD FAS111511 AUCTION
•110 ADVANCE SAM .SOME ITEMS AS IS" *NO PHONE ORDERS
*ALL SALES FINAL *NO EXCHANGES
40 MAIL
'ORDERS TWIN OR FULL 111*- APPROVALS









SOLD IN SETS 0/41Y — 12 PIECES
TO SELL IN THIS GROUP. .
SHOP EARLY & AVOID
DISAPPOINTMENT.
PARTIAL liSTING OF CONTENTS!
NeAvy ofm 044 Citirr a IAA
SLATE LUG! FOSIrbisc441Tol - 0844.,,v cup's-cud *4....a."
VAtAitiS To 54.05- 0141! (.4110v0 000S • 01.405
Lbw/t040, ROO psi TAWAS. S4CA.PtCee *r 
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"CARE AIME t• Ft EACLAL0M. $1.441$Ite0 ro 
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*90°2 size Moll so Of A iler /So wwW 450
014 TT* e ss Ick5V00 TO' °mu', - - -
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A special week of
missionary emphasis with
fOurteen missionary speakers
will be held in churches in
Calloway and Marshall-
Counties during the week of
Novembtir 8 to 13, according to
the Rev. Earl Warford, -
superintendent of missions of
the Blood River Baptist
Also have tennis totes.
counetk 4. bane bags
and shaving kit bap












The missionaries will be
from the foreign, home, and
Kentucky fields and will be
visiting An twenty-five chur-
ches in lhe association. The
public is invited to attend and
to watch the church calendars
and the news media for the




W. Burton Cook, field
evangelist appointed in July
1974 to Taiwan, native of
Texas, and married with one
child, served as pastor and
minister of education before
James W. Watts, Sr.,
director of missions, Lynn
Association, has served as
pastor, county missionary,
married with two children.
Bob Miller Western Region -
rioresestante of the Child
Cart Board, residing in
MadisonvWe. No picture was




NEW YORK ( AP) - Govern-
ment will play a bigger role
than ever in the economic plans-
of the future, says Professor
Geoffrey Barraclough in "Man-
agement Review,' a publica-
- attempts to give individuais•
mar& rights over the in-
formation their government
colleen' about them has been
prefiled by a legislative
commission.
At Its final meeting the
Interim Study Commission on
_Computer-Stored Information
and Personal Privacy also
Airestonted summary of its
findings but ires Melt to
reach agreement on what sort
of oversight of government
personal information prac-
tices should be established.
The bill limits the exchange
going to Taiwan. tion• of the American Manage- of information about persons
JamesV. McKiWeY, genera-- ment Associations. -- - between agencies. ,dt ilso
evangelism and relief, ap- Barraelough, historian and forbids agencies from
pointed in 1958 to Bangladesh, member of the International maintaining personal in-
served as pastor at several' Social Science Council, says formation- systems which are
going govern.ment clout will increase--cbarthits :- 7 Were- , secret;- -and gives individuals
overseaS, married viith five desPite "P°141cal ,—seitt:imen- the 'right': to challenge in-agaunst growmg lectern' con-
children. -- - - ' - --. -- - -trols. • --- • • --, _iorination ebootthemselvtit :IR
Dewey__ _E. Mercer, This will happen, •he argue,. government files which is
evangelism,- - church. because the private capital inaccurrate, incomplete,
development, and laymen market can no longer satisfy obsolete, or irrelevant,
training in Japan, appointed all of society's investment - In its findings,', the, coat;
in 1955, native of Kentucky, - „neetts. For examti. Pleetibil,,iniss__Log concluded that "there
.and energy etnabdi-WIR exists a daftlitti Initmdazka-pastored. churches before Jood
married with -Boon require exteadVe- govern-going overseas, between an individual and a
.. _..._mient planning in comerationtwo children. - - recordkeeping institution with
J. Kenneth Parks, appointed with regard to persoral In-
business, Barraclough
1964 as general secretary
Christian Education Board to
,Chile, served as. minister of
education in churches' before





1962 for literature ministry to --
Nicaragua, native of






Malcolm D. Brown, dir r
of minions of Mitchen-fkiirry
Association, Totes, has
served as :pastor of several




speaking people in CubiseW
Missitnr -P--Assoeiate - --
Language- Missions, Depart7_
meld. of tinge Misgion BoarS,
married whin two iiiildren.
Lowell AL, McElroy, mission
pastor at Hot Springs, South
Dakota, native of Alabama,
served as pastor and teacher,
married with three Children:- •
Thomas J. (Jack) Tichenor,
Kentucky pioneer area nOw,„ _ --
serving in Ohio, has served as
pastor, teacher, and Board'of
Directors of Home Mission
Board, married with one
child.
Joe W. Vetter, chaplain in
U.S. Army, has served as
-church pastor before going
Into the champlaincy program




- Janus -E. Jones.; director ef -
missions, Mt. Zion and South -
Union Associations, has
served as pastor, summer
student missionary, teacher,.
and .district _mtasjonary,
married witii two "-, th•ci.
Hughlan P. Richie, director
of missions of Little Bethel
Association, has served as
• church pastor, married with
two children.
Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake
Located at Buchanan Resort
Close to Paris Landing
Ph. 642-8810




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
New"- developments in
blackbird control will be
discussed at a meeting next
week of federal and state
officials in Frankfort,
according to Coburn Gayle,
state director of noximis weed
and pest control.
- Gayle *said Monday the
meeting was requested by the
U.S. Interior Department's
Fish and Wildlife Service.
Agriculture Commissioner
Thomas Harris will be among
state officials at the meeting.
An ' official from the
Department for Human
Resources will discuss recent
studies in histoplasmosis, a
respiratory ailment linked to
blackbirds.
Roosting blackbirds and
starlings have been blamed
for spreading -the disease .and.
causing vast farm crop and
livestock feed losses in
Kentucky__ - particularly in
the -
The use of PA-14 (Tergitol)
to control blackbird roosts-
19 meeting, Gayle Said. large roosts of blackbirds.
Kentucky has used ---.4By December, we'll have --
sinoe 1975 against blackbirds, our helicopter ready and it
The detergent chemical strips
the birds of protective oils and
, will be cold enough, so we
to cold, damp weather. 
the trigger."
should be ready by then to pull
causes them to die of exposure
restricted and sppervised by tbhlaecksbtizred
The use of PA-14 is 
There is no estimate yet of
of optuhliastioyneari'ns
the 111;;; Fish and Wildlife KerititW-Gsyle said, though -- --
Service. Last year, Kentucky it probably will be in the range
sprayed „60 acres in Logan, ef lass year's 20 million.
Simpson and Hart counties
with about 5,000 gallons of PA- The three spraying,
14 mixture, resulting in the operations last year were
reduction of local bird roosts largely unsuccessful, Gayle
by about four million, Gayle- MA because the weather
said. • rarely was suited to spraying.
Gayle said information "That's the major
gained at the meeting will be drawback to PA-14 - that it is
used as a basis for almost totally dependent on
determining the state* Woe" 
the things 
awyelehopesaitdo.
strategy this year against
blackbirds. learn at this meeting is
in the bird business again at tools that don't depend on the
"It looks like we'll be back 
weather.
on on new control
about the same level we-were_._
last year," Gayle said, "But -
losses." 
a.,n a. dded emphasis on- - -The reseikh-belug*Ele
fighting the agricultural these areas won't do us much
good this year but might result
" _..._!.
"undoubtedly will be a mator Gayle said PA-14 will again in more-effective control hr---
of discussion at the Oct. 01. 111,0 this winter °._ spray 
-
future years," Gayle said.
PLAYTEX
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That's what U.S.




you with interest. All
you have to do is join
The Payroll Savings
Plan where you work,
or the Bond-a-Month
Plan where you bank.





safer way to save. .
So if you're plan-
'fling for an education,
vacation"; or even
retirement, put your
money into the surest
thing around. U.S.
Savings -Minds. -
Think of it as
money back guaran- -
teed to please.
Series £ Bonds pay firc, interest
when held to maturity of 5 years
t% the first- yeara. Interest
is nut subject to state Or local
income taxes, and federal tax may







LUCK I LY„ THEY
NEED PISTOL
PRACTICE.
Your Individual  
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
 FOR THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13, 19T1
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
through the influence of an old
business contact.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
A good day for business and
financial matters. A mid-
ARIES eye,,,-..4s morning meeting could produce
CMar. 21 to Air. 20) 11 some especially useful in-
Flexibility MUST • be day's formation.
keynote An unpredictable SAGI1TARIUS 
period in which-you'll HAVE to (Itov. 23 to Dec. 211 *10.
: 
shelve some of your pet plans No,te Libra. Your outlook
and projects. similar. Someone of influence
TAURUS would pull some st
rings for you
(Apr. 21 tO May 21) if approached in the 
early af-
A good period for branching ternoon.
out into new fields,- if yew CAPRICORN




-4May 22 to June 21) n410*.
. Keep emotions under stern
control. You could make an
imguleive -and unwise , -
decision if your temper is
aroused.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) -4810
-A new work assignment may
seem difficult to carry outr-but a
comprehensive discussion with
close 'associates will produce
useful-ideas, guidance.
LEO
(July 24 to Avg; 23) .12,tigt
Bonuses adilated froni past
efforts. These should give you
new incentive, perhaps a wholly





Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) %.
Stars presently warn against
driving yourself too hard, with
resultant strain and anxiety.
Eliminate nonessentials from
your program in order to pace
yourself at an easier gait
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Day offers new incentive for
forging ahead. You'll have at










(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) /0/4
Even though your day may be
crowded, don't overlook details
through haste. Seemingly minor
factors could be most important
to the overall picture of a
successful day.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Everyday matters will
probably run'their usual course,
but evening brings a surprise
invitation from some highly
amusing companions.. •
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Others often aecine-kou of
being overly emotion, of •
"thinking with your heart," but
your "feelings" about a certain
situation will be right on target.




and endowed-with a keen sense
of justice. You will net tolerate
and, being extremely
foresighted_ find many , op-
portunities for doing things
worthwhile. Fields In wUch 'you
could excel: the law, medicine,
painting, sculpture, community
work, music and the..theater.
Birthdateor: Cornel Wikle, film
star..
1317 (Joaerl Feature Syndtcete Inc
eon Br, Murray. Standing, left to right T. Sledd,J Matt Sparkman
and Bpron (Boots) Jeffrey, all of Murray' Daniel Wear,: Nashyille1, Tenn.:
Charlie Cain, Mayfield VanOn Denham Murchison, Royal Oak Mich.; Myr-
tle tones Farmer and lsel Orr Wilson, Murray; Sadie Padgett Lynn, Atlanta,
Ga.; and Pattie Albritten, Murray. Sparkman served at the master of
ceremonies and Jeffrey gave the invocation.
Staff Photolly Gene McCuteheon.
bursa until it became symptomatic relief. Re-
inflamed. ' • peated attacks of bursitis
• Fie- indicates that he did in a particular bung
not receive an adequate require its surgical rernov-•
eXPlanation about his con- al, if other forms of treat-
dition- from his physician;" inent are not effective: In. •-••••
He wants to know -What a- place of the bursa, some
bursa is and if his trouble functional scar tissue ,
Will recur.
A: A bursa serves to fte°7111dOsn wtohicshlideallovwesr th: By Hss Indifjerence.• .reduce friction in the body. joint.
It is usually found about a Bursitis is seen more
joint where movement and commonly in one of "sev-
pressure take place, such eral bursa located about By Abigail Van Buren
tures and a tendon which Inflammation .of - a-- bursa -- - ---- -
:1977 e Cnicago Trroune N Y News tynd Inc
Ba0.11.ESAVer. - litte&D., - , Leads to r_entiL-4- heavit••
A bursa consists' Ot-E1 joIrit use pergists.-With less - AR A13BY: I am 40', and have been miErried for .-20)
-14E5 E OF THE, ' fluidewhiacrnacatisl as a luhri-
7' 
a




araersest. For s:xulunknownitrleironymy husband hest lost all
li
FEW SENIOR •- cant, separating slightly ' You mention the4,elour we're both too old for that kind of stuff!" (He's 42.) We g
, and he just laughed and said, "Oh come
along fine, but it's like living with_my brother. -- - -* -.; -
as between the joint struC- tie shoulder or knee joints.
CLASS OF 1922-REUNION-Nineteen of-the ST members of the Class of
,192_2_at!_vturraylligh school were present Frjdo, Oct. 7, when the 55th an-
niversary of its graduation was observed with a dinner at the Colonial
Smorgasbord They Wen; Seated , left to right Audie Green and Lucy-tones
R6se, Murray; Pattie Beale Roberts, Benton; Ruth Lawrence Pickard and
Ern Howard Story, Lynn Crovii Mary Florence Wear Perdue and Albateen
Burton McCord, Paducah; Marie Wilkerson Mond y,DaHc Tex., and-Fannie
Let's Stay Well By F J L Blasingame, M.D.
. Y. writes
he has been in acute pain
with a bursitis. This is the _
first time he has ever had
such trouble. He didn't
_even know_that-he hatt. a
Husband Upsets Wife
4AS- NEVER. BEEN -th, see as
 they move-back .but your butsitis • was He always come right home after wcrrk and never -goiti
Or • -
h-- • • and foeth over the-adjacent inadequate. •I -s liggest thatMUG  OED anywhete without me; so I'm suie There's no other womaiS
structures. you let Iliffi know that you I can't understand his indifference. I keep myself nest
Extreme use of a muscie werg;nOt completely satis- and clean and I never Wilg him.
be ..if.you get what I mean? 
.
• or forceful employment of ' ftecf,- though he-may think Our four children will all be-gone and on their own soot‘
--
- it may cause irritation of , -that you are. He can show and if this is any sample of what my life will be like 
whet- - the bursa-sac-and-produc
excessive fluid. Also -' - even the partieular one --., -- - ':- • - - ,, . ,_ . UNDERLOVO
equate fluid in a sa for that is troubling you so that
.  the workloacf4tiay bring you have better insight into
friction of,„its' walls. They your trouble.
have nerve supplies
and ay become exqui-  .
sit y painful. • i'FREE-LANCE GROUP • After 20 years and five children, shouldn't there be morl
.- Bursitis is more likely to NEW YORK (AP) - A serv- te marriage than sex? If I don't feel like making love evel_
loci:um% if g person has a ice organization for free4ance - nighti_he iits and says  I don't "love' him anymotre:•;"'
TrealatmticentethrdeeqnrYuireS r-e-s.t:- hPublighinas been gesta-indlistrb heYd hPererrnma. 
Anil abiiormal or is he? I arway's thoughl.aitian gotiFiel. T
ing the joint and avoiding The group, which was in- 
passionate after 40. Mine is unbelievable.
Please help me, Abby. I do love him, but I think he io
giejs.. and strjon.:_ _ Qf _ til corpora under _New York
structures adjacent 6 the'Stiltes" Til/nlir6fit -argarlizat -
,,,„ expecting too Much from a. 40-year-old wpAomnir.sit,y_ 
DUES.-' . -
_bursa. • ....... ._ ., laws, is called the Free-Lance . . . .
ri I 












If the fl • 
Editertal Workers -AsSoctation
sterile needle may be in-
serted and the excess fluid
removed. Sometimes, af-
ter the removal -of the
excess fluid, a small
amount of a form of corti-
sone is injected to reduce
the inflammatory reaction
and hasten healing. Local
non-salaried editorial employ-
ees - editors, copy-editors, re-
searchers, indexers, readers
and translators - regardless of
geographic boundaries.
Among benefits FEWA plans
to offer its members are medi-
cal and disability insurance,
life insurance, job information
heat or cold may bring and legal counsel.
,
Crossword Puzzler
6cRos,s • 63 ThrOugh 
. Answer to Tuesday's Punic
1 Opera by 
6654 
Prepare
Sendfor ft oh r ' AH
r








13 Fork Orcing 
. 1 SnakeD  O W 
:Kcl-M 
N
2 Ssi c  014 tiand
3 River in iu9.11erf
14 Greek .lette.- 4 Whs ready 5
for
17 Prefix down 5 Beer mug
18 Lubmate 6 Chinese .
T9 Dolphinlike distance .
cetacean measure
21 Dart 7,goniuhe bow -








35 let tall 16.Scoffs
38 College 20 Made
. degree L - suitable
(abbr I • 22 Symbol for
39 Condensed cuprum
mOISAUJe_-































they're_gone, it small _he _worth living._Sinnse'
DEAR UNDER: Please read the following letter:
DEAR ABBY: How do you convince your husband th4
you still love him, but you aren't as young as you used te
-
DEAR UNDERLOVED AND PAID MY DUES: I closet
know what's "normal" and neither does anyone else. Each
person has his own emotional temperature, and what Is
"normal" for one could break someone else's thermometer.
Both of you should insist that your husbands be
examined by physicians to rule out the possibility Of
physical deficiencies.
Then I suggest you consider seeing a qualified sex
therapist. (II your physician can't recommend one, inquire
at the Medical Department of your nearest university.)
Pity PAID MY DUES isn't married to UNDER-




• • . DEAR ABBY: Never in.my.wildest dreams did I think
I'd be writing to Dear Abby, but I have a problem I heard
you might be able to help me with.
I am a middle-aged woman whose problem seems to get
worse with age. I love to wear pantsuits, byt I have
practically no rear, so Consequently all my pants are baggy
in the seat.
Gaining weight is not the answer. I never gain there. I
heard that you once mentioned a place that Sold- falee
fannies. If that's true, where is it?
23RamurielaiiK1 451.atin
24 Ceremony coniunaion
25 Printer's 47 Proofreader's
measure mark
26 Drink slowly 48 Snare
30 CylindriCal 49 Repetition
32 Son of Adam 50 Otherwise
33 Girl's name 54 Mans
36 Paddle
37 Small dining 56 Succor
room 57 Mr Amon
40 A u !hay • • 58 Perm)
43 A state grNote Of
abbr scale















































,e.,i ti.• im ' 165
FLAT IN- BACK—
DEAR FLAT: Never in my wildest dream; did 1 their'
I'd be plugging Fredericki of Hollywood. but that's the
place. If you write to theffi, perhaps they'll send you a
catalogue.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope please.
PAGE 10-B THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Wednesday, October 12, 1977 S.
1m.








- IV Service Center4,- • - - -





376.280 and to satisfy a
lien for repairs and
storage in the amount M
$665.00 plus advertising
expenses of 126l6, twill-
sell to the highest bidder
'for cash for the benefit
of the lien holder,
Parker Ford, Inc., a
1972 Ford Torino station
wagon, serial number
F2H42H229024F. • This
motor vehicle is located
at Parker Ford, Inc., 7th
and Main Streets,
Murray, Kentucky.
Bids should be sent to
Max Parker, Box. 618,
Murray, Kentucky
42071, before October' 20,
1977, at which time they










bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size..
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.'
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-00a5.' Free, parking





Nov 8 9771 
Paid by candidate









Silver. Roll bars, big
tires and wheels.
Sharp. Can be seen
on used truck lot at
Parker Ford.
'JESUS says in. Matthew
18:19, 20. "Go  ye
therefore, and teach all
nations, baptizing them
in the name of the
Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost:
. Teaching them to otr_
serve all things what-
soeVer-I have com-
manded you: And, lo t -.
am with you always, '
evatuato.tht end of the
world." This directive
was to the disciples but
is also binding upon all
Christians today. Are
-you observing all things
commanded you in the
pages of God's Holy
Word? If not,you have no
Promise "or aerial Ill-67. -





to install sprayed foam knsulation in old and new,
buildings. Tremendous energy saver. Every home
and bail-ding owner can use it, and can save them
up to 50°o of their heating bills. We are the only
manufacturer that trains how to install with on the
Job training and by factory experienced installers.
No fees of any kind. We are interested only in
selling this foam insulation that manufacture. Can




Pbila., PA. lila - -
Mr. Warren. (215) 844-0700
Mechanic Wanted
Salary $250.00 per week, 44 hour week,
2 week vacation, uniforms furnished,
late model car furnished, major
medical, references required. Apply in
person to Mr. Wynn.
WYNN SALES &
SERVICE INC.
1127 Broadway Paducah, Kentucky
5 lost And Found
LOST SMALL Black
Poodle, male, wearing
blue collar. Near 15th
and Poplar. Call days
753-2825 after 5,753-3658.
Reward.
LOST,- SET of keys.
Reward. Call collect,
898-3/19, Paducah.
FOUND - YOUNG adult
female dog. Terrier
type. White with brown
ears and brown spots
around eyes. Wearing a
key chain for a collar.
Found wandering
around MSU • campus.
She has a cancerous
sore on her cheek.
Niner please corititt
753-3535.
LOST OR STRAYED 3
Pea Fowl hens. If seen













Products, • Contact WE 'BUY used trailers.












Krylon meets all current
government standards for
aeropol puints, and is the only
aerosol paint backed by Good
Housekeeping Seal of Ap-
proval. No selling or ex-
perience necessary. you will
restock beautiful displays
with the country's fastest
selling nationally advertised
household spray paints in high
tral tic company established
accounts that will be turned
overto yotlIfiVoltr area
5,000,000.00
will be spent annually on TV,
Good Housekeeping
IVIagathe, etc . to promote the
Borden product line. These
' great products will be sup-
plied to you by a 12 year old,
$25,000,000.00 per year com-
pany, who is one of the
nation's largest authorized
4
plicants must be responsible,
able to make decisions and be
capable of making a minimum
cash investment of $4,900.00
100% Merchandise buy back
CALL MR. SAWYER, TOLL FIFE
1-800-621-7725 *ht. 1-148
ANYTIME DAY OR Melt..
















WANT TO BUY used air
conditioners. Call TIM
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551. -
' WANT TO BUY_,,white
refrigerator, no older-
than 3 years old. Call
489-2373.
WANT TO BUY lots 75 ft
rtts Mit. frontage: MAR
same depth. In city or
County. Must have
sewer and water. Reply
--size of -lot -and priee-to
_Box 32Cjdusray,
-ter---btrr
311E 3F1X in MP
15 Articles For Sale
REMOVE CARPET
paths and spots; fluff
beaten down nap with
Blue Lustre. Rent „
shampooer. Western



























heavyAilied, 24" _a 42",








ladder 5' $12.88, 6' 114.88,
16' $18.88, 20' $24,88, 24'
$32.88. Wallin Hard-. _-ware; Paris.






-- • registered wire haired sale. 13.50 per rick
Fox Terrier puppy. Call Delivered. Call 437.4731
'53-5669. 7. 7-4346 -
HOUSEKEEPER needed




mat in, stereo And
record_stora. 'hut
time and can work
weekends. Write









like having a party line
to mai, entire circulation!






in my home. Must have
own transportation and
also light housework.
Call 753-8244 after 5:30.
CALL FOR FREE
catalog sales kit. 40 per
cent profit. Sell Lisa
Jewelry. No parties.

























and consolidation. 6 per
• cent interest 5,000 to
.7.-600,000. Cell 502-885-1795
between 3 and 11 p.m.
------- NOTICE
Member offices of the
Murrciy-Calloway - County
Board of Realtors will be
closed on Friday afternoon
October 14, 1977 for the pur-
pose of attending'ab Real






Needs 2 recent college graduates. Prefer degree
in Manufacturing Technology, Industrial
Technology, or Business Ad-
ministration.Applicant must be willing to work
and be trained in all phases of Manufacturing.
Intelligent hard working individuals can make
their own way with our company and will make a
good salary with very good fringe. benefits. Ap-
plications should be made at Cadiz Spring
Products, located 2 miles East of Cartiz,,Ay. on
Highway 68.: • -
An equal Opportunity Employer
15 Articles For Sale
SALE CLUB aluminum, 8





dryer, new. Size 164:





Admiral 15 Cubic ft.
white refrigerator, in
good condition. Three




sprockets and files, also
chain saw motor oil, and
Poland chain saws.
Your busioess is truly
appreciated. Tidwell
Lawn and Garden
• Equipment, 303 Main










.Application. sales dr management trainiag
• You Nue/ $75110.00*
THF:RMO/FOAM hasa top quanty rating by Un-
derwriters Laboratory. Capitalize on the energy
• crisis, by starting your own THEEIMO/FOAM
dealership with a minimal investment and sin-
cere effort. ( Exclugive county-wide dealerships
available).
CASH IN ON ONE OF THE FAMST
GROWING INDUSTRIES IN AMERICA1




oven with oven timer.




18 cubic ft. frost- free
refrigerator freezer.
Avacado. Damaged in






Ventilated rib - $195.
Remington 20 gauge
light weight, ventilaged
rib -$175. Call 753-4061 or
753-4031.
15 FT. ,EBICTILIE ski
boat, 1976 model with
1970 model motor with
trailer. $1800. Interested






across from Post Office,
Paris, TN.
USED UPRIqHT piano,









Nemo "mei oil ••••••11 ••••
Tones. D. WI Pr my =Marl •••I
I.fluldood.







Zenith 19" color T.V. $19
per month WAC. For
information call 753-
0595.
27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 45 VINDALC
bedroom with 7 a 10
expand') room. Like
new. See at Riviera Cts.
or call 753-3280 before 5,
436-5524 after 6.
1974 MOBiLE HOME, 3
bedroom, -A baths,




3418 after 5. ----







• hookup. Couple only.
Call 753-7457. -
. .
WANT PERSON to share
nice 2 bedroom apart-
ment. Call after 5, 759-
1721.
TWO BEDROOM mobile .
home. Real nice.
Located on Route 6,
Highway 280,.-5 miles -
from Murray. Call 753-
4174. 
.. ,
THREE LOTS with 1974
trailer, house type roof,
gas heat, well,- elets;- •
tricity. $1200. Locateritia..-__
Crappie Hollow Unit 3,_
Thomas Ford.
18 Heating & Cooling








OAK DRESSER and - _440.00 per month dtirifIL .








34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM.
couples only. 135.00
month. Shown by ap-
pointment, 753-3159 or
,753-5094.
36. For Bent Or tease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land arao-
...AiLailablCall_Olike
Brannack 753-8850,
between 8 and 5.
37. Livestock Supplies
-BEST FAMILY and





$100. Call 759-1208 after
5.
winter. Call 436-2427 AKCsheepal.Ddog.p-uEppINesG,Lcau_ISR
4ihalf bed and aPrineogati  SAE F BATH TuB MOBILE HOMES and 492-4441 after 4 p. .Vie* room suite, 2 w
tables and chairs, 2 baby





Round and square oak tables,
chairs. Walnut and oak
dressers, china cabinet.
washstands, odd tables and
rockers, icebox, love seats and
chairs, quilts and much moue
For sale for first time All
. refinished -Cctober 15 and 16.
Paris, TN Highway 79E. about





good condition. Call 753-
3456 days, 753-5402
nights.
FOR SALE nice living
room suite in good
condition. Couch is a AVAILABLE NOW.  
hide-a-bed. Phone 753- Urethane foam. All
6550. sizes, all densities. Cut
ONE WRITE G.E. Dish- cabi4etso,,_ 1,29Latpry
to your. specs. West Ky.
washer, 115 month
WAC. For information 
Avenue. 7534767.
Friday, October 14th 010 a.m. at the latecall 753-0595. SALE WHITE COM-
-  - --MODES, e34.95 each.-- Rex Williams home on State Line Road,'/2
trash compadtor-.114 Pr: -
Colors $42.50. Wallin •mite East of Crossland. 21/2 miles West-ofONE - TAPPAN
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.:- -Haut-Ky.
month WAC. For in- • -
. . ; _




SALE CHAIN saw chains
%" or 404 pitch to fit 12"
. bar, 68.95. 16" bar, $9.95,
20" bar $10. 95, 24" bar
612.95_,_ We also have
baioinisisprockets.and
bars to fit most chain
saws.i ris:Vain Hardware,
SALE FAUCETS, chrome





_ rent, at Riviera Courts.
Gall 75132911.
31 Want To Rent
UNFURNISHED small
house or apartment for 2
years. Middle aged
female with
housebroken 8 year old




all female. Call 753-0438.






„SALE 6" STOVE-pips, 99- -
cents. -Chain-sew-
all sizes 79 cents each.
• • Daisey B.Ws, 1500- pack






641 Auctios House, Paris, Tennessee.
This week we have Roseville, Wella, occupied
Japan, old watches, old clocks, glass, dishes, fur..






CUSTOM MATTRESS Mr. Williams hauled and stored buildings full offormation call 753-0595. •- made any size for an- material, tools, antique items from middle Ten-
tique beds or campers. nessee when TVA displaced him. Mrs. Williams
Buy direct and save on must have a clean up sale. Truck loads of good
all mattresses, lumber, doors, windows, iron, tin, wire gates,
Healthopedic or foam. some walnut and cheery lumber, team tools, 2
Also see their elegant steel tired wagons, primitive and modern hand
gallery of furniture, tools, team gear, stone jars, cast iron items, old
Bamboo, Wicker and mantels, boxes of bolts, fruit jars, nice high back
Brass. WISES WEST bed, chairs, old sausage mill, lanterns, 1967 Ford
KY. MATTRESS AND pickup, one owner, V-8 straight shift, sharp. Lots
FURNITURE .1136 





side board with good
mirror. Call 753-2620.
COMPLETE BEDROOM
suit, solid wood. Electric
guitar and amp.














picker 100, one row,
semi-mounted, price
$250. B John Deere
tractor, starts and runs
good, $200. Call 753-6943.







FOR SALE 350 John













-with 11 'track AM-FM
stereo. Radio and turn-






guarantee. Must hear to
appreciate. Walnut
veneer. $70. Call 753-
8976.
We will give you '50,
1100 .or up to 1150 for
you old T.V.
Choose Magnavoi color
T.V. and we will give you
this for your old T.V.
low monthly payments
with old T.V. as down
payment Come in and see
why we sell the mos;
T.V.'s each year ,
J&B
Music-Magnavox.
Cboutitet It ., Mirror, al.
Chester and Miller
Auction Service
435-4128 or 435-4144, Lynn Grove, Ky.
It 1111Flus.
Law , • 'a:1
Viammd--1.
NEW AND NIFTY .
Just Listed! 1803 Westwood Drive-This quality 3
bedroom, 1'42 bath brick veneer features wall-to-
wall carpeting, lovely kitchen cabinets, Tappan
appliances, Thermopane windows with niar-
belized sill? This pomfortable home is situated
on large lot with chain link fence.ba'ck yard.
• Large patio. Carport with storage. Paved drive.
In the 30's.
izma








"THE PROFESSIONAL °Fria WIre4 THE FltfENDtt TOUCH". _
Il



































three, 7 weeks old.
Females. 65.00 each.
1631 Farmer Ave. Call
753-0475.
AKC DOBERAAN




_ $5.00 bushel. Call 489-
noon. 509 Chestnut. - you. Give us a-call -at
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We provide theYARD SALE, Thursday,






and Saturday. 9-4. 907




and 15. One girls 3 speed
bicycle, one large boys.







LET THE supshine in
with this 3 bedroom, 2
bath home. A one family





aluminum siding. To see




Realtor= ----3 -; - '--
List Your Proporty With Us
sos NON St. TIMM.
43 Rea; Esae
DESIRABLE 31/2 ACRE
tract, located 5 miles
Southof Murray on West_






THE A.B. JACK SMITH
Farm, 75 acres more or
less. Less • thin a Ix
thousand dollars per '40'
acre. On Highway 464 - 
Guy Smith Admin., 753-
5869.
A- DEER FARM - Deer  
roam freely over this 40
acre farm...26 acres, _ _
tendable, woods, 2 small
ponds, Jog tobacco barn,
an older 2 bedroom
frame home. 'Own your
- own paradise-...tivle
30's... Call Helen Spann
at 753-8579 or Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.•
EARLY, VICTORIAN 5
bedroom fionie on ltain
Friday. Street. Built in 1917 and
known as the Bradley







and Saturday 526 South





"Your Key To Happy .
House Hunting"
711 Main 753-1 22 2
HI 7 4/4•14.41 S
25 ACRES WITH several
beautiful Indicting sites-
and over 1300 ft. of high-
." way frontage. Located-
.,... minute:Lad
Lake. Priced in mid
teed. Phone
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222. We provide a







a.m. 2 p.m., Saturday baseboards. We would the street from
October 15, 7 love to show this horde 'to --Robertson Elementa
4 BEDROOM Beauty.
Ideally located across
and one block from the
university campus.
Built in 1977, home has
full range of real estate ceetrarheat -rind air and--
services. lots of energy saving
featuree.incluggegme•th 175 CC CAN AM Enduro.
* extra hilltdation. Prime 1976 model: -bought Alw
this summer. Excellen,t,
FOR SALE
` 5 Acres, 11-2 miles
1r6 m lown. Weep 
catfish stocked
pond, driveway, sep-
tic tank, utility pole.
410,000.00.
*U 1534153-
46. Homes For Sale
GUY SPAN" ktuThitY -
We go to extra lengths to
UJpottery, cookware,- serve-you. Your interest KOPPERUD 'REALTY, condition.•$775. Call 754.:-c- tiassenger iran Malay 
-.
miles. Cat 753-0623. , 'Mr.:materials, T.V., plants, and desire are our 753-1222 for. full time, 3535 after 5 p.m. __Leasing. Inc. 753-1322._:- . --'OWIclocks, _Gypsy ke le, _fftmary___concern.When competent ---ffal-----estate
SMALL _FOUR ROOM
house, 41/2 miles out 121












19. Used Cars & Trucks
CADILLAC 1976 --Mme




dition. $7495. ('all 1-354
2817.







"di DON'T BE a gambler
WO know the factory cost of
  your next new car
before buying. Call for




steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call_527-8273 after _4:00. .
1965 CHEVROLET 6
cylinder pickup. New
motor. Steel bed. Call
1976 GRAND PRIX, AM- 753-8612 or 435-4492.
FM stereo tape_ Power - _
steering, air condition.
Brand new., tires. Call 1974 CUTLASS S, has
753-4331. -factory mag wheels,
-  AM-FM radio with 8
4972 Burgandy. $2500.







and, 20 acres, Frame-
home'in lovely wooded
area with s, ap-
proximately -Hi- acres
tendable. Good location
8 miles northwest of
Murray. For more in- -
• pliene
4KOPPERLID REALTY,
753-1222, We are working.:
herd to provide the best




BY OWNER - ----goiwnam,
20 acres .-ettifire
Beautiful, Kerne site.









Roofed, reedy IS i.e. Or boy a 11-lelld ad sue. Complete end
reedy to unmet+ 14 op telbsilistedeekbet rollemot_tedmr
meet Sles the rut tberscone NCone Rolf ad* Oohed 
ter his. OMIT Pt018111,1 MOCOMEIS MOW , _ _
SparklingJ<Ilip in Anderson Shores. Move right
In. Right newt% new Port Murray  and Harbor






in the 3fi's. Phone
service.
Purdom & Thruman




28 x 40 SHOP for sale. Can
be used as a clean-up or -
• mechanic. Located in
Hazel on Calloway
•Street_ Ccoae by and see._
48 Automotive Service
- Clean. •Ttro tone 'blue.
_It 111 ice oller.__C-A111,53.41.56_ _ PONTIAC Aitken.
days,..7534402 nighta- - wagon, $8. Call 753-
_ FOR .r,f,t1ST. New  • • -
--eZonomy -eaft '1249 Mustang
auto, pickup or. 12
1971 MONTE CARLO 350 Ins WILLIS jeep, 4 wheel1969 VOLKSWAGEN __Automatic Eurat- driee -Exceitent 
parts, new tires. Call _ Orange with him* vinyl dation. con 7534671.
767-2740 top. Factory wheels, 
AM-FM tape deck and •if77 'THUNDF.RBIRD,
--fade Wen. Distal:1*D
  OIL_filter„1149, air
filter, It. ••• to -fit most miles. $moo.00. Call 354- .753.6273, or after 4:30 work; gravel hauling.„Afilericarr or 1111Purt
•'•
P_vis. 
TIRE SALE: Truck load,
"- '4 pinadiyester White
wailpremium grade.
32 tread depth, 7 rib
guaranteed-- - - against-
- defectias-
't *, II 001 . •t
ypd economy minded?
Transferred oWiliw_ must _
sell this warm, spaizious
4 bedroom, 1/2 bath
home that offers
comfortable living for a






SIDE PIPESstorage make this a
- house- thaVa-si-real_in.__Call after
vestment. 'Only $19,900. 3662.
  Call or come 144105 N.___




+ $1.74 FET; Aka"
$18.94 + $1.9,4 FET;
E78x1C + $2.30 FET;
-1117.
1976 CHEVROLET one
ton truck, - with 12'
-.11,11sYdriWn-bed• Ca 474
2230 -
1971 verEvELLE  power -





1 9 73 C HE yft-oLE T • ELF-e'relr141, _
-Pickup Cheyene Super" •honie indiastrial. Call -
wheel----bese-, --qharles--Cooksey-afterti---
"Power steering and p.m. 436-5896.
brakes,
-P -E T -• I N -
interior. Radial tires. STALLATION and
Transmission needs Measuring. measuring
- wdrIr. -Cali 3544208-4* of llottse' FRED: Install
4 p. m. all types of carpet and





F78x14 $21.15 + $2.44 1976 CUTLASS
SUPREME. Many
Extras. Approximately
FET; G78x14 or 15" 1917 ellEvir IMPALA ss
$2238 + $2.60 FET; 327 t ail In fair
H78x15" $24.23 + $2.85 -condition. 358.-08. Call
.
- FET; L78x15" $26.76 + 3514237.
r.
NEAR THE LAKE - 1.38
acres, two 'buildings.
'"Gab heat, -storm win-
dows. Can be bought
worth the mOney: Call







• 1:111019Ell COPE SPOOR
)UST FAR ENOUGH AWAY
Brick 3 Bedroom home located only 1 mile from
Murray City Limits on large one pins acre lot..
• Concrete block workshdp and extra outside
storage building, nice garden area, lots of trees,
shrubs and flowers. A pretty picture for pleasant





"VeOrielabglio0753-$12, Geri Anderson 753-7932.
'Hwy Porerson 492-11392 11111 Kopper*, 1S3-I222',
Ray/urn 753-404
REDUCP110 $5,500 - Few
settin,gs can rival this
with the towering shade
 and beautifully*
landscaped yard. Over
2,100 sq. ft. in this 3





today Wilson Ins. SC Real
Estate, 753-3263
anytime.
. 50 ACRES, L. C. hide
Farm, ideally located on
Johnny RoberMin Road.
Only 3 minutes from
town. Beautiful wooded
-building site, good
• fertile land, tobacco
„ base, good tobacco barn.
Call Eddie Huie, 753-
5532.
-REALTORS











1964 FORD PICKUP, longpaint, tires, side es,
wheel base V-8 engine,• pearl red with red in-




49 Used Cars & Trucks
1950 CHEVROLET
-,PICKUP, truck with













station wagon. ONE OVER the cabAutomatic, good tires, camper. Geed medium.
no oil • and tdgif-
une -Garrett Mastermileage. Extra clean. itoriter metal detector,
• Call 436-2427. 
•  Uke new. Call 4364437




sales • and service
department at 1-24 and






'HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS ,
PARKING area white








• guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con-
struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.




installed per Your •
specifications. Call




- by Sears save on these
high- heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free:-
--
FOR BACKNOE and










FOIl YOUR septic tank
_and backhoe work.
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. _Call John




patio awnings and roofs
sealed, white or silver.
Call Jack Glover, 753-
1873 after 5 or weekends.
ACE HI black top paving
. and seal coating. Free
estimates. Call 436-2573.
INSULATION SAVES










ficient service. NO job
- too smalls Cali Ernest-
White, 753-0605.
WILL DO babysitting in
my- home, while you --
work, shop or have an





steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30








-en*. iv,. Also dry wall-
finishing. 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
DO YOU ?REED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents-per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4x10. A 16' x
10' room would only be
$8.00.  Call 753-1335.










Company Inc: Air can-







FREE - Beautiful mak:,
dog. Small. Under one:
year of age. White. re:




494 Feet of street frontage 'A block of
court square.
pan. 3024294 ask_ 
for 
. •GiDanuAtaBieard,Icii09.436.. 2306:ica.CM: 
 • w 
Debbie.  haligat







Thbagfiral things mutt to#1,48*--rhisty../10,4,11.4altopos-- „,ge. 
stone and stucco is located near MSU. Recently
redecorated, paint and carpet. Priced in the teens. -
/...
'A07., Fr. 753-1492 L












• avel trailers and fold -
downs. 1974 models
arriving. We service.




-.4 miles East of Murray
on. Highway 94 .East.
Call 753-0605.
SPACIOUS
Is the word for this 4 bedroom, 21/2 bath home in
Gatesborough. Has double garage, central heat
and air, carpet, all high-ins, fireplace in family
room. Many extra large -closets. Attractively
decorated. Priced in 60's.
New home on Melrose. Has 3 bedrooms, carpet,,2
- baths, many cabinets M kitchen with built-ins.
• Central heat and sir.
Guy Spann Reatty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IttitEAL ESFATE'
901 Sycamore Street Mope 7i3-1711
Member of Multiple Listingi -
Guy Spann, 753-25117 Louise Baker, 7S-3-2903Z











-TRICIAN and gas in-
stallatisair; will - do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning; Call 753-
7203. •
FENCE SALES at Sears.
now. Call Doug Tsylor____
at 753-2310 for free




- .11. .RIATEWAX-Starel ,or
• •decorative rock or Stock
, _pile lin*, -Cali 753476,1
• Roiger ludaon-,4111454k*
Make Ptars Now To Attend...
John. Cavender & Son•
Daffy Dispersal Sale
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11TH, 11:00 AA., 1977
Rain or Shine, Lunch Available
DUKEDOM, TENNESSEE
SALE WILL BE HELD ON 1PHE FARM4-&-ATED 1 SOUTH111-iLE-- 
DUKEDOM ON WEST srpT OF HIGHWAY 1.0. WATCH FOFFSAY.E ARROW.
12 Head of Choice Dairy Cattle Sell In Dispersion
.• 38 Holstein Cows .
. 1 leo, Brown Swiss
29 Of these cows are in production at this time.
15 Covii dueviithin 45 days ' ' '
4-1st Calf heifers milking,
13 Open Holstein lleikes Thes.e are Type Heifers with most being ready_t_o breed -
10 Baby Holstein -COM . -
NOTE: These ,f0WS are TR& -Bangs free iwith indivicrilal health
certificateS -on each animal. If you care looking for herd
' replacement:Then attend. tbis aactipn. Several- or theae-eows
are just fresh and most are in 2 and 3 lactation.
- FOR MORE INFORMATION-CONTACT'
John E. Carender, Owner 2.-
- Bar 1-Dukedom, Tenn. - Ptio 9011469-5815
aelorm11044-
WUNDER REAL ESTATE 8, AUCTION SALES
OFF 139 UNIVERSITY ST
Night Marvin F Slexaoder
587 4568
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Beef Short Ribs is- 694'





SERVE II SAVE ALL VARIETIES
Sliced Lunchmeat 
NICION0 -



























41.11AVEINNAI WI ADVERTISE IF-AT All POSSIBLE If due to .
Conditions beyond Our control we run out. of an advertised
sfmcial, we substitute a comparable brand at a semteor
savings or give Wks °loft Check for the advertised Special
at the specs price anytime within 30 days WE GUARANIES
filliAT WE SELL If you ore ever dissatisfied with o Kroger
Purchase we will reploce your item or refund your moray
M1111111111111111181R
Brown St Serve Rolls 3
Angel Food Cake 1101.
 894
KROGER KRUSTY ROLLS
Buy one 12 oz. pk g
and get another 12 oz. pkg
inesenexe onto NAM se
Chicken Spread Oci 59
 g
one





rw,•WORN 754 OFF :it
ass Mord di purchosil sf ws anam on aim
=
a 3 b. ass si
am FOLGER'S ' In-=— -.-....
2 COFFEE . gia. gmi
- 
ea. 09
 r•-••••••-•-• 1r • tr•Ir AN- -If














111115% coact ions usokaii 34 Pas  
SAIBILLIAIII PORK STEAKS
statmetsm 04111111O *At
SUM. FRYER SOAR TIERS EE 299 le
SASS. 11111•1411 WIENERS •P-




All Kroger Beef is inspected for qualify by on
"cool U S. Dept of agriculture export. He
makes sure our beef meets Nod government
standards for texture, color, maturity,
rwrbitrio bake structure/ efld other features
necessary to own the AO. Gov't. Graded
0100C1 seal of quality.
*UM wi this coupon and S10.00 purchase ssjuding items, prohibited 11 II"
IIIIII °MI
with this Cowan and 9 0.00 purchase excluding items ptohiteted by
low ond in. odcittion IN orfOupon merchondise Subject to MI toppiwttobieifteitatrienons 1,1024, 
one Expires Oct 
ocicoupon. 1 8



















MOWS MOAN Of M me_




ON 1 .00 Cce•xn Vala loo—E. You Pwy `1-0 "nth C C411)00 a.
cwww lbw.. 00 I.*
III IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM IIIIII



















, 1 ot WIC


















[COST CiSirifitiOUPON .(46,1E1(COST (UiTIR I Ou Pow 1,,,70  II TIP I °UPON n
Mitts
FOAMY
BLADES Emib' HAVE CREAM on 15%. N.
c PILLSBURY PWS =— .
— CAKE MIX
=7„ Evan. . 1.111- ra ExPirlts Oct IRA = Expires Oct 1 etts
•5111111111111101111e1/1111111111111111 11g1.11111111IIIIIIII
Expires Ckt. Ilk _ boir•s oc,_
cl!MuumusetnmiCameeimismirz!!
WE ARE OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
EXCEPT FROM MIDNIGHT
SATURDAY 'TIL 8 A.M. SUNDA1
SHOP WHEN IT IS CONY:MIFFS! 108 YOU'
-
•
